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The Region of Aragón in the context
of Spanish Capabilities in the Ecoelectric Road Mobility Sector

Fossil fuel combustion has been identified as one of main
human-induced factors contributing to global warming and
climate change. During the G8 summit held in Heiligendamm,
Germany, in June 2007, the Heads of State and Government
of the leading industrialised nations described climate
change as “one of the major challenges of mankind” with the
potential “to seriously damage our natural environment and global economy” and agreed to take
“strong and early action to tackle climate change in order to stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations
at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system”. The
Group of Eight leaders recognised that “as climate change is a global problem the response needs
to be international”.
As stated in the FIA General Assembly “Make Cars Green” Declaration (October 2007),
measures to achieve further progress in improving air quality, avoiding dangerous climate change,
and promoting fuel economy require action across three main areas: firstly, fostering new vehicle,
fuel, and component technologies; secondly, enhancing road network design and management; and
thirdly, providing incentives and information to promote greener automotive technologies and
driving and mobility choices for consumers.
Industrialised nations are making continued investment in R&D activities (the industry in
partnership with the government) in order to develop technologies adapted to the transport sector,
thus promoting sustainable energy sources and curbing carbon emissions. Innovation will play a key
role, and efforts will have to be made to promote new vehicle, fuel and component technologies.
In the debate on car-generated CO2 emissions, it is clear that regional solutions will not suffice
to solve a global problem. However, it is also clear that regions, in accordance with national and
international directives and under the leadership of regional governments, must play an active role
to coordinate research and technology centres, universities, the administration and the industry,
with the aim of developing regional strategies.
The region of Aragón (Spain), where the car industry is strongly present, is actively involved in a
comprehensive debate on renewable energies and the future of the automotive sector.
In this context, the Government of Aragón and TecnoEbro, an association that groups all
technology platforms operating in Aragón, organised a seminar titled “R&D Challenges and
Opportunities in Electrical-Powered Transport”. The goal of this one-day seminar was to review
the present situation of the major stakeholders involved in the development of green cars. Meeting
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attendees included representatives of the Spanish government, manufacturers, urban transport
operators, energy companies, and a number of technology platforms undertaking research and
development activities in the field.
More than 200 people participated in the meeting thanks to the support of CDTI, SERNAUTO
and Tecnalia, and to the sponsorship of the Regional Ministry for Science and Technology of
the Government of Aragón. After the seminar, and due to the relevance of the issues addressed,
we decided to summarise the presentations delivered that day in this book.This publication, prepared
by PricewaterhouseCoopers and CAAR (Aragón’s Cluster of Automotive Companies), includes
information on the European Green Cars Initiative, research and development projects currently
in progress in Spain, as well as on key stakeholders in this sector. Moreover, this book looks out to
the future of the industry, from a Spanish, European and global perspective, and identifies trends in
architectures and in the latest, most advanced powering systems.
In our opinion, this book contains useful information regarding the state-of-the-art in Green
Cars in Spain, and can be used as a guide to find partners with whom to create consortiums to
participate in European Commission calls regarding the abovementioned initiative.
The Government of Aragón believes that these subjects are of special interest and will thus
continue to support all political initiatives aimed at making the region a reference point in R&D and
technology development in the field of green cars and sustainable energies.

Dr. Fernando Beltrán
Deputy Regional Minister for Science and Technology
Government of Aragón
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Welcome by the European
Commission

Dear member of the “Spanish Green Cars Community”:
As you know, the current global crisis has hit very hard the
car industry. During the last year, and reacting in support to
this vital sector of the European economy, the EU’s Economic
Recovery Package included a specific action for road transport research: the “European Green Cars
Initiative”, with an overall financial envelope of 5 billion Euros.
This initiative will help accelerate developments in technologies potentially leading to
breakthroughs in CO2 reductions. Green Cars is not just electric and hybrid vehicles: it includes
also research and investments on trucks based on ICE and on the use of bio-methane as second
generation bio-fuel for buses and waste trucks, as well as on logistics, transport system optimisation
and human health impact.
Green Cars should be seen as a concrete example of the role and importance that European
Technology Platforms (mainly ERTRAC, EPoSS and SmartGrids) are playing in developing and
implementing the European Research Area. More specifically, the participation of all stakeholders
involved in electrification of road transport –the automotive industry, the energy producers, and
infrastructure managers– is crucial for the success of the Green Cars initiative.
Through the European Green Cars Initiative, the European Commission (in particular three
of its services, namely DG INFSO, DG RTD and DG TREN) is working alongside the automotive
sector to make it possible to reconcile research and investments needs by providing short term
incentives, short to medium term loans and medium term R&D funding for the breakthroughs
that can make the future European automotive industry stronger and cleaner. As we progress in
solving our environmental problems, we will also be securing and reinforcing the competitiveness
of our industries. Our global competitors are doing it too, so we must act quicker and smarter.
China’s objective, for instance, is simply to become the world leaders of the new sector of electric
vehicles.
The good news is that current efforts of a number of EU countries are comparable to those
some of our global competitors. However, duplicated or uncoordinated efforts can diminish the
effectiveness of the European investment. In fact, some issues like education, standardisation and
regulation, user studies and infrastructure development beg for a Community approach. Both basic
research and applied R&D benefit from accessing the best competencies from all over Europe
rather than only national ones. In this regard, Member States moving towards joint programming is
the best way ahead.
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Within this framework, the European Commission welcomes the publication of this document
summarizing the most recent activities and the scientific and technological capabilities of the Spanish
sector of the eco-electro road mobility. I would like to strongly encourage all the Spanish actors –
both public and private, and particularly the industry including SMEs – to take advantage of the new
opportunities that the European Green Cars Initiative is opening and to actively contribute to more
sustainable, greener and safer road mobility in Europe and worldwide.
I am sincerely looking forward to seeing you in participating in the FP7 Green Cars calls for
proposals,

András Siegler
Director Transport Research
DG Research - European Commission
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European Green
Cars Initiative

The European Green Cars initiative (EGCI)
is one of the three PPPs included in the
Commission’s recovery package. The envelope
for this initiative is foreseen at €5 billion
to boost to the automotive industry in a
time of economic hardship, and support the
development of new, sustainable forms of
road transport. Of this financial envelope, € 4
billion will be made available through loans by
the European Investment Bank (EIB), and € 1
billion through support to research, with equal
contribution from the Seventh Framework
Programme for Research (FP7) and from the
private sector. The scope of this initiative is
broader than the two other PPP, and research is
just one part of it. Several coordinated calls for
research proposals have been launched in July
this year. These financial support measures will
be supplemented by demand-side measures,
involving regulatory action by Member States
and the EU, such as the reduction of car
registration taxes on low CO2 cars to stimulate
car purchase by citizens.
Developing greener road transport
Greening road transport is necessary to achieve
EU and world targets in emissions reductions.
In the EU, 19% of total EU greenhouse gas
emissions and 28% of CO2 emissions in 2005
are linked to the transport sector. More than
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90 % of total EU transport emissions are due to road transport. While total EU emissions declined,
transport emissions increased continuously between 1990 and 2005 due to high growth in both
passenger (28 %) and freight transport (62 %).
Research is the way to develop the sustainable transport methods we need. Such “eco-innovation”
will serve both to protect the environment, and to offer competitive advantage to those seeking to
create new innovation-driven markets.
Measures contained in the European Green Cars Initiative
The European Green Cars Initiative contains three streams of action:
R&D, mainly through FP7 grants for research on greening road transport. Budget: € 1 billion,
of which € 500 million from the Commission, matched by € 500 million from industry and
Member States
Support to industrial innovation through EIB loans. Budget: € 4 billion (in addition to existing
loans)
Demand side measures & public procurement, such as reduction of circulation and registration
taxes for low-CO2 cars
Despite its name, the Green Cars Initiative is not only for passenger cars. Under the Green Cars
Initiative, the research topics include:
Research for trucks;
Research on greening internal combustion engines;
Research on bio methane use;
Logistics, transport system optimisation; and
Research on electric and hybrid vehicles, notably research on:
High density batteries;
Electric engines; and
Smart electricity grids and their interfaces with vehicles.
Next steps
Under FP7, four Calls have been launched in July 2009 to implement the Green Cars Initiative, with
an overall budget of around € 100 million. The Commission’s Directorates-General for Research,
Transport and Energy, and Information Society have launched Calls that focus on electrification
of road transport, along with a fourth, joint call on Electric Batteries. In other words, the funding
for road transport projects under FP7 in 2010 will all be focused on the electrification of road
transport and research into hybrid technologies; a critical mass which is expected to produce a step
change in innovation in these technologies.
In the following FP7 Calls, in 2011, the topics for projects to be funded should broaden to the other
areas of the Green Cars Initiative: research into trucks, internal combustion engines, logistics, and
intelligent transport systems. In 2011, there could be also a Joint Call on “smart grid and recharging
systems” between several services of the Commission.
EIB loans
In addition to grants received from FP7 funding, organisations involved in transport research can
also apply for loans from the EIB. These will be the best tools for projects that involve greater risk.
Two EIB loan mechanisms will provide the bulk of financing under the EGCI:
The Risk-Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF); and
The European Clean Transport Facility (ECTF); a loan instrument which has been specifically
designed for the transport industry.
The RSFF is a guarantee fund for research, development and innovation. The scope of eligible
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activities extends from “traditional” investments in basic or applied research and demonstration
activities, to equipment and soft investments such as R&D operating cost, salaries of researchers,
management and support staff, and IPR acquisition or protection costs. Any organisation can apply
for an RSFF loan – large corporations and SMEs, universities and research institutes, publicly or
privately owned.
While the RSFF is a financing instrument that existed before the current financial crisis, the ECTF
has been created in response to the crisis and its effect on the transport industry, aimed specifically
at transport research, and at one research goal: lowering emissions in transport. The European
Clean Transport Facility will support investments in research, development and innovation aimed at
emission reduction and energy efficiency in the European transport industry.
Both the RSFF and ECTF loans are attractively priced, and with long maturities.
An initiative complementary to the Hydrogen and Fuel Cells JTI
The EGCI, focusing as it does on electrification of road transport, is complementary to the Hydrogen
and Fuel Cells Joint Technology Initiative launched last year. This public-private joint technology
initiative (JTI) will implement the EU target-oriented research and development to support the
broad market introduction of these technologies. Founding members are the European Community
and a non-profit association of European industry interests composed of a major share of Europe’s
fuel cells and hydrogen companies of all sizes from micro to large multinationals.The Commission is
expected to fund 470 M€ from the Seventh Framework Programme for a period of six years which
will be at least matched by industry contributions.
More information in http://ec.europa.eu/research/industrial_technologies/index_en.html

Note: This summary of the European Green Cars Initiative should be credited to the European Commission and can be
found in http://ec.europa.eu/research/industrial_technologies/lists/green-cars_en.html
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Eco-electro Road Mobility
in Spain

[Courtesy of ANFAC]
The Spanish Automotive sector: Key figures and
models produced
Spain is the 8th vehicle producer in the world and the
3rd EU passenger car and 1st EU LCV producer. In 2008
2.5 millions of vehicles were produced in Spain, out of
which 83% were exported. Exports of vehicles, parts and
pieces accounted for 22% of the total Spanish exports.
The automotive sector turnover in 2007 was 51.768 Mio
Euro, and represented 4.9% of GDP.Vehicle manufacturers
invest 1,500 Mio Euro annually and direct and indirect
employment of the automotive sector represents 9% of
the total Spanish labour force.
The figure above shows the actual location of the 18 OEM
plants in Spain, in 9 regions: Andalucía, Aragón, CastillaLeón, Cataluña, Galicia, Madrid, Navarra, País Vasco and
Valencia.
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The vehicle models produced in Spain in 2008 are indicated in the following table:
RENAULT ESPAÑA
FORD ESPAÑA
GENERAL MOTORS ESPAÑA
PSA PEUGEOT-CITROËN (Vigo)
PSA PEUGEOT-CITROËN (Madrid)
SEAT
VOLKSWAGEN
SANTANA MOTOR
IVECO ESPAÑA
DAIMLERCHRYSLER ESPAÑA
NISSAN MOTOR IBERICA
RENAULT V.I.

Passenger: Megane, Modus, Clio
Commercial: Megane
Passenger: Fiesta, Focus, K
Passenger: Corsa, Meriva
Commercial: Corsa, Combo
Passenger: Xsara Picasso, C4 Picasso
Commercial: Berlingo, Partner
Passenger: 207, C3 Pluriel
Passenger: Altea, Córdoba, Ibiza, León, Toledo, Exeo
Passenger: Polo
SUV: Jimny, Anibal, Santana, Massif
LCV, Heavy & Medium Duty Vehicles, Buses
Passenger:Viano
LCV:Vito
SUV: Pathfinder, Navara
LCV, Heavy & Medium Duty Vehicles
Crankshafts

Vehicle development in Spain
Some examples of vehicle development related to the “Green Cars” initiative are:
SEAT is developing a Leon Twin-Drive prototype (Plug in-Hybrid technology) in its Technical
Center in Barcelona. It was presented Jan’09 to the Ministry of Industry and first results are
expected by end 2009. It will require (and support) new supplier’s technical capabilities
available in Spain.
FORD is manufacturing a complete production of flex-fuels (E85) engines for Volvo and
Ford EU in Valencia, supporting R&D in E85 production from solid urban waste (Valencia
pilot plant) and helping to deploy Gas Station offering of E85.
RENAULT produces in Palencia Factory the Megane Flex-fuel and pure Electric Vehicle
production in Spain is currently under analysis in co-operation with the Ministry of
Industry.
IVECO has Natural Gas R&D unit and production in Madrid.
Component manufacturers in Spain
Main component manufacturers have also production plants in Spain, and the sector holds the 6th
position in the world in turnover: 29.970 Mio €uro in 2008 after a peak of 32.873 Mio €uro in 2007,
58% of which were exported.The component manufacturers’ sector includes 1000 companies from
SMEs to large international groups. They show a strong innovation capability, with an average R&D
investment of 3% related to turnover. In general, 75% of the value of the car and 50% of the R&D
spending comes from suppliers.
Next figure shows the concentration of the component manufacturers in the different regions.
Spanish automotive suppliers are well aware of the threats and challenges that the highly demanding
automotive industry requests through the whole value chain, from TIER 1 to TIER 4. Besides
production plants of the main global foreign component manufacturers, there are a few large Spanish
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[Courtesy of SERNAUTO]
companies and a broad network of smaller suppliers, most of them SMEs, who are showing, year by
year, their capability to comply with the stringent quality and technical requirements demanded by
OEMs and transferred through all the value chain. As requested by OEMs, companies are not only
providers to the former level, but real development suppliers.
Spanish suppliers have demonstrated in the past 10-15 years that they can grow and modify their
business models from national to European, and then to global schemes, showing high flexibility and
open mind levels. They have also managed the technological challenges as opportunities for new
business areas and it is their aim in the future to continue exploring new development opportunities
and technological agreements, especially with other sectors that will become more and more linked
to the vehicle in the future: the utilities, infrastructures and ITS suppliers.
SERNAUTO, as Spanish Association of Automotive equipment and component manufacturers, is
the coordinator of the Spanish Automotive Technology Platform SERtec, created in 2005.
With industrial leadership, SERtec aims at promoting R&D cooperation and is a meeting point for
all the stakeholders related to the vehicle and its environment. Its Strategic Research Agenda covers
the Spanish RTD priorities of the sector, which have been included as reference topics in the R&D
National Plan. The Research Agenda is currently under review and update to take into account new
technologies and sectors that interact with the vehicles: ICTs inside the vehicle and communication
of the vehicle with other vehicles, the infrastructure and, in the new electric vehicles, with the
electricity networks. For this reason the technology platform aims to include in the future new
actors in the mobility sector and will be called M2F: Move to Future.
The technology platform is structured in 5 Working Groups to develop activities and provide
orientations and recommendations: Energy & Environment, Safety, Design & Production Technologies,
Mobility & Infrastructures and R&D promotion. It is also coordinated with other Spanish and EU
transport TPs (ERTRAC).
Competitiveness of the European automotive industry at the upper level of the pyramid will be
assured when all the lower levels (TIER 1 to TIER 4) can become development suppliers of the
former one. To reach the goals set for a sustainable mobility, meeting the challenges of cleaner,
safer and smarter vehicles and transport systems, TIER 1 suppliers must develop new products and
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systems. However, they cannot do it alone, they need the following levels of the chain to provide
them with new components and sub-systems, materials, etc. and work of all of them must be
aligned.
There is a need for the development of technologies for the vehicles, but, upon that, there is also
a strong need of establishing collaboration models to develop communication systems that lead
to a higher efficiency in energy and resources use. Sustainable mobility must be based not only on
cleaner and smarter vehicles, but on V2X strategies and energy efficiency paradigms in the whole
system as well.
Spanish Green Car Priorities
The following general priorities related to the Green Cars Initiative have been identified, during the
first meeting held in Spain. A more thorough excessive will be conducted in the early autum 2009
as part of the Spanish contribution to the European Green Cars Initiative roadmap. The aim of this
exercises is to positively contribute to the development of green, safe & smart vehicles that can be
manufactured in an affordable, sustainable and competitive way:
v Electrification of vehicles:
 Power electronics: DC-DC converters, DC-AC inverters, battery chargers, distribution,
wireharness, connectors
 Components: electric machines, batteries, x-by-wire systems
 Energy management system, battery monitoring and management systems.
 Components for downsized engines for hybrid vehicles (plug-in, range extenders) and new
transmission systems
v Safety:
 Related to alternative propulsion systems and functional safety
 Linked to new transport concepts and low-weight vehicles
 HMI , Cooperative systems (V2V,V2I) and ADAS for safety & efficiency
v Mobility & Transport:
 V2X communication systems (V2G for smart charging)
 New vehicles
 ICT and ITS for traffic and transport management
v New materials:
 Weight reduction (UHSS, Al, Mg, composites)
 Use of recyclable and bio- materials (biopolymers, natural fillers)
 Nanotechnologies to modify/improve surface characteristics and for specific functional
properties (catalytic, electroactive, etc.)
v Production technologies:
 Smart & flexible manufacturing for cost efficiency, performance and robustness (automation,
decentralised controls)
 Modelling and virtual engineering
 Flexible production processes for customised products and small series
 New joining, assembly and surface protecting technologies to ease dismantling and recycling
processes.
 Efficiency and energy use in manufacturing processes.

Note: This section has been prepared with information provided by the Spanish Car and Truck Manufacturers Association
(www.anfac.es) and Spanish Association of Manufacturers of Equipments and Parts for the Automobile Industry (www.
sernauto.es)
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R&D Challenges and
Opportunities in ElectricalPowered Transport

On March 24, 2009, a meeting was held in the
city of Zaragoza, Spain, to discuss the main
issues regarding electrically-powered cars and
the situation of different projects and strategies
in which the Spanish Government and some
research centres and private-owned companies
participate.
The issues presented and discussed in that
meeting were put together in this booklet under
the supervision of PricewaterhouseCoopers
and CAAR, Aragón’s Cluster for Automotive
Companies. All the presentations can be
downloaded directly from http://ficheros.
t e c n o e b ro. c o m / p ro p u l s i o n _ e l e c t r i c a /
presentacion_eng.html
This section is composed by:
1. Introduction: Automotive situation
update, evolution and current
situation of green cars
2. Event programme
3. Priority research areas
4. European and national strategies,
support and resources
5. New fuels and electricity as energy
vector
6. Experience
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1. Introduction: Automotive situation update, evolution and current situation of
green cars
The automotive industry has been severely hit by the
global financial crisis. Some of the problems it faces
– lack of credit, declining consumer confidence
and falling demand for new vehicles – are familiar.
However, new pressures such as increasing
raw material costs, rising fuel prices, stricter
regulations and the need to satisfy
consumer demand for cleaner, greener
cars, have resulted in the creation
of a “perfect storm” impacting the
industry as never before.
A number of major vehicle
manufacturers have been forced
to seek government assistance
– a move that has generated
considerable
controversy.
In
November
and
December
[Courtesy of INSIA]
2008, debate raged in the United
States about the extent to which the federal government should intervene to help the domestic
automotive industry. Advocates argued that the economic fallout from allowing the industry to fail
would be catastrophic. Opponents argued that it operates with an outdated business model, so any
government support for the “Detroit Three” would only postpone their inevitable insolvency.
On December 19, 2008, the former USA President, George W. Bush, approved an emergency loan
of US$17.4 billion to General Motors (GM) and Chrysler, to be disbursed in instalments, following
further congressional approval. But the United States are not alone in providing financial aid for their
domestic vehicle manufacturers. On the same day that President Bush made his announcement, the
Swedish government approved a US$3.4 billion rescue package for Volvo and Saab. The Canadian
government also approved US$3.3 billion in loans for any carmakers requesting assistance by the
end of March 2009. Germany’s carmakers and suppliers have now applied for government support,
and some Asian producers may be forced to seek assistance in the future as well.
Meanwhile, many industry leaders have announced plans to cut production significantly; indeed, the
PricewaterhouseCoopers Automotive Institute predicts that the number of vehicles manufactured
globally in 2009 will be just 59.3 million. Most automotive CEOs have also been cutting costs and
re-evaluating their business models, as they struggle to balance the immediate demands for survival
with the need to develop an approach that can be durable in the longer term and position them to
take advantage of the economic recovery, when it occurs.
Within the context of the Annual Global CEO Survey that PricewaterhouseCoopers conducts
every year, 37% of automotive CEOs believe that the main expansion opportunities lie in further
development of their existing markets, whereas another 24% place their faith in new product
development. This represents a reversal of the priorities respondents held last year, when 34%
favoured new product development and 15% further penetration in existing markets. This change
probably reflects the retrenchment occurred in the entire industry over the past few months.
Although the current economic crisis is ‘top of mind’, climate change is high on the agenda too.
Seventy-three percent of automotive CEOs believe that a new global climate deal to succeed the
Kyoto Protocol is important or critical, while recognising that, similarly to CEOs in other industries,
they must play their part to reduce CO2 emissions. This will entail a significant investment in new
technologies, green manufacturing, alternative powertrains and sustainable solutions.
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Most consumers are already familiar with hybrid vehicles, which combine a traditional gasoline
combustion engine with an electric motor. However, many automotive manufacturers are exploring
other options as well; for example, GM has invested a significant amount of money in fuel cell
technology research, as well as in the development of a plug-in electric car called the Chevy Volt,
which has been touted by company executives as a ‘game-changer’. The Volt is expected to go into
full production in 2010.
Meanwhile, BMW launched the Mini E – the first all-electric car for daily use – at the 2008 Los Angeles
Auto Show. Powered by a 150 kW (204 hp) electric motor and high-performance, rechargeable lithiumion battery, the Mini E will initially be made available in California, New Jersey and New York.
Renault/Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn has also pledged on the future potential of pure electric vehicles, while
diesel fuel has long been popular in Europe and clean diesel technologies are reducing pollution from nitrogen
oxide emissions. Bio-fuels, particularly those derived from non-food sources, may also hold promise.
However, no company, industry or government can address the threat of climate change alone, which
is why most automotive CEOs realise that collaborative global action and better understanding of
business implications are essential.

[1: Courtesy of PricewaterhouseCoopers]
In fact, some governments are already providing other forms of assistance, such as financial
support in dealing with pending regulations to curb vehicle emissions. Prior to the recent crisis, the
United States Department of Energy earmarked US$25 billion to support advanced technologies,
particularly those that increase fuel efficiency. Europe’s carmakers are now seeking funds to help
them meet the European Union’s new CO2 emission regulations.
The automotive industry must retool its existing business model, which depends heavily on relatively
inexpensive and readily available credit, while simultaneously renewing its licence to operate and
recover the trust of its stakeholders.These changes will require automotive CEOs on the one hand
to engage more actively with governments, customers and the general public and on the other, to
provide the industry with an opportunity to strengthen its reputation and customer service, two
critical sources of competitive advantage.
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The future viability of the global automotive sector hinges on its ability to secure cash and credit
sources, ‘right-size’ operations and deliver a revolutionary fleet of energy-efficient vehicles, while
being responsive to customer preferences.
Based on the opinions collected in this survey, it can be expected that developments made regarding
the so called green cars will be one of the main pillars supporting the automotive industry in the
near future.
Green cars is a term that includes different approaches to vehicles less dependent on fossil fuels than the ones
used today, which are only powered by this type of fuel.The different approaches and levels of technological
development needed, as well as their environmental impact, can be seen in the following chart:

[2: Courtesy of PricewaterhouseCoopers]
Electric cars were first marketed in the early 1900s, although they existed in the form of initiatives
and developments that ranged from batteries of high storage capacity to different kinds of vehicles,
such as two- and three-wheeled cycles and the most common four-wheeled cars.
In 1881, Jeantaud manufactured an electric vehicle powered by twenty one batteries. In 1899, an
electrically propelled, rocket-shaped automobile called “Jamais Contente” (never happy enough)
reached over 100 kilometres per hour for the first time.
The sales of these vehicles were quite successful, as upper classes perceived them as city vehicles
also suitable for women due to their clean, quiet and easy operation.There are no vibrations, smells
or noises in these cars. It is important to remember that in those days, internal combustion engines
required someone to crank them up to start, and had gear change, which was then considered the
most difficult part of driving.
By 1899 and 1900, electric cars, which sold more than steam and gasoline vehicles, were mainly used
to commute in the cities, mainly due to deficient road characteristics at the time and to their limited
capacity to travel long distances, an issue not solved in these cars yet.
In 1900, the United States auto industry manufactured 4,192 vehicles: 1,681 powered by steam,
1,575 by electricity and 936 by fuel.
These cars were popular until the 1920s, with production peaking by 1912 and declining by the early 1930s.
The main reasons for this decline were a series of developments occurring during those years:
A better road network connected American cities, bringing the need for longer range cars.
The price of gasoline was reduced because of the discovery of large petrol fields in Texas.
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The need to crank up the engine with a handle disappeared because of the invention of the
electric starter.
Henry Ford started the mass production of internal combustion engine vehicles, lowering
prices and making them widely affordable.
By the late 1930s, the electric automobile industry had completely disappeared.
Nowadays, things have changed substantially. We have moved from a petrol-abundant world that
feeds an increasing number of powerful cars to crude barrels reaching over $100 and seriously
impacting the economy, and from a trouble-free mentality to having serious concerns regarding
CO2 emissions.
It has to be considered that transport is the sector with the highest energy consumption in Spain,
accounting for 25% of greenhouse gases, that 80% of transport energy consumption takes place on
roads, and that oil derivatives account for over 98% of sources used in transport.
This implies that a change towards energy efficient, non fossil fuel powered vehicles will be needed
in the near future to cope with environmental concerns and regulations, aside from energy costs.
Government support, incentives for consumers and subsidies for suppliers and OEMs are key
elements for the widespread success of Pure Electric Vehicles. The scale, durability of these driving
measures and success of hybrid vehicles will determine the progress of Pure Electric Vehicles.
The different Pure Electric Vehicles available on the market use a variety of technologies and include
batteries, mostly made from lead acid and nickel. However, the high cost of electric vehicles or
reengineered automobiles is currently borne by consumers. Furthermore, cruising ranges of current
Pure Electric Vehicles remain relatively low.
In the future, all models will be equipped with Lithium Ion batteries, improving operating ranges to
around 300 or 400 kilometres. Most cars will be small and compact, a sign that this kind of vehicles
are suitable for cities and short distance commutes.
Cutting fuel consumption and greenhouse gases, such as CO2, and complying with environmental
regulations are the main drivers for alternative powertrains and pure electric vehicles. However,
current barriers like limited driving range (battery technology) and high cost for extended range
(consumer demand) need to be overcome.
The main drivers and enablers for Purely Electric Vehicles (PEV) can be observed in the following graph:

[3: Courtesy of
PricewaterhouseCoopers]
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Another important step to enable the fast-paced change in technology to make the most of the
positive regulatory and economic conditions is battery development and supply. The main type of
battery nowadays is NiMH, known for limited range and high cost, and available in a battery market
still small and mostly dominated by Panasonic EV and Sanyo.
A future, larger market, should provide Li-xxx batteries with a better operating range, and will
witness new entrants aiming for their “slice of the cake” while ensuring compliance with new CO2
emission regulations.
As stated before, the role played by governments will be very important to promote massive
demand for electric vehicles.This new scenario must be based on competitive pricing, a widespread
network of charging stations and availability of green and cheap electricity. Given the depth and
magnitude of these initiatives, government support will be essential.
The potential impact of these initiatives is astonishing, as replacing internal combustion engines with
Purely Electric Vehicles would enable saving up to 240 billion litres of fuel in the EU-15 context,
accounting for over 50% of annual consumption.

[4: Courtesy of PricewaterhouseCoopers]
However, replacing the current car fleet with purely electric vehicles will require a long time. If
10% of annual sales in the EU-15 were purely electric vehicles, it would take 13 years for them to
account for 10% of the total car fleet, whereas if the annual rate was 20%, that replacement would
take roughly 7 years.
Depending on drivers and enablers, several scenarios can be considered. The upside scenario
would involve favourable regulations, fast technological progress and increasing oil prices,
enabling Purely Electric Vehicles to gain market share quickly. Consumer acceptance is promoted
by a set of incentives and convenient mobility concepts, as many urban areas provide Purely
Electric Vehicles fleets.
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On the other hand, the downside scenario would be characterized by non-compliance of regulations
and late market launches on behalf of battery suppliers and OEMs due to technologies not being
properly consolidated or mature. Poor infrastructures favour the use of Purely Electric Vehicles,
which are currently utilised in a limited number of cities.
Both scenarios are shown in the following chart:

[5: Courtesy of PricewaterhouseCoopers]
Due to stricter environmental regulations and increased ecological consumer awareness, Purely
Electric Vehicle drivers are strong, whereas OEMs, suppliers and governments are pushing enablers
towards maturity, which indicates a widespread of electric vehicles in the mid and long terms.
The opinion of PricewaterhouseCoopers regarding the main issues affecting the present and future
of green cars is as follows:
Technology: Battery technology is becoming more sophisticated, with Lithium Ion being
the technology of choice to make Purely Electric vehicles worthwhile. However, decisions
still need to be made on cathode batteries, although it is likely that in the midterm several
options will co-exist.
Costs: The technology needed to give Purely Electric Vehicles an acceptable driving range is
still costly, which poses an important issue. If there is no coordinated support of charging and
battery infrastructure and relative incentives, the next generation of Purely Electric Vehicles
will remain niche.
Infrastructure: Investment must carefully target areas with high urban population and short
commutes in countries where renewable energy sources prevail.
CO2 reduction: The energy mix of a country determines the overall CO2 effect. Using
fossil fuels to generate electricity saves fuel and therefore reduces CO2, despite additional
generation of CO2 at the energy plant. Using renewable energy to move Purely Electric
Vehicles forward would be an ideal solution.
Government support: Tax breaks, exemptions from congestion charges, etc. are measures
announced by Governments to promote Purely Electric Vehicles. In addition to consumer
incentives, infrastructure investments and subsidies are needed to support wider adoption
of Purely Electric Vehicles.
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3. Priority research areas
General challenges for green car implementation were addressed in the previous section, but there
is a need to define more specific ones. Opportunities are provided by the participants attending the
meeting and the information below reflects the points of view on the challenges and opportunities
expressed by different organizations.
The conference was started by presenting the European Green Cars Initiative and its research needs,
as defined by the Transport Directorate from the DG Research of the European Commission:
Energy storage systems, mainly car batteries and issues regarding management of storage
systems.
Drive train needs, including electric motor/machines development, and power electronics
and active control units for electronic motors and wheels.
Vehicle integration, focusing on aspects to be developed so as to provide electric cars with
proper usability:
Energy efficient auxiliaries.
Integration of ICE range extenders.
Smart controls to manage and maintain driving performance and comfort
requirements.
Safety and robustness of communication, actuators, electronic controls and power
electronics.
Control methods and strategies related to different architectures.
Active car safety.
Advanced electric vehicle concepts.
Advanced concepts for electric car architecture with models and solutions for
electric and thermal management.
Infrastructure integration, focusing on advanced V2G interfaces and charging infrastructure
deployment.
Electric car integration with the transport system, assuming research efforts should be made on:
Intermodality and interoperability.
Cooperative systems, connected cars to improve safety and efficiency and car-in
traffic control systems.
Deployment of public infrastructure in parking areas and curb sides.
On a more specific level, the Spanish component manufacturer Ficosa International provided
information on efforts to be made by the industry to address vehicle electrification, including the
involvement of many different stakeholders such as Technology Centres, Universities and Research
and Development personnel.
Ficosa International also believes that the main efforts in electric car research need to focus on
safety and comfort, competitiveness, mobility and transport, energy and the environment, and more
specifically on:
Algorithms and sensors, including semiconductors and new materials.
Electric machines and architecture (EMC/ECI).
Thermal and energy management.
Storage systems.
Grid connection.
Auxiliary energy efficiency.
Recharge energy.
In this context, Ficosa has developed different products and technologies that should solve the
abovementioned challenges:
Battery Packaging System, with crash proof packaging, cooling systems, and an electronic
battery management and monitoring system allowing for battery charge and discharge
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configuration, electrical safety control in case of crash, high temperature or fire, and
communication with the remaining ECUs installed in the vehicle.
V2X Telematics Unit:Vehicle communications, infrastructure, network.
New RF architecture providing more efficient placing and receiving antennas in one device.
Antennas with adaptive bandwidth and multiband systems.
An immune, real time “Onboard Communications Unit” for exchange of specific information.
Lightweight materials, such as plastic glass, magnesium structures and holders with natural
fibre reinforced polymer.
Shift by wire systems, configurable to any transmission, in a small package and of reduced
weight.
Lear Corporation Global Electrical+Electronics presented their point of view on technical challenges
for new hybrid vehicles, based on 5 ideas:
Automotive challenges and needs will result in significant changes in the sector.
New hybrid systems at any level of the vehicle will be a reality in the near future.
New knowledge and technologies will be needed, and society should be able to adapt to
them.
Common Objectives, at a political, economic and environmental level should come
together.
Efficient Energy Management at a global level should cover the entire process, from generation
to use.
Their opinions on relevant technical challenges in the future include the following:
New Components for Power Electronics.
Electrical Machines
More Efficient Systems through “Electrification” of mechanical systems.
Real Time Management Systems.
New Energy Sources.
Energy Storage (Batteries, UC).
Battery Charging Systems (Normal & Fast)
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Efficient Energy Management Systems
New Technologies to support this kind of innovative functionalities in the automotive
sector.
In order to cope with these challenges, stakeholders should consider the following:
Component Suppliers should be ready to support new automotive needs at the first and
second levels by:
Knowledge acquisition and the means to adapt it.
New Supplier incomers from other industries.
Product Validation.
New Specification from other sectors (CE, UL…).
Energy Generation, Infrastructures and Services together with different administrations
should work to find synergies and cover future needs.
Efficient Energy Demand Management has to cover all different possibilities and services.
Universities and Technology Centres, both public and private, have the important task of
satisfying the needs and technology challenges of the future society.
Currently, Lear is actively working on the newly developed area of Automotive Power Electronics
Products, with products such as an On Board Battery Charger, DC/DC Converters, DC/AC
Inverter, High Voltage Junction boxes and Wire Harnesses and Energy Management to support the
development of these new Hybrid Electric Vehicles/Electric Vehicles challenges.
4. European and national strategies, support and resources
There are many levels in the supporting architecture that Europe uses to promote the development
of new technologies for electric vehicles, as addressed in the last part of Ficosa’s presentation,
where a list of priorities was shown:
Visualize the electric vehicle in Product Roadmaps.
Recruit experts.
Simultaneous engineering, partnering with key players.
Reinforced cooperation with Technical Centres and highly specialised Universities.
Research on materials.
High level of “patent first”.
Prepare plants for the future (flexible manufacture combining high and low volumes, extended
manufacturing, ICT manufacturing).
Rethink “make or buy” strategies for certain components.
Face Research and Development challenges through cooperation programmes.
In this context, the European Union adopted a “European Economic Recovery Plan” on November
26, 2008, endorsed by the European Union Council of December 11, 2008, to support innovation in
manufacturing and construction in the automobile sector, which has recently seen demand plummet
as a result of the crisis while facing significant challenges in its transition to the green economy.
The European Green Cars initiative is one of 3 Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) proposed, along with:
The European Energy efficient Buildings Initiative.
The Factories of the Future Initiative.
The key points of the European Green cars Initiative are:
A research facet that includes FP7 funds and instruments for research.
EIB loans for transport research and innovation.
These key points are translated into 3 main streams of action:
EIB loans to support research and industrial innovation, with a budget €4 billion that adds
to existing loans.
Demand side measures and public procurements, including the reduction of circulation and
registration taxes for low CO2 cars.
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Research and development, mainly through FP7. The budget amounts to €1 billion, €500
million from FP7 and €500 million from the Industry and Member States.
The Public Private Partnerships scheme has been introduced to promote convergence of public
interests with industrial commitment and leadership in determining strategic research activities
through existing schemes and structures (FP7 and European Technology Platforms). It envisages
smart investments to improve environmental protection and European corporate competitiveness,
and is based on an implementation approach that includes cross-thematic calls and exploration of
other options.
However, the European Green Cars Initiative does not only target cars, but also other road vehicles
such as passenger cars, buses, urban vehicles and trucks. It also considers project infrastructure
developments like smart grids and recharging and distribution systems, and looks into logistics and
co-modality issues.
The first FP7 calls will be launched in summer 2009, with an overall budget of around €100 million,
and will include:
DG RTD main call.
DG INFSO main call.
DG TREN main call.
Joint Call on Electric Batteries, with a budget of around €25 million and emphasis on step
change on advanced materials and chemistry.
EIB loans are also a very valuable tool for research and development/innovation support that
involves greater risk, and can be used together with FP7 grants.
Two different figures are available in the EIB loans context:
Risk Sharing Finances Facility (RSFF), which is a tool for implementing the Green Cars
Initiative, providing a loan scheme for research, development and innovation activities,
offering up to 50% of the cost of research projects to entities of any size and ownership.
Projects must be in line with FP7 objectives. The RSFF will devote €4 billion to Green Cars
related projects along the period 2009-2013.
The European Clean Transport Facility (ECTF), specifically designed for the transport industry,
can be combined with the Green Cars Initiative to provide loans of up to 75% of eligible
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project costs, for a yearly budget of €4 billion. OEMs and suppliers in the automotive industry
can apply, as well as industries in other transport modes such as rail, air and shipping.
At a Spanish level, one of the most active public actors in the R&D arena is CDTI, that stands for
“Centro para el Desarrollo Tecnológico Industrial”, Centre for Industrial Technological Development,
a public company which supervised by the Ministry of Science and Innovation and was founded in
1977.The mission of CDTI is to increase the competitive edge of Spanish companies by raising their
technological level, and in the specific area of work of the FP7, to promote the participation of all
types of entities, both public and private.
The main goals of the organization are divided into three levels:
At a domestic level, the evaluation and funding of RTDI projects (soft loans and grants)
and the funding of new technology-based companies (NEOTEC, NEOTEC2 and NEOTEC
Venture Capital).
At an international level, the management of international technology cooperation
programmes (Framework RTD Programmes, Eureka, Iberoeka, Chineka, …) and the support
for technology transfer abroad (External Network).
Regarding Aeronautics, Space and Industrial Returns, support instruments for RTDI in the
aeronautics industry and technology procurement (CERN, ESRF, Hispasat, Eumetsat and
Spainsat).
National research and development instruments in the CDTI are structured as follows:

[6: Courtesy of CDTI]
CDTI supports the development of new products, services and standards, and all in all, new solutions
for the mobility challenges that have to be faced actually.
Another body involved in this process is Spain’s Ministry of Science and Innovation, which presented
its Technology Platforms scheme in Zaragoza.This scheme was created after the European Technology
Platforms were launched and some Spanish Technology Platforms organised. At that time, there was
a limited number of Technology Platforms operating together with some large companies and no
reaction from other industries.
The Annual Call to support Spanish Technology Platforms, first launched in 2005 by the Ministry of
Education and Science, allowed the creation of a network of Spanish Technology Platforms.The effect
of the call was positive and Spanish Technology Platforms were developed in several technological
areas with the active involvement of several stakeholders (including the Ministry).
Spanish Technology Platforms are conceived as a discussion forum and a technology area tool, i.e.
an instrument to identify, develop and review technological initiatives, and an advisory group on
research for public and private institutions.
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The main objectives are:
Promotion of technological development and innovation.
Creation of a knowledge-based innovation culture.
Definition of priorities and coordination of research and development activities.
Proposals of research and development projects.
Identification of a common research and development strategy.
Activation of development and use of innovative technologies and industrial processes.
Search for technological opportunities in the industry.
Identification of technological, social, economic and regulatory barriers to technological
development.
The basic structure of a Spanish Technology Platform is shown below:

[7:Courtesy of MICINN]
The Ministry of Science and Innovation supports Spanish Technology Platforms financially. Eligible
costs include those associated with secretariat activities, personnel, event organization, travel
expenses and document edition.The level of support amounts to 95% of eligible costs, i.e. €100,000
per year.
Spanish Technology Platforms cover a wide range of subjects, including:
Health and biotechnology.
Industrial production.
Construction.
Communications.
The environment.
Energy.
Transport.
After 3 years of experience, the main achievements can be summarised as follows:
Articulation of a Science Technology Enterprise system: Analysis of the technology sector:
opportunities, capabilities, weaknesses, deficiencies, etc.
First Experience resulting from the definition of a common vision and strategy by relevant
stakeholders from the public and private sector.
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Definition of research priorities in the industry in collaboration with academy agents.
Spanish Technology Platforms’ contribution to the drafting of the National Research and
Development Programme.
Identification of future education and training needs.
Preparation of national and international research projects.
On the other hand, there are some limitations, deficiencies and weaknesses that shall be overcome:
Size of technology platforms: Some technology platforms are too big and include too many
stakeholders whereas others are too fragmented and have too small technology platforms.
Composition of technology platforms: relevant technology stakeholders are not always
involved and there is sometimes excessive academic representation. Furthermore, the
number of industries involved is limited, some of them showing operational problems.
Spanish Technology Platforms are created around an economic sector, so there are
duplications of horizontal technologies: material, electronics, etc.
There are few activities on strategy implementation.
Collaboration with regional governments is limited.
Only some Spanish Technology Platforms are actually coordinated with European Technology
Platforms.
The National Research, Development and Innovation Programme (2008-2011), which does not have
thematic priorities, should allow for the consolidation of Spanish Technology Platforms through an
Annual Work Programme once research priorities are jointly identified. In addition, the programme
shall validate general priorities, verify expected progress and establish a joint vision and strategy
definition to ensure adequate development of Spanish Technology Platforms.
The presentation included suggestions regarding the role and objectives of European Technology
Platforms, some of which are described below:
Platforms should articulate the science-technology-enterprise system, serving as a strategic
technology area forum and communication group on research for public and private institutions.
The objectives should be:
The creation of a knowledge-based innovation culture.
The definition of European research priorities.
Proposals for research and development projects and JTIs.
Search for technological opportunities in the industry.
Identification of technological, social, economic and regulatory barriers to technology
development and use.
SERNAUTO, the Spanish Association of Automotive Equipment and Component Manufacturers,
created in 1967 to protect the sector’s interests before the Administration and other public and
private institutions and currently grouping over 300 companies, offered an insight on the automotive
industry in Spain.
Spain is the 3rd largest car maker in Europe, and the 7th in the world.The major OEMs and component
manufacturers have production plants in Spain. It is also the largest producer of industrial vehicles in
Europe. Over 82% of production is exported to more than 90 countries worldwide.
The equipment and component manufacturing sector in Spain is strong, ranking 6th in the world in
terms of turnover, which stood at €32,873 million in 2007.
Around one thousand companies, from SMEs to large international groups, account for approximately
6% of Spanish GDP, which shows a strong innovation capacity. As for investment in R&D activities, it
accounted for about 3% of revenues in 2007, with significant experience in quality certification.
According to SERNAUTO representatives, the main challenges and opportunities currently faced
by this industry can be related to 4 major issues:
Environmental regulations, including the reduction of noxious gases, particulate emissions,
fuel consumption, CO2 emissions, bio-fuel use and vehicle recycling.
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Technological reconversion of vehicle propulsion and transmission systems.
Safety regulations.
Competitiveness (globalisation may be an opportunity for Spanish companies in new
markets), lack of vehicle manufacturer decision centres and fear of assembly plant relocation
to Eastern European countries.
In this context, SERNAUTO has created working groups to define objectives and strategies
regarding the following matters:
Research and development.
The Environment.
Quality.
Human Resources.
Aftermarket.
Relations with OEMs.
Foreign Trade.
The Research and Development Working Group was established in 2000, and develops a
collaborative task between SERNAUTO members and Spanish development and technology
centres. Its objectives include the promotion of research and development activities within
member companies, improvement of existing infrastructure usage, achievement of higher levels of
national and international governmental aid, and increase of the corporate innovation investment
percentage. Furthermore, the Research and Development Group participates in the Clepa RTD
Working Group and in many other Spanish and European initiatives (eSafety Forum, Technology
Platforms, International Conferences and Workshops…) representing the sector.
The SERtec Technology Platform, promoted by the Research and Development Working Group, pioneers
research and development cooperation, acts as a meeting point for all technological agents in the automotive
sector, and enhances the integration and capacities of Universities, technology agents and enterprises.
Its strategic agenda is the research and technological development of the automotive sector in
Spain, considering the main goals put forward under the work programme of the National Research
and Development Plan 2008-2011.
SERtec members include automotive suppliers, suppliers of ICT for transport and infrastructures,
Universities, Technology centres, Engineering companies, associated Spanish Technology Platforms,
as well as representatives of Public Authorities and Clusters.
It ensures coordination with other transport-related technology platforms in Spain and Europe by
running 5 working groups that develop activities, guidelines and recommendations.The structure of
the 5 working group is as follows:

[8: Courtesy of SERNAUTO]
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SERNAUTO also runs the International Innovation Unit, which is based on a Collaboration
Agreement with the aforementioned CDTI within the Tecnoeuropa Programme, and promotes the
participation of companies in the automotive sector in international research and technological
development programmes.
Its main objectives are:
To increase the competitiveness of the automotive component sector by means of research
and development.
To collect and integrate the areas of interest for the Spanish industry when defining the
priorities of EU FP work programmes.
To support the preparation and submission of high-quality research and development project
proposals promoting leadership and advising the consortia on project management issues.
The main activities developed by the International Innovation Unit are as follows:
Identification of sectoral research and development interests and capabilities: interviews and
visits.
Dissemination of information related to European funding programmes and calls: transport,
NMP, ICT, energy, environment, eco-innovation, JTIs…
Transmission of information related to the interests of the Spanish sector to bodies proposing
and advising the EC in the definition of work programmes: National Contact Points, CLEPA,
eSafety Forum, EC representatives.
Attendance to international meetings focussed on long term research and development
strategic priorities, as well as dissemination of relevant information for the sector.
Assistance in the preparation and pre-evaluation of proposals.
Search for project partners and consortia under construction.
SERNAUTO also plays a key role in the Spanish Green Cars Initiative Forum aimed at supporting
the Spanish technological position in view of the opportunities arising from the deployment of new
propulsion systems and the EU Green Cars Initiative.
The activities developed by this Forum include the following:
Compilation and dissemination of information about the initiative and its final configuration
in the framework of the 7PM and EIB loans.
Capacity Inventory: enterprises from the sector and new actors.
Technology Roadmap of systems and components.
Roadmap of programmes and funding instruments.
Participation in meetings with representatives of the industrial sectors involved, public
administrations, CDTI and EU.
At a Spanish level, the IDAE “Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía” (Institute for
Energy Diversification and Saving), is implementing the Movele Project, an initiative aimed at showing
the technical, economic and energetic feasibility of electric mobility in urban and periurban areas.
The current state of electric mobility technologies will determine the need to carry out demos
(involving public leadership) to assess the advantages and disadvantages of mobility alternatives so
as to address and solve existing doubts.
Project results are to be the base of suitable decisions leading to widespread expansion of these
technologies in the short and medium terms.
IDAE stated that electric mobility improves energy efficiency in transportation and electric systems,
contributing a new form of renewable energy and reducing gaps between peaks and off-peaks. It
also decreases energy dependence on oil derivatives and welcomes the “diffuse” transport sector
into the greenhouse-effect gas emission market. Transport pollutants in urban environments are
reduced as well.
IDAE believes that it is extremely important to develop means of transport that diminish oilderivate consumption and emission through new vehicle powering methods.
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The following graph shows different powering options for vehicles, CO2 emissions per kilometre
and models and landmarks from the European Union:

[9: Courtesy of IDAE]
The main objective of this project is to introduce around 2,000 electric vehicles in urban and
periurban environments in the 2009-2010 period, and to develop a charging stations network in
some of the main cities in the country, including 550 charging stations in Madrid, Barcelona and
Seville, and the initial development of networks in other cities.
A proposal for regulatory amendments possibly enabling wider development of these mobility
alternatives will be presented to position Spain as a preferential scenario in the introduction of
these new vehicles.
The Project Movele Management Bureau will act as a liaison agent between electric vehicle
manufacturers and importers, local administrations and potential electric vehicle users, taking into
account aspects related to financing, leasing, insurance and infrastructures.
The expected results are to reach 2,000 vehicles and 550 charging stations, reducing yearly
consumption of petrol in 4.7 million litres and of energy in 7.000MWh, for an annual CO2 emission
decrease of up to 4,471 tons.
The implementation period is 2009-2010. Distribution of the €10 million budget allocated is as
follows: €8million for procurement support for vehicles, €1.5million for infrastructure support
in the cities, and €0.5 million for assistance and analysis studies. The call for vehicle grants was
published in July 2009 together with the current vehicles catalogue available in Spain.
The instruments provided for project implementation are the following:
A collaboration agreement with municipalities to develop infrastructures.
Direct subsidies to purchase and leasing vehicles.
Monitoring of energy and mobility results.
Dissemination of results.
Proposal of regulatory changes.
At a regional level, the ITA-TecnoEbro “Instituto Tecnológico de Aragón” (Aragon Technology
Institute) is a research source that presented its developments and research lines in Zaragoza.
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[Courtesy of IBV]
The ITA-TecnoEbro is a non-profit technology centre whose main objective is to promote
competitiveness in the industry and support the growth of business sectors through development,
acquisition, adaptation, transfer and diffusion of innovative technologies in a multi-stakeholder
collaborative framework.
The main knowledge areas are materials, design technologies and mechatronics and system
integration / ICTs. The ITA-TecnoEbro mainly focuses on the automotive, machinery and capital
goods, elevators, ICTs sectors, and uses different transfer mechanisms:
Research and development under contract.
Technological services and technical assistance.
Research, development and innovation promotion.
Training and dissemination.
Regarding materials, the ITA-TecnoEbro studies structural car body design, applying composite
materials and nanomaterials, including the following:
v Thermoplastic elastomer with self-monitoring capabilities.
v Nanocomposite polymer for magnetic insulation.
v Nanocomposite with improvements in mechanical, tribological and photocatalytic
properties.
As for system integration in electric vehicles, the ITA-TecnoEbro has developed a self-powered
agricultural vehicle, fleet management and infrastructure management techniques, as well as energy
management control algorithms.
In relation to mechatronics, the ITA-TecnoEbro provides research for new components
and systems, and has developed friction braking systems for complementary regenerative
systems, permanent magnet systems, as well as inverters and steer by wire systems. In storage
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and transfer, the ITA-TecnoEbro offers performance and reliability analysis capabilities on
ultracapacitors, as well as developments on energy transfer by induction technologies, which
could eliminate the need for the vehicle to contact the charging infrastructure. Integrity,
safety and reliability are also taken into account in the mechatronics area, undertaking
procedure development and test execution for functional safety evaluation in on-board
electronic systems, as well as providing a semianechoic chamber, infrared thermography and
multiaxial shaker.
Regarding functional safety and electromagnetic compatibility, the ITA-TecnoEbro believes that
new hybrids are characterized by the coexistence of several electronic loads, wires and electrical
commuted sources, resulting in the presence of electromagnetic interferences that ultimately cause
component failure. This scenario is forcing current products and installations to:
Guarantee system or installation performance.
Adequate system integration and electromagnetic compatibility.
Predict life and failure mechanisms.
Guarantee system safety.
Different activities are undertaken regarding this issue, including an overall approach encompassing
structural integrity, functional safety and electromagnetic compatibility. The following activities are
being conducted:
Fatigue functional characterizations using random loads.
Vibration tests using random spectrums.
Electromagnetic characterization and integration of complex system activities.
RAMS analysis: Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety.
Modelling and simulating activities focussed on functional system safety.
Tecnalia, a Spanish technology corporation, also offers different technological solutions that should
contribute to the development of electronic products:
Preventive Safety On-board.
Advanced Interior Systems.
Alternative Powertrain.
Available facilities include:
A validation platform to develop comprehensive, dynamic vehicle models (including lateral
and longitudinal effects through a special modelling approach to road-tire contact) created
by Tecnalia Automotive.
An electric powertrain that includes an electric machine (PMSM), a test bench integrated
in a virtual driving simulator, and software, hardware and human simulation possibilities.
Advanced tools for powertrain calibration and rapid prototyping of control systems are
available as well.
Hybrid platform, using a hybrid fuel cell and battery electric vehicle, including advanced
management system, in-vehicle energy and storage, driver-vehicle interaction and fuel cell
integration.
Regarding hybrid and electric vehicles, Tecnalia offers different development areas:
Batteries, including charging systems, network communication and supervision.
Electronic traction systems.
Electrically powered engines.
Power converters.
Fuel cell and hydrogen: Fuel cell and control electronics integration, storage technologies
and hydrogen safety.
Ultracapacitors.
All these resources are available to companies willing to develop activities regarding electric
vehicles.
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5. New fuels and electricity as energy vector
In this area, the energy company Acciona provided an insight on current challenges faced by the
transport sector regarding combustibles. Acciona stated that the transport sector is one of the
major pollutants, accounting for about 25% of CO2 emissions in Spain in 2005, with a forecasted
increase of 6% by 2020. These numbers also show a high level of petrol dependency that could be
substantially reduced by using different energy sources.
On January 23, 2008, the European Commission’s DG TREN and DG ENV presented a joint
proposal including actions aimed to achieve objectives related to CO2 emissions and renewable
energy. According to this proposal, the transport sector will have to:
Lower CO2 emissions in air transport by 10% as compared to 2005 levels. Road and sea
transport would be addressed in a second stage.
Comply with the binding objective that states that, by 2020, 10% of fuels used for transport
duties ought to be “bio”.
On January 31, 2008, the European Parliament developed an Action Plan on energy efficiency
to introduce minimum levels for all means of transport, and established binding limits on CO2
emissions for road vehicles.
Upon considering all these new political developments, car manufacturers agreed that the commercial
boom for powered vehicles will start as of 2010.
The general objective regarding transport is a 50% slash of CO2 emissions, reducing petrol
consumption by 40%.
The first big challenge in this process is technological, for it involves many research activities aimed
at testing different materials in batteries:

[10: Courtesy of Acciona]
These new ways of powering vehicles will enable significant improvements in emission reduction as shown in the
following chart, which presents the tank to wheel and well to wheel energy efficiency ratios and emissions.
Tank to wheel is the ratio of energy transmitted to the wheels divided by the final energy (petrol,
diesel or electricity) input into the car, via its fuel tank or electrical plug, in standard test conditions.
Well to wheel is the ratio between the final energy transmitted to the wheels divided by the
primary energy at the source (oil well, mine…).
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[11: Data from European Association for Battery Electric Vehicles]
Another consideration to be made focuses on the important fact that most CO2 car emissions are
caused by fuel consumption, as shown in the following graph:

[12: Courtesy of Acciona]
Electric cars are more pollutant during their manufacturing process than traditional cars, but once
in operation, CO2 emissions equal at just 36,000km. From 36,000km onwards, electric vehicles are
less pollutant than traditional cars.
The different scenarios arising from these facts are summarised in this table:

[13: Courtesy of Acciona]
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The number of generating infrastructures developed is increasing in number and power:

[14: Courtesy of Acciona]
The conclusions for this high-level insight presentation were:
Electric vehicles are real and just “round the corner”.
They are the most competitive solution to CO2 emissions.
They are a way to create jobs.
They are an opportunity to develop renewable energies.
There are no problems regarding this energy, although recharging is currently the main
challenge.
There is a need for Government involvement, usage of “intelligent” recharging
infrastructures in the first stage and a specific electrical charging scheme.
REE, that stands for “Red Eléctrica Española”, which is the Spanish electrical grid operator, is
strongly involved in the electrification process required to satisfy the recharge demand of an
increasing fleet of electric vehicles.
In 2008, the Spanish electric system had an annual demand of around 263TWh, for a generation
capacity of around 90GW and a grid length of 35,000 kilometres.
According to REE, the impact of progressive electric car integration in terms of annual
demand should not be a problem, considering that one million electric cars circulating in
2014 would actually account for a 1% increase in electricity demand.
However, recharging parameters are vital in the development of the electrical system, so it
is necessary to decide how to do it and the time it would take, along with other relevant
operating conditions.
REE projections studying demand profiles (one million electric vehicles) in a common winter
day of 2014, show how recharging parameters have to be carefully selected:
With a recharging time of around 20 minutes and all vehicles recharged between
19:00 and 22:00 hours, peak demand would increase by 7,000MW, which means the
electrical system would need significant developments in terms of generation and grid,
thus affecting system efficiency negatively.
Recharging simultaneously for 4 hours in the lowest demand hours would result in
significant fluctuations of over 5,000MW in demand. The system would be less stable
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and more difficult to operate; however, higher integration of renewable energy would
slightly compensate the negative effects of lower efficiency.
Recharging simultaneously for around 8 hours would cause the demand curve to
flatten, bringing higher efficiency levels and better return, and allowing for a 100%
stable operation.
Using intelligent management recharging systems, optimally coordinated, the system
could integrate up to 6.5 million electric vehicles in 2014 with no additional need for
generation or grid investment.
The conclusions of the presentation were as follows:
In terms of annual consumption, the impact of progressive vehicle integration in the
electric system is acceptable.
Recharging parameters are a main issue directly affecting electrical system efficiency
and operation.
Most of electricity consumption by electric cars would ideally have the following
characteristics:
Long recharging times, from 4 to 8 hours, providing better system efficiency.
Main consumption from midnight to 08:00 hours.
Coordination vehicle-grid needs intelligent systems and provides a totally safe
system operation.
This way, the following benefits should be achieved:
Higher usage levels of present and future generation and grid infrastructures, as
well as a profitability and efficiency increase.
Safer operation.
Easier integration of renewable energy.
On this matter, CIRCE-TecnoEbro points out that electric vehicles use night time to charge;
thus, the effect on the demand curve will not pose a problem for the electrical system.
However, there is a need for recharging points and better rates depending on consumption
hours.
According to CIRCE-TecnoEbro, electric vehicles should act as a source of electricity by
using an intelligent network involving tens of thousands of recharging points, which would
“tell” the vehicle when to recharge or discharge electricity to the system.
CIRCE-TecnoEbro is developing new technologies including connection techniques to
the electrical system through bidirectional design plugs which provide higher levels of
safety and protection against fraud, as well as centralized “pay as you go” or “pre-pay”
systems and bidirectional control that provide information on recharging schedules and
peak demands.
They have also developed a system with charging supercondensers in a plug-free system.
The experimental performance has been over 90% and works well at different heights and
distances, providing better flexibility against misalignment.
Regarding intelligent distribution systems, CIRCE-TecnoEbro has developed a system scheme
that controls electric system impact with active management and minimum cost design via
Ethernet.
University of Zaragoza’s “Instituto en Investigación en Ingeniería de Aragón” (Aragón
Institute for Engineering Research), known as I3A-TecnoEbro, has conducted a study to
optimize the electric vehicle powertrain system and its influence on auxiliary power
systems.
Their approach considers the need to comply with European regulations on lower emission
limits, pointing at the relation between energy consumption and climate change, and showing
how the situation has evolved in time:
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[15: Petit Jr, et al. Nature, 1999; 399: 429; Courtesy of I3A-TecnoEbro]
The objective of their study was twofold; firstly, to establish guidelines that provide a starting point in the
energy system sizing of fuel cell vehicles (primary and secondary energy systems), considering the kind of
driving cycle utilized, and secondly, to obtain an optimal result minimizing hydrogen consumption in these fuel
cell vehicles.
Regarding energy, I3A-TecnoEbro believes that in the near future nuclear power plants will get to
the end of their life cycle, resulting in an increase of gas dependency and fossil fuel pollution. OPEC
dependency will also increase.
Furthermore, the study compared fuel cells optimized for different operating conditions and ranges
(the unit was equivalent litres of petrol per 100 kilometres). The “no” indicates that the vehicle did
not complete its operating cycle due to small fuel cell size:

[16:Courtesy of I3A-TecnoEbro]
Comparing optimally fuel cell designed vehicles for each cycle versus common vehicles:

[17:Courtesy of I3A-TecnoEbro]
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A starting point is provided to size energy systems in fuel cell equipped vehicles. The relation
between battery power/total power is around 80% for urban cycles and 20% for suburban cycles.
The importance of correct sizing has been addressed as differences in consumption may be 3.75
times that of an optimal design.
The performance of vehicles designed with fuel cells is higher than that of common vehicles.
According to the “Fundación para el desarrollo de las nuevas tecnologías del hidrógeno en Aragón”
(Foundation for development of new hydrogen technologies in Aragón), there is no such thing as
a hydrogen car, but hydrogen and fuel cells that provide energy to both combustion and electric
engines. In other words, what we have are electric vehicles with fuel cells.
Hydrogen, which is 5 to 10 times better stored than energy in batteries but 5 to 10 times worse
than petrol, solves the problem of recharging. It can be done in 5 minutes for a 400 kilometre
distance range, covering a wider spectrum of use than purely electric vehicles. It shares the problem
of recharging infrastructures with electric vehicles and is the only energy source fully capable of
replacing fossil fuels.
Electric vehicles equipped with fuel cells benefit from all the developments made on purely electric
ones, and any short term development made on purely electric or hybrid vehicles should consider
the upgrade of fuel cell equipped vehicles in the medium or long terms.
The 7th Framework Programme contributes €470 million to the development of hydrogen and fuel cells
with the objective of manufacturing 500 vehicles and 500 buses to make a demonstration by 2015. The
cost should be €100/KWh for the cell, 5€/kg for hydrogen (0.15€/KWh), and 5,000 hours of life.
The Foundation is developing a regional strategy involving many of the main regional companies and
organizations in administration, research, engineering, transport, automotive, learning, energy and
investment.
Their installations at Walqa Huesca are specialised on hydrogen and employ an expert team to
develop an electric vehicle equipped with a fuel cell, recharging infrastructures and the generation
of (removable) hydrogen.
Gas Natural, a leading Spanish multi-national in the gas sector in Spain, shared its point of view on
natural gas applied to vehicles.
The European Commission issued a communication in 2001 identifying 3 main fuels, not including
fossils, and specified replacement percentages for each of them:

[18: Courtesy of Gas Natural]
A variety of situations may be observed around Europe depending on the country and the decisions
made by different governments and organizations:
In Italy, the electric car fleet is the largest one, including around 433,000 vehicles and 609
charging stations. Standard and modified vehicles co-exist, with sales increasing over the last
few years to reach 35,000 vehicles in 2006. Charging stations increase by 10% every year.
In Germany, an agreement was reached in 2001 between the government, gas and petrol
companies and manufacturers to have 1,000 charging stations throughout the country.There
are currently more than 800 available, and their increase is supported by new models that
use natural gas and by the first gas stations promoted by Erdgas and now by Eon.
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In France, the scenario is similar to that of Germany, with Gaz de France, Total, Carrefour
and Renault being the main players. The objective is to reach 300 natural gas stations and
10,000 vehicles by 2010.
Austria plans to have 200 fuel stations and 50,000 vehicles by 2010.
The Czech Republic plans to have 400 fuel stations and 350,000 vehicles by 2010.
In Spain, fuel stations have been installed to supply city buses, which have achieved reductions in
fuel costs and emissions, which is why projects are being constantly presented to increase the gaspowered fleet. Fuel stations are also supplying solid waste collecting companies, which have adopted
this approach as well as a competitive factor contributing to a noise level reduction of up to 50%.
Competitiveness derived from the use of natural gas to fuel vehicles in Spain responds to European
needs to reduce urban pollution, mainly that caused by the transport sector. A shift from petrol,
especially diesel, to cleaner fuels is also required.
In environmental terms, competitiveness results from the fact that gas powered vehicles are under
the limits imposed by the EURO 6 regulation, to be implemented by 2014 and 2015. By that time,
the evolution of gas powered vehicles will be much lower than required.
From an economic point of view, competitiveness will increase. Tax incentives and subsidies should
remain in place at least until EU objectives are achieved so as to increase vehicle competitiveness.
Furthermore, efficiency will be enhanced through technological engine upgrade and a gas octane
level ranging between 130 and 140. Downsizing as a tendency allows for lighter engines, which in
turn makes the vehicle more competitive.
Regarding environmental issues, Gas Natural stated that gas will generate less CO2 than common fossil
fuel during combustion due to its composition.The need to comply with EURO regulations for internal
combustion engines shall be considered for it will entail much higher costs than those incurred in due
to the use of gas powered vehicles. This can be seen in the fact that the first gas-powered city buses
complying with the EURO 5 regulation had a cost equal to Diesel-powered vehicles.
In the near future:
Gas potential will not have been developed in engine design, as new technologies are
developed and applied just for diesel engines.
Bi-fuel technology enables enhanced diesel performance.
Liquefied natural gas technology applied to heavy vehicles should allow for a range increase.
The need to reduce pollutant emissions in the urban environment implies the use of all available
technologies and tools. Gas potential is very important, as technology is available and could provide
30% cost cuts.
TUZSA, Zaragoza’s public bus operator, presented its operator approach to option selection.
The first objective must always be focussed on economy, competitiveness and service quality,
followed by CO2 emission reduction or suppression.
Operator requirements are:
Energy efficiency.
Cost per km.
Reliability.
Range.
Current available alternatives are:
Hybrid solutions to reduce emissions through the use of electricity accumulators.
Solutions to completely suppress emissions by using hydrogen fuel cells or solar panels.
The main issue for manufacturing vehicles equipped with electricity accumulators is the production
of Ion Lithium batteries that increase operating ranges.Another issue is the optimization of cinematic
energy while braking and the transfer of electricity accumulated in batteries.
Fuel cell equipped vehicles need to solve the problem of recharging.
With regards to solar cells, the use of prototypes has proven that the energy generated to power
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the bus (around 1%) is insufficient.
Another aspect to consider is weight, as a lighter vehicle will be less pollutant. Thus, aerospace
industry materials have been introduced in the manufacturing process of road vehicles, such as
composites, fibreglass, Kevlar, titanium, etc.
TUZSA finally offered a comparison between an electric tram and a traditional bus:

[19: Courtesy of TUZSA]
The cost per km. for the tram is around 4% higher than the bus, assuming present fuel and energy
costs, and the specific cost (per person, full usage) of the bus is 160% higher than that of the
electricity-powered tram, which is much more efficient in terms of energy and cost.
6. Experience:
To finish this part of the book, a number of projects developed by some key players in the electric
vehicle sector are presented.
The Spanish car manufacturer SEAT is developing the Twin Drive Project, a hybrid vehicle considered
by SEAT as the step prior to purely electric vehicles.
The following issues motivated the development of this project:
The trends in the car market show an increasingly higher interest for low consumption and
emission cars as well as for vehicles using clean energies (regenerative energy).
Of all the technologies studied by SEAT and Volkswagen for alternative power train systems
since the 1990s, the Twin Drive concept has taken a relevant place in the last two years.
SEAT has chosen the Twin Drive concept as it reduces consumption and emissions
substantially and allows for purely electric driving to reach a reasonable range with no
pollution and using clean energies only, if desired.
The Twin Drive technology is considered by SEAT as an adequate step preceding the purely
electric vehicle as both technologies share many similarities.
The Twin Drive 2 project is described in the following image:

[20: Courtesy of SEAT]
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A perfect match: the electrical motor and internal combustion engine operate in parallel, with an
electrical generator recharging batteries when possible.
The powertrain strategy for different energies in the VW Group (owner of SEAT), is described in
the following graph and sets a context for the development of SEAT’s Twin Drive Project.

[21: Courtesy of SEAT]
Powertrain electrification arrangement explained according to transmission, power and range in
the following graph:

[22: Courtesy of SEAT]
The concepts and terms introduced in this graph mean that:
If electrical power is less than internal combustion power, ECO-Power (mild hybrid) is
achieved.
If electrical power and internal combustion power are similar, but the second one is higher,
Booster (full hybrid) is achieved.
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If electrical power and internal combustion power are similar, but electrical is higher, Twin
Drive is achieved.
If electrical power is higher than internal combustion power, the range extender concept is
achieved.
If electrical power is high enough to power the vehicle, the purely electric car is achieved.
The main aspects to be considered when deciding which solution to use were as follows: efficiency
energy balance, energy carriers and powertrains, and range of possible architectures used for
powertrain electrification, as described below:

[23: Courtesy of SEAT]

[24: Courtesy of SEAT]
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[25: Courtesy of Hispano]
The Twin Drive Project was selected based on the following advantages:
Compared to a conventional internal combustion engine vehicle:
Hybrid mode a s for 25% consumption and emission savings per NEFZ cycle.
Electric mode with a 50 Km. range.
Possibility to recharge from a 220volt electricity system using cheaper and
cleaner energy, with lower or no CO2 emissions (depending on power
production).
Compared to range extender and pure electric vehicles:
Dimensions and weight of new vehicle elements are not critical and enable
reasonable integration in existing vehicle architecture.
It is the step prior to purely electric vehicle that ensures the range required by
costumers at a reasonable cost.
In addition, a number of technical, economic and industrial challenges have to be addressed:
This technology currently has weaknesses which should be overcome to be more
competitive in the midterm.
The specific energy storage capacity of the Li-ion batteries is too low in comparison
with other available systems.
Li-ion Batteries are dangerous and expensive and require specific production, transport
and maintenance facilities.
The specific cost per KWh and KW of batteries and e-machines makes it harder for
projects based on these technologies to be profitable. It is not possible to reduce
costs without major technological changes.
The high investment required for developing these technologies complicates this
process, especially in the current economic scenario.
In order to establish a framework that favours cost reduction through an increased
presence of competitors, it is necessary to promote interest in this technology and
its development.
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In the future SEAT intends to experiment with a fleet of 20 VW vehicles in Berlin and
Wolfsburg, partnering with the following companies:
E.ON as energy producer and supplier. It will supply the energy and prepare the grid
and control systems as well as the business cases.
Evonik / LiTec, GAIA, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft ISIT. Development of new products and
production technologies for batteries in automotive applications.
DLR.. Definition of customer profiles, customer survey, etc…
Hispano Carrocera, a well known Spanish bus manufacturer in business for over 60 years
and currently partly owned by Tata Motors, is also focussing on the development of more
efficient vehicles, as stated in its value proposition:
We care about you: we care about our customers, taking care of every detail.
Creativity for your profitability: creativity in our product and service offer to maximize
customer profitability.
Green efficiency: we focus on low energy consumption and environmentally friendly
products.
Fast and broad customization: we assure fast and broad product customization.
This statement is completely aligned with the product lines currently marketed by Hispano,
which offers two products that rank first in their respective market niches:
The Habit Urban Bus, designed by Pininfarina, currently the top seller in Spain and
recipient of the award for best bus in Spain 2000.
The road bus Divo, also designed by Pininfarina, has the lowest consumption level
available in the market. More than 800 units have been sold.

[26: Courtesy of Hispano]
Hispano is about to complete the development of some hybrid products in the bus segment, as well
as in the light transport vehicle sector:
Hybrid bus product line, which will be developed in the 2009-2011 period, will be a modular,
ergonomic, lightweight and efficient electricity-powered bus.
ACE EV&H2 light transport vehicle to satisfy the needs of neighbourhood transportation, to
be developed in the 2009-2010 period.
An electric minibus to be launched in 2010 in its electrically powered version. A Hydrogen
model to come.
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[27: Courtesy of Hispano]
EMT, the bus operator in Madrid presented its electrical bus initiative, based on the aforementioned
electric minibus model by Hispano, a totally electrically powered minibus.
The main features of this vehicle are:
Exterior: 5.32m. length, 2.03m. width and 2.85m. height.
Interior: 2.01m. height, door step height from 270 to 320mm. Air conditioning.
Engine: Direct current, series excitation, rated voltage 85 volts, power 27.2kW, Mosfet electronic
regulation, brake energy recover and 127kg of weight.
Transmission: front wheel drive, no gearshift.
Suitable for reduced mobility people, provides low floors and a wheelchair ramp.
Space for wheelchairs / child pushchair with a safety belt, and a new stop button at hand height.
Seats 7 people and 18 standing. 2 seats for people with reduced mobility.
Security screen for the driver and control for battery charge and engine electricity consumption.
2 Ni/NaCl batteries per vehicle, weighing 294kg each, 418Ah capacity, and a total energy
production of 71,060Wh. Total weight including storage and electronics is 730kg. Battery
operating temperature ranges from 240 to 330ºC.
Recharging through a fully automated system at 380v.
These buses have proven optimal for city centres, where narrow streets are common, low speed is
required and environmental concerns are important.
There are currently 2 bus lines in Madrid that use them: the M1, with a length of 4.57km. and the M2,
with a length of 5.98km.
Line M1 was created in March 2008, and has already been used by more than 272,000 passengers, in
20,000 journeys accounting for over 83,000km.The average speed was 5.47km/h.
Line M2 was created in October 2008, and has already been used by some 50,000 passengers in
approximately 6,000 journeys accounting for more than 35,000km.The average speed was 6.57km/h.
Over 60 tons of CO2 emissions were prevented, with an average consumption of 0.84kW/h/Km.
EUPLA, “Escuela Universitaria Politécnica La Almunia”, is a University School focussed on technical
studies based on a small city close to Zaragoza.
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EUPLA has developed a vehicle to compete in the FormulaZero competition, the only one of its kind
worldwide dedicated to hydrogen technologies.The FIA supports this competition, which aims to reach
zero emissions in the future.
To participate in FormulaZero, it is compulsory to comply with racing rules regarding safety, dimensions,
“fair-play”, etc. and it is also mandatory to use a HY-PM8 fuel cell and Linde gas cartridge.
Six teams are currently competing:
Forze, Delf University of Technology, Netherlands.
HERCUCLAS, UCLA, United States.
Imperial Racing Green, Imperial College, United Kingdom.
Zero Emission Racing Team, GroepT Leuven Engineering School, Belgium.
Element One, Lawrence Technology University, United States.
EuplaTecH2, Escuela Universitaria Politécnica de La Almunia (EUPLA), Spain.
The vehicle weighs 250kg. and can accelerate to 100km/h in just 6.5 seconds, with top speed reaching
135km/h.The car only emits H2O, for an engine power of 22 horsepower and throttle peaks of around
65 horsepower during 12-second periods.

[28: Courtesy of EUPLA]
The concept of vehicle motoring is shown in the following diagram:

[29: Courtesy of EUPLA]
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The fuel cell has a maximum power of 8kW, current between 0 to 170 amperes, voltage from 47 to
67 volts and a maximum efficiency of 52%. Its refrigeration system includes a water pump, coolant
filter and radiator at the back of the vehicle.
Ergonomics have been studied and crash tests performed to ensure driver integrity while racing,
using bumpers in all four sides of the vehicle and developing car body protection.
A victory was achieved by the team in Rotterdam, in a sprint race on August 23, 2008.

[30: Courtesy of EUPLA]
Zytel, a Spanish manufacturer located in Zaragoza, offers a flexible manufacturing concept for
specific usages, allowing for selection of powering options, outer structure modules and solutions
to increase reliability on a four-wheel concept. The project is called Gorila.

[31: Courtesy of Zytel]
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Eco-electro Road Mobility
National Projects
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The Ministry of Science and Innovation (www.
micinn.es) is the Spanish public department
responsible for the “National RTD Plan”, the
instrument which establishes the objectives and
priorities for mid-term research, development
and innovation policy, as defined in the Spanish
Science Act. The aims of the National RTD Plan
can be summarised as follows:
to encourage the cooperation between
scientific and technological agents
to promote the industry technological
capacity
to favour research on targets of interest
to optimise resources and investment in
RTD
to respond to strategic needs
to promote the development of the
national technology
The main funding subprograms for cooperative
research foreseen by the National RTD Plan are
the Unique Strategic Projects (PSE projects)
and the Strategic National Technical Research
Consortiums (CENIT projects).
From the perspective of this national framework,
the new FP7 European Green Cars Initiative (EGCI)
must be regarded as extremely relevant for Spain,
in particular because the EGCI concentrates
on a sector vital to the Spanish economy (the
automotive sector) and because large capabilities
in this field of R&D exist in Spain.
Spanish Technology Platforms, which also receive
support through the National RTD Plan, as well
as the above mentioned types of cooperative
projects (PSE and CENIT projects), can play an

important role in support of the European Green
Cars Initiative, as they bring together public and
private interests and resources in pursuit of
joint initiatives and common goals.
In the following pages, a short description of the
most relevant projects carried out during the last
years in the field of eco-electro road transport
and mobility with the support of the Ministry of
Science and Innovation, including those financed
by the Centre for the Development of Industrial
Technology (CDTI, www.cdti.es), is presented.
In order to complete this landscape of
national activities, a brief outline of the Spanish
demonstration project on road electro-mobility
financed by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism
and Trade though the Spanish Institute for the
Diversification and Savings of Energy (www.
idae.es), the MOVELE project, is also included at
the end of this section.

1. Unique Strategic Projects
(Proyectos Singulares y
Estrategicos – PSE, Ministry of
Science and Innovation)
List of projects:
GLOBALOG, Enhancing competitiveness
of the business through logistics as a
strategic factor in a global environment
CABINTEC, Intelligent Cabin
LIGHTCARBONCAR, Light Carbon
Car
INTEGRAUTO, Lighter and Safer Novel
Materials for the automotive sector
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ENHANCING COMPETITIVENESS OF THE
BUSINESS THROUGH LOGISTICS AS A STRATEGIC
FACTOR IN A GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
Duration: 2006 – 2010
Background
Today, in the highly competitive and global environment, Spanish industry finds difficulties to compete
with other countries in production costs. A well managed and optimised logistic, became a relevant
and differential value to our companies.
The increase of competitiveness of Spanish companies through logistics and integration of supply
chain is the main goal of GLOBALOG.
Objectives
The project aim is the creation of new knowledge, methodologies and practices in the logistic area
by using information and communication technologies to get more efficiency in the supply chains
in a global marketplace. The first step of the project is to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of
Spanish logistic and future trends.
Main challenges of GLOBALOG:
To build a national map of future logistic opportunities and needs in the companies depending
on their strategies.
Definition of parameters of logistic competitiveness in Spain and investment priorities.
Modernisation of supply chains by using efficiently the Information and Communication
technologies.
Implement new radiofrequency technologies (RFID) in the identification and monitoring
processes of associated conditions of goods.
Creation of a communication network among Atlantic and Mediterranean Spanish regions to
favour the integration to main global logistics networks, especially with those with relevant
economic activity in EU.
Set-up of Integral Platform of technological services to provide solutions to specific
problems.
To favour the cooperation and technologic transfer between companies, Universities and
Innovation Centres.
To promote R&D initiatives to companies
Application of knowledge generated in the project to distribution and retailing scenarios,
manufacturing scenario and intermodal scenario.
Programme organisation and transport policy context
It is an integrated project, as far as it considers research on basic techniques and methods to improve
the efficiency of the supply chains and the transportation networks. It also includes the coordinated
development of various sub-projects to address global optimization of all the mechanisms involved
in the management of logistics processes of different types of supply chain:
SP1. - Technological development strategies for logistic competitiveness.
SP2. - Analysis and configuration of the supply chain in a strategic framework.
SP3. - Operative integration of the supply chain
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SP4 - Identification, monitoring and traceability of the supply chain
SP5 - Logistic Infrastructures: Assessment of the Atlantic–Mediterranean networks
SP6 - Logistics and environmental sustainability
SP7 – Integrated Pilot
SP8 - Dissemination and technology transfer
Programme stakeholders
All sectors where logistic is present, specially, Manufacturers, Distributors, Logistic operators,
Transport companies, etc.
Map of Participants
Thirty nine entities being part of this public-private cooperation
Technology Centres: CIEMAT, CIGIP-UPV, CTL, ECOLEC, EUVE, FEPORTS,VALENCIAPORT,
ICIL, ROBOTIKER, ZLC, IE, IET, ITA, ITENE
Companies: ICE CREAM FACTORY COMAKER, S.A., KERABER, S.A., NEXPOINT
SOLUTIONS, S.L., TRANSFRIGO CANARIAS, S.A., ULMA MANUTENCIÓN, S.COOP.
Public R&D Centres: Cantabria Univ., Oviedo Univ., Zaragoza, Univ., La Coruña Univ.
Collaborators: AR SISTEMAS, S.A., CONSUM Coop., CHINA SHIPPING SPAIN
AGENCY, S.L., DOCKS COMERCIALES DE VALENCIA, S.A., EBHI, S.A. ECHEVARRIA
CONSTRUCCIONES MECANICAS, S.A., GEFCO ESPAÑA, S.A. HAPAG-LLOYD SPAIN,
S.L., ITESAL, S.L., LEROY MERLIN ESPAÑA, S.L.U., MARS ESPAÑA INC Y CIA FOOD
SRC, NORBERT DENTRESSANGLE GERPOSA, S.A., RAMINATRANS, S.L., ZONA DE
ACTIVIDADES LOGISTICAS DE AUSTURIAS ZALIA, AUTORIDAD PORTUARIA DE
GIJON, PLATAFORMA LOGISTICA PLAZA
Leading institution:
ITENE
Type of funding:
Project promoted and financed by the Science and Innovation Ministry in the National R&D&I Plan
(2008-2011) framework; Shared cost funding between public and private cooperation agreements.
Support Subprogram for Singular and Strategic Projects (PSE).
Programme funding arrangements and funding conditions
General funding conditions for Singular and Strategic Projects (PSE): Funding is provided for
Universities, Agencies and Public Research and Development Centres (OPIs), Institutes, Industry
clusters and associations. Different financing rates are applied depending on of the annual resources
available, type of institution considered and type of financing subject.
Yearly calls allow the renewal of the Project both financial and participants involved, which it allows
the Project to adjust partial budgets of participants in the different sub-projects according to
evolution of the PSE. Several years of financing are also considered.
Project Total Budget
8.3 M€
Contact / Additional Information
http://www.pse-globalog.com/
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INTELLIGENT CABIN

Duration: 2007 – 2011
Background
All innovations technologies and systems able to improve transport safety are of main interest to
the PEIT. This project intends to use smart technologies advantages to enhance the interactions
between vehicle cabin and driver addressing safety
Objectives
The purpose of this project is two-fold: to design a vehicle cabin fitted with intelligent technologies,
enabling us to study the driver’s behaviour (by revealing good habits as opposed to hazardous
behaviour in the context of safe driving), and to analyse the parameters characterizing both the
vehicle and the driver during the moments prior to an accident.
Programme organisation and transport policy context
The project is organised in the following subprojects:
SP1 –HITO- Development of a Technological System Simulated which will be used to
optimise the reliability and ergonomics of the equipments on board providing information
to the driver. This project aims to guarantee safe driving by implementing current and future
information technologies, making sure they are valid and can be used simultaneously and
compatibly
SP2 -ALERTA: Driver’s Intelligent Supervisor System. This project develops a system which
warns the driver when his alertness level drops. Its aim is to detect the driver’s potential
state of drowsiness or his inadequate behaviour during driving
SP3 -eSEÑAL: Signal and Traffic Information Intelligent Systems. This intelligent signalling
system tells the driver about traffic signs, making it unnecessary for him to see them or
interpret them. It also provides information on the condition of the roads, such as accidents,
road works or traffic congestion.
SP4 -ESTABLE: System to Monitor the Stability of INDUSTRIAL vehicles. This project will
analyze the dynamic stability of heavy vehicles carrying various loads, alerting the driver
about potential overturns during driving. It is especially useful for the transportation of
hazardous goods.
SP5 -REGISTRA: Accident Reconstruction System Based on the stored data about vehicle,
driver and driving environment. This project contemplates the design of a recording device
which will enable us to recreate accidents by storing data related to the vehicle, the driver’s
condition and the driving environment.
SP7 -ASISTE. Platform for the Integration of Intelligent Transport Systems. This platform will
integrate the information regarding the condition of the vehicle with all on-board information
devices and driver assistance devices.
SP8 -CONECTA CABINTEC. Horizontal action aimed at disseminating and following-up the
global project, regarding both its technical and financial aspects.
Map of participants
Promote by the Ministry of Science and Innovation, the entities involved are the following:
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Technologie Centres: CEIT, CTAG, ESM
Companies: IDIADA, LEAR, Lander, Signaletics, ADT(ALSA)
Public R&D Centres: Alcalá de Henares Univ., Juan Carlos I Univ.,Valencia Univ.,TECNUN
(University of Navarra), UPM-INSIA
Associations: Sernauto
Leading institution:
CEIT
Type of funding:
Shared cost funding between public and private cooperation agreements. Framework of the National
R&D&I Plan (2008-2011); Support Subprogram for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE).
Programme funding arrangements and funding conditions
General funding conditions for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE): Funding is provides for Universities,
Agencies and Public Research and Development Centres (OPIs), Institutes, Industry clusters and
associations. Different financing rates are applied as a function of the annual resources available, kind
of institution considered and kind of financing subject.
Yearly calls allow the renewal of the Project both financial and participants involved, which allows
the Project to adjust partial budgets of participants in the different sub-projects according to stage
and evolution of the PSE. Several years of financing are also considered.
Project Total Budget
8.9 M€
Contact / Additional Information
http://www.cabintec.net/
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LIGHTCARBONCAR
Duration: 2007 – 2011
Background
Automotive industry is one of the most innovative manufacturing sectors. One of the objectives of
this industry is weight reduction in order to reduce energy consummation and CO2 production.The
use of carbon composite materials would help designers to solve those problems. In 2004, Spain
produced near 3 million vehicles and their industry suppliers produced components for national and
exportation. Spanish automotive industry suppose more than 25% of the Spanish exportations and
more than two million people works in this industry. Then, competitiveness enhancement between
components enterprises it is clearly of the interest for this sector and they must to be ready for
composite material components production. Also, carbon fibre production by national industry will
be strategic not only for automotive but also for railways, naval, wind power and civil engineering.
Objectives
The Project aims to reduce the environmental impact of cars by structural lighten based on low
cost carbon fibber without compromising safety and comfort
Programme organisation and transport policy context
This PSE is organised in the following Subprojects:
SP1.- CARBONCHEAP: Development of low cost carbon fibre composites.
SP2.- AUTOPROCESS: Development of new manufacturing composite technologies to
produce structural automotive components.
SP3.- LIGHTDESIGN: Development of numerical calculations for light weighting, security
and comfort multi objective optimisation.
SP4.- REFIC: Life-Cycle Assessment.
SP5.- TEST: Design, manufacture and testing of prototypes
SP6.- VIGIA, Project Management, surveillance technology and Diffusion.
Programme stakeholders
The automotive sector in general and the components and supplies in particular. Also, railways,
naval, wind power and civil engineering industries.
Map of participants
Promote by the Ministry of Science and Innovation, the entities involved are the following:
Technology Centres: GAIKER, CTAG, FIDAMC,TEAMS
Companies: PEUGEOT CITROËN AUTOMÓVILES ESPAÑA, S.A.,FPK. S.A., CONDEPOLS,
REPSOL YPF, EASY Industrial Solutions, S.A., SERNAUTO, CEI-MONDRAGON, VFUS
Armonia Galicia S.L.
Public R&D Centres: UPM-ETSIA, UPC-CCP, JAUME I Univ., CORUÑA Univ., INCAR-CSIC,
OVIEDO Univ., AICIA (SEVILLA Univ.)
Leading institution:
Polytechnic School of Mondragón University
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Type of funding:
Shared cost funding between public and private cooperation agreements. Framework of the National
R&D&I Plan (2008-2011); Support Subprogram for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE).
Programme funding arrangements and funding conditions
General funding conditions for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE): Funding is provides for Universities,
Agencies and Public Research and Development Centres (OPIs), Institutes, Industry clusters and
associations. Different financing rates are applied as a function of the annual resources available, kind
of institution considered and kind of financing subject.
Yearly calls allow the renewal of the Project both financial and participants involved, which allows
the Project to adjust partial budgets of participants in the different sub-projects according to stage
and evolution of the PSE. Several years of financing are also considered.
Project Total Budget
13.7 M€
Contact / Additional Information
PhD. CASTILLO, Germán
Mechanical and Manufacturing Department
Mondragon Unibertsitatea – Engineering Faculty http://www.mondragon.edu/eps
Loramendi, 4; 20500 Arrasate-Mondragón (Spain)
Tel: (34) 943 71 29 04 / (34) 943 79 47 00
E_mail: gcastillo@eps.mondragon.edu
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INTEGRAUTO
Duration: 2008 – 2011
Background
The automotive sector is moving forward incorporating new lighter materials in the novel car
models, more safe and with new capacities and advanced properties. These new materials need of
innovative processing routes tailored to the function.
Objectives
The objective of the project is to integrate new technologies being developed in universities and
technological centres of the consortium to create products with a higher added value together with
automotive market companies.
Programme organisation and transport policy context
For the definition of the specific objectives of the project, it has been chosen as a demonstrator
or Cockpit (or supported Module), manufactured by a company which is part of the project,
integrating different functional parts. At present, manufacture of this module requires many tasks
with a lot of hand work associated: on a metal bracket obtained by deformation and many welds
are subjected, usually by screws, modules (mostly plastic), such as the vents, the covers of air bags,
etc. Thus, there is much room for improvement in design and weight reduction using new materials
and technologies.
Map of Participants
The PSE is organised in the following Subprojects:
SP1 - METROPOL Innovation of the injection process for hybrid metal/polymer automotive
components
SP2 - LIGHTFORM. Analysis and Development of Near Net Shape technologies for the
manufacture of light alloy structural components
SP3 - T-FORM. Development and application of innovative forming and union techniques in
the manufacture of tubular structural components for the automotive sector.
SP4 - INFASOL. Integration, manufacturing and union of new high elastic limit materials with
surface properties optimized.
SP5 - MANAGEMENT. Technical coordination, project management and dissemination.
Programme stakeholders
The components and supplies of the automotive sector in general.
Map of Participants
Promoted by the Ministry of Science and Innovation, the entities involved are the following:
Technology Centres: LORTEC,TECNALIA-Labein Foundation, CTM, Azterlan, Centre Catalá
del Plástic
Companies: Alfa Microfusion, Cie Automotive, Industria Puigjaner, Loire Safe, TTCarreras,
Volkswagen (EPO)
Public R&D centres, universities and associations: CENIM-CSIC, UPC, MU, SERNAUTO, CIC
marGUNE
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Leading institution:
Mondragon Goi Eskola Politeknikoa – University of Mondragon
Type of funding:
Shared cost funding making use of public-private cooperation agreements. Framework of the
National R&D&I Plan (2008-2011); Support Subprogram for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE).
Programme funding arrangements and funding conditions
General funding conditions for Unique Strategic Projects (PSE): Funding is provides for Universities,
Agencies and Public Research and Development Centres (OPIs), Institutes, Industry clusters and
associations. Different financing rates are applied as a function of the annual resources available, kind
of institution considered and kind of financing subject.
Yearly calls allow the renewal of the Project both related to financial support and participants
involved, which allows the Project to adjust partial budgets of participants in the different sub-projects
according to stage and evolution of the PSE. Several years of financing are also considered.
Project Total Budget
7,7 M€
Contact / Additional Information
http://www.mondragon.edu/integrAuto
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2. Strategic National Technical Research Consortiums (Consorcios
Estratégicos Nacionales en Investigación Técnica – CENIT, Centre for
the Development of Industrial Technology, CDTI, Ministry of Science
and Innovation)
List of projects:
REVELACION, R&D of Technology for a New Generation of Coatings for Automotive
TIMI, Smart Intermodal Transportation of Goods
MARTA, Mobility and Automotive with Advanced Transport Networks
ECOTRANS, Environmental Technologies for Urban Transport
OASIS, Safe, Intelligent and Sustainable Highways Operation
MAGNO, Magnesium New Technological Opportunities
ADAPTA, Intelligent and Adaptive Automotive Side Protection Functions Technologies
FENIX, Research for New Concepts to be Applied in Safer and Sustainable Roads
FORMA 0, New Conforming Processes and Development of Advanced Material for the
Transformation of High Strength Steels
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REVELACION

R&D OF TECHNOLOGY FOR A NEW
GENERATION OF COATINGS FOR
AUTOMOTIVE

Duration: 2006 – 2009
Summary
This project intends to get a new generation of coatings and trimmed for interior of vehicles,
different that the existing at present.The joint work of two industrial sectors: textile and automotive
components, is required. With this aim, the project is focused on materials technology, technology
manufacturing processes and the quality perceived by the senses, safety, ergonomics and comfort.
Project Total Budget:
26,5 Million €
Leading Institution:
GRUPO ANTOLIN-INGENIERIA, S.A.
Participants
Companies
SONATEX 2000 SL
PABLO FARRAS FAUS SA
TROCELLEN IBERICA SA
ANGLES TEXTIL, S.A.
INDUSTRIAS MURTRA, S.A.
COMPAÑIA ESPAÑOLA DEL LAMINADO RECYTEX SA
ANTECUIR SL 2,951,552
FIELTROS Y TEJIDOS INDUSTRIALES, S.L.
GRUPO ANTOLIN-INGENIERIA, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
CENTRO TECNOLÓGICO LEITAT
INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO TEXTIL (AITEX)
UNIVERSIDAD DE BURGOS
FUNDACION CIDAUT
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TIMI

SMART INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION
OF GOODS

Duration: 2007 – 2010
Summary
During the last years a considerable increase in the transport of goods, mostly performed by road
in Europe, has been observed. In this context and for a sustainable development, the European
Commission and various national and regional governments have imposed as a necessity and
priority to encourage the use of intermodal transport.
The biggest problem of intermodality is the need for a more effective organization among the
different modes of transport. Besides the standardization and unification in legislation in the
different states, technological innovation can help and benefit the intermodal transport offering
tools to facilitate and promote their use.
Aspects such as the integration of means of transport, monitoring and tracking of vehicles and goods,
the potential of services that the new satellite navigation system Galileo will offer, the identification
and tracking system of vessels LRIT great distance, or the European system of traffic management
ERTMS rail, emerge as relevant topics for this sector.
This proposal brings together the major players in the Spanish transport (including rail and sea)
with technology service providers, associations and other relevant logistics and transport with the
aim of developing methodologies, technologies and knowledge for building new specific generation
of intelligent systems for intermodal transport of goods that meet the needs and medium term
scenarios, taking into account the needs of sustainable development.The project aligns well with the
thematic priority “Sustainable Mobility” in the CENIT Program, with the objectives set out in the
Seventh Framework Program, and the different R&D national and regional plans aiming to enhance
research in the areas of CIT, Transport and Intermodality.
Project Total Budget:
23,8 Million €
Leading Institution:
ATOS ORIGIN SOCIEDAD ANONIMA ESPAÑOLA
Participants
Companies
FAGOR ELECTRONICA, S.COOP.
COMPAÑIA TRASMEDITERRANEA, S.A.
TB-SOLUTIONS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, S.L.
ATOS ORIGIN SOCIEDAD ANONIMA ESPAÑOLA
INFOPORT VALENCIA, S.A. 1,615,445
INSTITUTO IBERMATICA DE INNOVACION S.L
IBERMATICA, S.A.
ETRA INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO, S.A.
INGETEAM INDUSTRY SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
SERVIMAPS SIG SL
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Public Research Centres
UNIVERSIDAD DE CANTABRIA
UNIVERSIDAD PUBLICA DE NAVARRA
FUNDACION ROBOTIKER
UNIVERSIDAD DE MURCIA
FUNDACIÓN DE LA COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA PARA LA INVESTIGACIÓN
UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III DE MADRID
MONDRAGON GOI ESKOLA POLITEKNIKOA S. COOP.
FUNDACIÓN CENTRO TECNOLÓGICO EN LOGÍSTICA INTEGRAL CANTABRIA
FUNDACION GENERAL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE VALLADOLID
FUNDACIÓN UNIVERSIDADE DA CORUÑA
UNIVERSIDAD PABLO DE OLAVIDE
INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DEL EMBALAJE, TRANSPORTE Y LOGISTICA
UNIVERSIDAD DEL PAÍS VASCO
CENTRE TECNOLOGIC DE TELECOMUNICACIONS DE CATALUNYA
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MARTA

MOBILITY AND AUTOMOTIVE WITH
ADVANCED TRANSPORT NETWORKS

Duration: 2007 – 2010
Summary
The main aim of this project is to establish the scientific and technological basis for the future
mobility, letting Spanish ITS sector to answer challenges of safety, efficiency and sustainability.
Project Total Budget:
35 Million €
Leading Institution:
FICOSA INTERNATIONAL, S.A.
Participants
Companies
AGNITIO SL
AT4 WIRELESS, SA
GMV SOLUCIONES GLOBALES INTERNET S.A.
GRUPO MECANICA DEL VUELO SISTEMAS SOCIEDAD AN
TSS TRANSPORT SIMULATION SYSTEMS SL
FICOSA INTERNATIONAL- GRUPO MECANICA DEL VUEL
ANALISI TECNOLOGICA INNOVADORA PER A PROCESSO
IDOM INGENIERIA Y ARQUITECTURA SA
CENTRO TECNICO DE SEAT SA
SOUTHWING, S.L.
ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE ANTENNAS, S.L.
FICOMIRRORS, S.A.
ETRA INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO, S.A.
APIF MOVIQUITY, S.A.
TELEFONICA INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO, S.A.
OBRAS PUBLICAS Y TELECOMUNICACIONES DE NAVARR
FICOSA INTERNATIONAL, S.A.
FICO TRIAD, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
UNIVERSIDAD DE VALLADOLID
CENTRO MULTIDISCIPLINAR DE INNOVACIÓN Y TECNOLOGÍA DE NAVARRA
FUNDACIÓ BOSCH I GIMPERA
UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE MADRID-AREA DE TRATAMIENTO DE VOZ
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE CATALUÑA-TECNOLOGIA DEL HABLA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE VALENCIA-INSTITUTO DE TPTE Y TERR
INSTITUTO DE BIOMECÁNICA DE VALENCIA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE VALENCIA-INSTITUTO DE
TELECOMUNICACIONES
CENTRO PARA EL DESARROLLO DE LAS TELECOMUNICACIONES DE CASTI
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UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE MADRID
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS E INVESTIGACIONES TECNICAS DE GUIPUZCOA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE CATALUÑA-GRUPO PROCESADO Y SISTEMAS
INSTITUTO DE AUTOMATICA INDUSTRIAL-CSIC
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE VALENCIA- INSTITUTO DE LAS APLICA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE CATALUÑA-GRUPO DE INV. PDTO ESTADO
CENTRO ANDALUZ DE INNOVACIÓN Y TECNOLOGÍAS DE LA INFORMACIÓN
UNIVERSIDAD DE MURCIAFUNDACION
ROBOTIKER
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE MADRID-DPTO ICS GRUPO DE TRABAJO.
FUNDACION CIDAUT
UNIVERSIDAD ALCALA DE HENARES-DPTO.ELECTRONICA
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ECOTRANS

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNLOGIES FOR
URBAN TRANSPORT

Duration: 2008 – 2011
Summary
The Project’s overall objective address the challenges of urban public transport through the R&D of
technologies needed for making public transport more attractive for passengers as well as energy
more efficient.These new technologies will allow public transport emits less CO2 and also improve
the market share respect private vehicles, through an upper comfort and reliability of service
guaranteed.
Project Total Budget:
23,8 Million €
Leading Institution:
CONSTRUCCIONES Y AUXILIARES DE FERROCARRILES, S.A.
Participants
Companies
CONSTRUCCIONES ELECTROMECANICAS LETAG SA
ELYTT ENERGY SL
GREEN POWER TECHNOLOGIES SL
TRANSPORTES DE BARCELONA, S.A.
NEUREUS TECHNOLOGIES SL
CARROCERA CASTROSUA SA
ADMINISTRADOR DE INFRAESTRUCTURAS FERROVIARIA
INTERNACIONAL HISPACOLD SA.
TRAINELEC, S.L.
METRO DE MADRID, S.A.
NUEVAS ESTRATEGIAS DE MANTENIMIENTO, S.L.
TRAINTIC SL
ACUMENER INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO S.L.
HYNERGREEN TECHNOLOGIES, S.A.
CONSTRUCCIONES Y AUXILIAR DE FERROCARRILES, S
CONSTRUCCIONES Y AUXILIAR DE FERROCARRILES IN
IDOM ZARAGOZA SA
ARIÑO DUGLASS, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS E INVESTIGACIONES TÉCNICAS DE GIPUZKOA
UNIVERSIDAD DEL PAIS VASCO
INSTITUTO DE TECNOLOGÍA QUÍMICA DE LA UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNIC
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE VALENCIA
IKERLAN
UNIVERSIDAD DE JAEN
FUNDACIÓN TEKNIKER
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FUNDACIÓN FATRONIK
UNIVERSIDAD DE SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
INVESTIGACIÓN ASOCIACIÓN DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y COOPERACIÓN INDU
UNIVERSIDAD DE OVIEDO
CENTRE D’INNOVACIÓ DEL TRANSPORT
INVESTIGACIÓN INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DE ARAGÓN
UNIVERSIDAD DE ZARAGOZA
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS E INVESTIGACIONES TÉCNICAS DE GIPUZKOA
MONDRAGON GOI ESKOLA POLITEKNIKOA
INVESTIGACIÓN FUNDACIÓN ROBOTIKER
FUNDACIÓN PARA LA PROMOCIÓN DE LA INNOVACIÓN, INVESTIGACIÓN
FUNDACIÓN CIDAUT
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS E INVESTIGACIONES TÉCNICAS DE GIPUZKOA
IKERLAN, S. COOP.
AGENCIA DE ECOLOGIA URBANA
UNIVERSIDAD DE ZARAGOZA
FUNDACIÓN PARA EL FOMENTO DE LA INNOVACIÓN INDUSTRIAL-UNIV
UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III DE MADRID
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OASIS

SAFE, INTELLIGENT AND SUSTAINABLE
HIGHWAYS OPERATION

Duration: 2008 – 2011
Summary
The main target of OASIS project (Safe, Intelligent and Sustainable highways operation) is the
definition of the highway of the future, that is, the one able to operate at clearly improved levels of
security, service for the user and sustainability.
This project will tackle the highway conception from a global perspective, in such a way that all the
stages of its lifecycle are taken into account, paying special attention to the exploitation phase due
to its greater relevance.
Project Total Budget:
30,5 Million €
Leading Institution:
PROYECTO CENIT-OASIS, A.I.E.
Participants
Companies
SOCIEDAD IBERICA DE CONSTRUCCIONES ELECTRICAS
OBRASCON HUARTE LAIN, S.A.
CPS INGENIEROS OBRA CIVIL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE SL
PROYECTO CENIT-OASIS, A.I.E
GRUPO MECANICA DEL VUELO SISTEMAS SOCIEDAD AN
DRAGADOS SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
GEOTECNIA Y CIMIENTOS, S.A.
ASFALTOS AUGUSTA, SL
IRIDIUM CONCESIONES DE INFRAESTRUCTURAS SA
ASOCIACION ESPAÑOLA DE LA CARRETERA
INDRA SISTEMAS, S.A.
P Y G ESTRUCTURAS AMBIENTALES SL
ABERTIS AUTOPISTAS ESPAÑA, S.A.
OHL CONCESIONES SL
SIEGRIST Y MORENO SL
TORRE DE COMARES ARQUITECTOS SL
HIDROFERSA FABRICA DE CHAVIN SL
Public and Private Research Centres
FUNDACIÓN CARTIF
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE MADRID.
INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DE ROCAS ORNAMENTALES Y MATERIALES
FUNDACIÓN PARA EL PROGRESO DEL SOFT COMPUTING
UNIVERSITAT DE VALENCIA
CENTRE D’INNOVACIÓ DEL TRANSPORT
UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA DE MADRID
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FUNDACIÓN CIDAUT
UNIVERSIDAD DE MURCIA
UPM TRANSYT
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE CATALUNYA
UNIVERSIDAD DE CANTABRIA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE MADRID. ETSI AGRÓNOMOS
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS Y EXPERIMENTACIÓN DE OBRAS PÚBLICA
UNIVERSIDAD DE VALLADOLID
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MAGNO

MAGNESIUM NEW TECHNOLOGICAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Duration: 2008 – 2011
Summary
The processing industry of Magnesium in Spain it is not too important, although the demand and its
potential applications are very high. The reasons of this situation lie in the handling difficulties with
this kind of material in its different states and the inadequacy of the technologies based on current
knowledge and experience with other lightweight alloys.An analysis of the state of the art in Europe
concludes that the situation is not so different.Therefore, there are important opportunities around
the field of Magnesium, demanding important changes to the industry and a major innovation effort
in order to lead the sector in Europe.
The MAGNO project will be implemented by an industry consortium, supported by research groups
and Technological Centres in the field of light alloy and magnesium, and seeks to give impetus to
the sector of Magnesium in Spain through a program of high-technology investments, seeking to
place Spain at the top of a future market trend upward, and additionally to consolidate the Spanish
consortium through competitiveness based on technology and knowledge in accordance with the
European R&D FP VII.
Project Total Budget:
30,7 Million €
Leading Institution:
GRUPO ANTOLIN-INGENIERIA, S.A.
Participants
Companies
GRUPO ANTOLIN-INGENIERIA, S.A.
AKABA SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
BOSTLAN, S.A.
COMERCIAL NICEM EXINTE, S.A.
ECOFOND S.A.
FAGOR ELECTRONICA, S.COOP.
GIESSEREI INSTANDSETZUNG SERVICE 2003,
INDUSTRIAS LEBARIO, S.L.
INGENIERIA Y SERVICIOS TECNICOS, S.A.
MUGAPE, S.A.
PRENSAS Y TRANSFORMACIONES, S.A
REYDESA RECYCLING, S.A.
TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS CARRERAS, S.
TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS TTT, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
FUNDACION INASMET
FUNDACIÓN FATRONIK
IKERLAN, S. COOP.
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UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE MADRID
FUNDACIÓN IMDEA MATERIALES
UNIVERSIDAD DE ALICANTE
UNIVERSIDAD DE BURGOS
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE CATALUÑA
UNIVERSIDAD COMPLUTENSE MADRID
FUNDACIÓN FATRONIK
FUNDACIÓN PARA LA INVESTIGACIÓN Y DESARROLLO EN TRANSPORTE Y
ENERGÍA
CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE MÉTODOS NUMÉRICOS EN LA INGENIERÍA
FUNDACIÓN CENTRO TECNOLÓGICO DE MIRANDA DE EBRO
UNIVERSIDAD ANTONIO DE NEBRIJA
CENTRO NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONES METALÚRGICAS DEL CSIC
FUNDACIÓN CENTRO TECNOLÓGICO DE COMPONENTES
FUNDACIÓN CIDETEC
FUNDACION INATEC (INNOVACION AMBIENTAL Y TECNOLOGICA)
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ADAPTA

INTELLIGENT AND ADAPTIVE AUTOMOTIVE
SIDE PROTECTION FUNCTIONS
TECHNOLOGIES

Duration: 2008 – 2011
Summary
The overall objective of the project is to meet challenges outstanding research technology field of
the lateral advanced safety vehicle.
Project Total Budget:
26,7 Million €
Leading Institution:
DALPHI METAL ESPAÑA, S.A Participants
Companies
DALPHI METAL ESPAÑA, S.A
AUTOTECH ENGINEERING AGRUPACION DE INTERES ECONOMICO
CENTRO TECNICO DE SEAT
DEIMOS APLICACIONES TECNOLOGICAS SL
GRUPO ANTOLIN-INGENIERIA, S.A.
INNOVACIONES MICROELECTRONICAS, S.L.
MANUFACTURAS GOMA, S.L.
PARAFLY SA
Public and Private Research Centres
FUNDACIÓN PARA LA INVESTIGACIÓN Y DESARROLLO EN EL TRANSPORTE Y
ENERGÍA
FUNDACIÓN ROBOTIKER
UNIVERSIDAD DE VALLADOLID
UNIVERSIDAD DE NAVARRA
UNIVERSIDAD DE BURGOS
CENTRO PARA EL DESARROLLO DE TELECOMUNICACIONES EN CASTILLA Y LEÓN
FATRONIK
GAIKER
INSTITUTO DE MICROELECTRÓNICA DE SEVILLA
UNIVERSIDAD SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE TÉCNICA AEROESPACIAL ESTEBAN TERRADAS
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FENIX

RESEARCH FOR NEW CONCEPTS TO BE
APPLIED IN MORE SAFIER AND SUSTAINABLE
ROADS

Duration: 2007 – 2010
Summary
Roads are the main means of transport in Spain and therefore road is the most important transport
infrastructure in Spain. FENIX project members are on the road an active platform for the
development of communications, cultural and social changes for present and future. The road as a
platform for modern guidance systems for vehicles communication to the road as an active element
in reducing accidents by developing early warning systems from the pavement situations or extreme
weather risk. The road as a recycling system of their own products or even more, products from
other industrial sectors, employed in the development of materials and the structure of the firm, all
with a strong commitment to sustainability, developing technologies friendly to the environment.
The FENIX project brings together companies in the consortium that represents 45% of the
national road sector that carry out 85% of the R&D being conducted in this field, thus ensuring
scientific and technical excellence of the project and the probability of technical success of the tasks
undertaken.
Project Total Budget:
31,1 Million €
Leading Institution:
AGRUPACION DE INVESTIGACION ESTRATEGICA PROYECTO FENIX
Participants
Companies
AGRUPACION DE INVESTIGACION ESTRATEGICA PROYECTO FENIX
CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION ELPIDIO SANCHEZ MARCOS, S.A. CI ESM SO MA
CONSTRUCCIONES Y OBRAS LLORENTE, S.A.
DITECPESA, S.A.
ELSAN PACSA
INDUSTRIAL DE TRANSFORMADOS METALICOS, S.A.
PAVASAL EMPRESA CONSTRUCTORA SA
REPSOL YPF, S.A.
SACYR, S.A.
SERVIÀ CANTÓ, S.A.
SORIGUE, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
GESTIÓN DE INFRAESTRUCTURAS DE ANDALUCÍA, S.A.(GIASA)
CSIC-INSTITUTO DE INVESTIGACIONES QUÍMICAS Y AMBIENTALES
BARCELONA
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS Y EXPERIMENTACIÓN DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS (CEDEX)
CIDAUT
CARTIF

DE
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UNIVERSIDAD DE HUELVA
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE CATALUÑA - LABORATORIO DE CAMINOS
UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE MADRID
UNIVERSIDAD CARLOS III DE MADRID
UNIVERSIDAD DE ALCALÁ DE HENARES
UNIVERSIDAD DE CASTILLA LA MANCHA
UNIVERSIDAD DE CANTABRIA - GRUPO DE INVESTIGACIÓN DE TECNOLOGÍA DE
LA CONSTRUCCIÓN
INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DE ROCAS ORNAMENTALES INTROMAC
FUNDACIÓN LABEIN - TECNALIA
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FORMA 0

NEW CONFORMING PROCESSES AND
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
FOR THE TRANSFORMATION OF HIGH
STRENGTH STEELS

Duration: 2006 – 2009
Summary
Forma0 aims to explore new processes and new materials that allow the fabrication of industrial
components with high resistance steels. The automotive and transport sectors are the potential
market. Applicability of these steels is very broad, and could be spread to other sectors. For that,
the scope of the project is focused on research of new processes for AHSS steels and advanced
manufacturing research matrices, and on research of new materials.
Project Total Budget:
24,9 Million €
Leading Institution:
SEAT, S.A
Participants
Companies
SEAT, S.A.
AUTOTECH ENGINEERING AGRUPACION DE INTERES ECONOMICO
BATZ, S.COOP.LTDA.
CANTABRA DE MATRICERIA
CENTRE TECNOLOGIC EDUARD SOLER
COMERCIAL DE TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS, S.A.
GRUPO ANTOLÍN PGA, S.A.
INDUSTRIAS LANEKO, S.A.L.
INDUSTRIAS PUIGJANER, S.A.
LA FORMA INDUSTRIAL XXI, S.L.
MANUFACTURA MODERNA DE METALES, S.A.
MIKALOR, S.A.
ROVALMA, S.A.
SANDVIK ESPAÑOLA S.A.
VIZA AUTOMOCION, S.A.
Public and Private Research Centres
ASOCIACIÓN DE INVESTIGACIÓN METALÚRGICA DEL NOROESTE (AIMEN)
ASOCIACION DE LA INDUSTRIA NAVARRA (AIN)
FUNDACIÓN ASCAMM ASCAMM
CTM CENTRE TECNOLÒGIC
UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE CATALUNYA (UPC)
UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE CATALUNYA (UPC)
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3. The MOVELE Project (Institute for the Diversification and Savings of
Energy, IDAE, Ministry of Industry,Tourism and Trade)
The Spanish Plan for the Activation of Energy Savings and Efficiency 2008-2011 (Plan de Activación del
Ahorro y la Eficiencia Energética 2008-2011), which was approved by the Spanish Council of Ministers
on 1/8/2008, includes as fourth action a pilot project to introduce electric vehicles in Spanish cities. The
objective of this project is to demonstrate the technical, energetical and economical viability of this mobility
alternative. The MOVELE project, managed and coordinated by the Institute for the Diversification and
Savings of Energy under the Spanish Ministry of Industry,Tourism and Trade (Instituto para la Diversificación
y el Ahorro de la Energía, IDAE, del Ministerio de Industria,Turismo y Comercio), proposes the introduction
in a two years time (2009 and 2010) and within urban areas of 2,000 electric vehicles of different categories,
features and technologies.The vehicles would be operated by a broad range of enterprises, institutions and
private drivers.The project also foresees the installation of 500 charging points for these types of vehicles.
The specific objectives of the MOVELE project are:
To demonstrate the technical and energetical feasibility of electric mobility in urban areas,
consolidating Spain among the very few real-life demonstration experiences in the field of electric
energy technologies for mobility.
To activate inside the local administrations involved in this initiative measures to promote this
type of vehicles: public recharge infrastructure, prioritized parking spaces, permission to share
dedicated lanes with buses, taxis...
To involve companies from the private sector in the introduction of the electric vehicle: utility
companies, insurance enterprises, renting companies, etcetera.
To serve as basis for the identification and promotion of regulatory measures that could facility
the uptake of this technology: fiscal measures to the acquisition and use of electric vehicles,
electricity price, changes in the regulations that could curtail its evolution (access to charging
points in housings, homologation and so on).
MOVELE project website: www.idae.es/index.php/mod.pags/mem.detalle/id.407

4. An Example Of Regional Initiatives,The Livingcar Project:
The LIVINGCAR PROJECT is an ambitious innovative project with the objective of studying the effect of
using electrical vehicles in a real urban environment.The main objective of this project is to run a “living lab”
based on the utilization of electrical vehicles in a real city such as Gijón (Asturias) and involving the users at
all the stages of the research, development and innovation processes. Here, the living lab is understood as
a real scenario for extracting crucial information about:
Technical issues: To identify bottle-necks from the technical point of view when using electrical
vehicles in real-life settings.
Social issues: To identify the social barriers of using electrical vehicles by “current people” by
extracting data from a set of live experiments with users.
The Consortium represents a public private partnership.The main partners and role are:
Grupo Temper will develop and manufacture the battery charger system for electrical vehicles
Grupo Isastur will design and implement the engineering installation around the living lab.
Gijon City Council will boost the participation of the citizens in the project and encourage the use
of the electrical vehicle
Finally, Fundacion Prodintec will act as Project Coordinator and will be in charge of the design of
the pilot test, including data analysis
Contact information: Paula Queipo Rodriguez, Project Manager. Technology Transfer Group.
PRODINTEC. E-mail: pqr@prodintec.com
Note:This section has been collated by the Subdirectorate General for Public-Private Collaboration Strategies of the
Ministry of Science and Education (www.micinn.es) and CDTI (www.cdti.es)
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Enterprises
AJUSA
Address:

Contact:

Pol. Ind. Campollano; C/ C, nº 1
E-02007 Albacete (Spain)
Tel.:+34 967 198 690
Webpage: www.ajusa.es

Pedro Sánchez
Hydrogen Technologies R&D Director
e-mail: psanchez@ajusa.es

Organisation profile:
AJUSA is a family company founded in 1972 in premises of 250 sqm, producing automotive gaskets
as the only product. Nowadays, in addition to gaskets, AJUSA manufactures cylinder head bolts,
camshafts and hydraulic lifters.
AJUSA has over 15 years researching and developing PEM fuel cells, their components and
applications.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Our products for internal combustion engines are gaskets, cylinder head bolts, camshafts and
hydraulic lifters.
Our products and projects in Hydrogen Technologies are:
Components: AJUSA develops components, according to the characteristics and needs of
the client (MEAs, Bipolar plates)
Fuel Cells: Develop PEM fuel cells, from 100 W to 10 kW.
Unit Power from 1 kW to 10 kW, including all systems to achieve an independent operation
(cooling system, power electronics and control, food and air humidification). Need only
supply of hydrogen.
The Scooter Project is the first vehicle with a PEM fuel cell of Spanish manufacture.
Don Qhyxote® Car Project: light vehicle (four passengers) powered with a PEM fuel cell,
fueled with hydrogen gas at 350 bar.
Don Qhyxote® Home Project demonstrates that the use of PEM fuel cells for energy supply
in housing is now a reality.
Don Qhyxote® H2 Station Project will supply hydrogen to all types of vehicles.
Hydrogen City Project, by all Don Qhyxote® Projects. It is an example of sustainable
development and respects the environment.
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ANTOLIN IRAUSA Group
Address:

Contact:

Ctra Madrid-Irún km 244,8
E-09007 Burgos (Spain)
Tel.: +34 947 477 700
Webpage: www.grupoantolin.com

Fernando Rey
Corporate Innovation Director
e-mail: fernando.rey@grupoantolin.com

Organisation profile:
Grupo Antolin is a Spanish multinational leader in the design, development and manufacturing of
automotive interior components. The company focuses its strategy on the following three main
functions: overhead, door and seat.
Grupo Antolin operates in 22 countries with 85 plants and 20 technical-commercial offices.
Countries:Argentina, Brazil, China, Czech Republic, France, Germany, India, Iran, Japan, Mexico, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, UK, USA, Canada and Morocco.
The research and development capacity is the identity axle of Grupo Antolin.This strategy allows the
Group to offer multi-technological products, thanks to the knowledge of different areas: materials,
advanced simulation techniques, electronics, industrial processes, safety, acoustics and vibrations,
industrial design...
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Weight reduction:
Development of applications in Magnesium for a great range of functions, either for Grupo
Antolin or for third parties.
New technologies for acoustic functions and safety functions.
New Materials
Materials from renewable feedstock. Composites from vegetal sources. The origin is from
cultivation (not devoted to human food): natural fibers, bioplastics, bioresins…
 Parts made from recyclable materials
Industrial scraps recovery.
Several applications of the new material already developed
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APIF MOVIQUITY
Address:

Contact:

Isabel Colbrand 10, Planta 5º, Oficina 150,
E-28050 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: +34 914 319 859
Webpage: www.moviquity.com

Wendy Moreno; Manager of R&D Dept.
e-mail: wmp@moviquity.com
Teresa Álamos; Project Manager
e-mail: tam@moviquity.com

Organisation profile:
APIF MOVIQUITY SA (commercially named MOVIQUITY) is a mobile applications developer and
IT solutions engineering company located in Spain (Madrid).
MOVIQUITY was founded with the objective of providing high added value technological and
engineering services in the area of advanced information and communications technologies (ICT),
with particular emphasis in mobile and wireless technologies and its applications, providing the
company a strong potential for growth. This is further enhanced through an established agreement
with several universities to provide expertise in mobile, IP, wireless and broadband technologies,
having continuous access to the latest R&D done at the University, as well as the best technical
staff. At present, MOVIQUITY is a medium size company formed by 140 engineers, researchers, and
technical staff.
MOVIQUITY is member of several European and National Technological Platforms (eMobility,
NESSI, NEM, etc.), and leads a working group within the eMOV platform.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
FP6- 2006 - TRACKSS.Technologies for Road Advanced Cooperative Knowledge Sharing Sensors.
The objective is developing new systems for cooperative sensing and predicting flow, infrastructure
and environmental conditions surrounding traffic, with a view to improve road transport operations
safety and efficiency (www.trackss.net).
CELTIC - 2006 – CARLINK. Wireless Traffic Service Platform for Linking Cars. The aim of this
project is to develop an intelligent wireless traffic service platform between cars supported by
wireless transceivers beside the road. The primary applications are real-time local weather data,
urban transport traffic management, and urban information broadcasting (http://carlink.lcc.uma.
es).
CENIT - 2006 - MARTA. Mobility & Automotion through Advanced Transport Networks. The
objective is to foster research and development in communication between vehicles and to the
infrastructure to develop technological solutions that will improve transportation. These intelligent
systems of the future will contribute to reduce traffic congestion, reduce accidents, and in the event
of an accident automatically contact the Emergency Services. Applied correctly the technology
also exists to provide a more efficient and sustainable forms of transportation that reduce its
environmental impact (www.cenitmarta.org).
AVANZA – 2007 – mVia. This project tries to apply communications technologies and models of
services to the transport by road, improving the application of the mobile communications and wireless
networks technologies in road transportation, adding value in terms of information and entertainment to
the driver and passengers, support to professional vehicles, comfort and optimization of the traffic (www.
mvia.es)
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BESEL
Address:

Contact:

Margarita Salas, 10; P. Tecnológico LEGATEC
E-28918 Leganés (Madrid – Spain)
Tel.: +34 912 865 130
Webpage: www.besel.es

Jose Sierra Arévalo
Research and Development Director
e-mail: jsierra@besel.es

Organisation profile:
BESEL is a medium-sized technology-based company offering clean, efficient and sustainable turnkey solutions for a wide range of sectors, including energy, industry, building and transport.
BESEL was founded in 1984 and today counts with three Divisions: Research and Development,
Engineering and Consultancy, each providing solutions to different customer needs individually or
jointly, based on the specialised knowledge and experience of highly qualified staff.
BESEL has its head-office in Madrid and a site in Valladolid, both with state-of-the-art laboratories
for the development of systems and equipment. In particular, BESEL has a cutting-edge hydrogen
and fuel cell laboratory to assist in the development of these technologies. BESEL has successfully
developed and deployed hybrid electric vehicles to operators of public transport, logistics and
airport vehicle fleets.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Vehicles:
Development hybrid electric vehicle drive-trains (including fuel cell and ICE hybrids)
Development of power conversion devices, electronic control units and human-machineinterfaces
Integration of electro-chemical energy storage devices
Development of test rigs and equipment for electric motors, batteries, supercapacitors and
power converters
Efficient vehicle power and thermal management
Modelling and simulation of electric drive trains and components
Support to vehicle testing and homologation
Infrastructure
Smart electric vehicle charging infrastructure, including charging stations, electricity
distribution and metering, web-based charging infrastructure management
Renewable energy generation, including photovoltaic and wind
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)
Fleet monitoring systems, with a focus on vehicle efficiency and emissions
Project management
Management of large scale vehicle demonstration projects, such as HyChain (deployment of
fuel cell vehicle fleets across four European countries, funded by the 6th FP)
Business model development for public and private institutions and partnerships
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CEGASA
Address:

Contact:

Artapadura 11,
E-01013 Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain)
Tel.: +34 945 129 500
Webpage: www.cegasa.com

Dr. Igor Cantero
R&D Director
e-mail: icantero@grupocegasa.com

Organisation profile:
CEGASA is an important business group which started as a battery manufacturer in 1934. The
CEGASA group is currently one of the world’s leading manufacturers of private label batteries
and has experienced spectacular growth over the past 5 years, now commanding a strong market
presence, both at home and abroad. In 2007 the group’s consolidated turnover stood at 230 M€,
with a work force of close to 1000 people. CEGASA has an extensive sales and logistics network,
operating in 8 different countries and exporting to 50 countries on the 5 continents. Most of this
production is exported to Europe, particularly to Germany.Throughout the last 8 decades, CEGASA
has demonstrated its ability to develop and bring innovative solutions to market, putting the company
at the forefront of technological development in the manufacture of portable batteries.
In the 1990’s, CEGASA launched their “Environmentally Friendly” Green Technology battery range,
including 2 new lines of Alkaline and Zinc air batteries with enhanced performances. In order
to adapt to the fast growing demands of recent times, wide ranging research into new battery
technologies, such as primary lithium, lithium ion and lithium-polymer batteries, is in progress within
the R&D Department of the company.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Products and Materials:
Lithium-ion battery development for the EV: new active materials, new concepts for
solid polymer electrolytes, electrode formulation and optimization, assembly and testing
of cells, modules and battery packs, electrochemical and safety characterization, pilot plant
production of electrodes, cells and modules.
PEM fuel cells: new components development, new concepts for solid polymer membranes,
MEA formulation and optimization, bipolar plates design and manufacturing, assembly and
testing of MEAs, stacks and BOP, electrochemical and safety characterization, pilot plant
production of MEAs, stacks and complete fuel cells.
Relevant projects:
DEIMOS: Desarrollo e innovación en pilas de combustible de membrana polimérica y oxido
sólido (2007-2010, CENIT project, coordinated by CEGASA)
EPICO: Desarrollo en España de Pilas de Combustible (2005-2008, coordinated by
HYNERGREEN)
ILLIBAT: Ionic Liquid based Lithium Batteries (2006-2008, FP6 STREP project, coordinated
by Technical University of Graz)
ORION: Organic-Inorganic Hybrids based on Ionic Liquids for lithium batteries (2009-2013,
FP7 LARGE project, coordinated by CIDETEC)
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CIE Automotive
Address:

Contact:

Edificio AIC; P. Empresarial Boroa Parcela 2ª 4A
E-48340 Amorebieta (Vizcaya – Spain)
Tel.: +34 946 056 200
Webpage: www.cieautomotive.com

Iñigo Loizaga
Product development Manager
e-mail: iloizaga@cieautomotive.com

Organisation profile:
CIE Automotive is a global operator with a differentiated business model based on multitechnology. This successful model has enabled it to consolidate its position as a specialist group in
the management of industrial processes of high value added, being present on the main emerging
markets worldwide.
CIE Automotive is focusing its resources on two strategic business areas: automotive components
(with 6 basic technologies – Aluminium, Forging, Stamping and Tube Welding, Machining, Plastic and
Casting- and it’s present in 9 countries) and Biofuels, (with biodiesel plants operating in Spain and
Italy, presence in Brazil and Guatemala, and its own sales network).
CIE has 6 technical centres in Spain, Portugal, Romania, China, Mexico and Brazil, focused in adding
value to our customer in product, oriented to optimisation of efforts in strategic products of
both CIE Automotive and its divisions and processes to achieve excellence in the development of
processes.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
CIE’s main research lines are focused on:
Downsizing
New materials and processes for Turbochargers and EGRS
Variable compression ratio
Lightweight concepts and materials
Efficiency of auxiliary systems
Thermal management (integration)
Closed loop control
Multi-fuel 2nd generation of biofuels
Electric motors
Safety in EV
Integration car to grid
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COPO Group
Address:

Contact:

Tameiga, 157
E-36416 Mos (Pontevedra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 986 810 519
Webpage: www.grupocopo.com

Noelia Lorenzo
New Products Manager
e-mail: nlorenzo@grupocopo.com

Organisation profile:
Grupo Copo is a holding implanted in Spain, Portugal, Brazil and Cuba, that started its activities in
1969. Today Grupo Copo has 4 main fields of activities:
Production of seat foam pads for the automotive industry, as well as headrests and armrests
and energy absorption parts for door panel, pillar, etc.
Production of carpets and other acoustic absorbers and insulators for the automotive
industry.
Production of fabrics and flame laminated textiles for the automotive sector (seat covers,
headliners, door panel, etc.)
Production of mattresses, pillows and slabstock for furniture; as well as technical foams for
the automotive sector.
It counts with an R&D Centre in Vigo-Spain, where they develop all the Research, Development and
Innovation projects of the Group. They have all the resources, technical and humans, to deal with
these activities.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Grupo Copo has presented to CDTI (that belongs to the Spanish Government) a new project to
develop car components produced with bio-materials. The target of this project is to develop new
polymeric materials including bio-components more environmentally friendly. This will allow Copo
to introduce in the future new cars some components with better properties for recycling and to
reduce the current reliance on petrol.
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ENDESA
Address:

Contact:

Ribera del Loira, 60
E-28042 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: +34 912 131 752
Webpage: www.endesa.es

Jorge Sánchez Cifuentes
Deputy Director T&I Distribution & Commercial
e-mail: jorge.sanchezc@endesa.es

Organisation profile:
ENDESA is the leading utility in the Spanish electricity system and the number one private
electricity company in Latin America. It is a significant player in the energy sector of the European
Mediterranean region, has a growing presence in the Spanish natural gas market and is advancing
rapidly in the area of renewable energy. ENDESA has over 25 million customers.
Endesa has several projects related with Smart Grids, like Denise, a Research consortium to develop
the new Spanish intelligent Grid.This project develops new sensors, new algorithms and new systems
and studies the behaviour of the massive integration of DG in the networks and new maintenance
techniques based on reliability. Endesa is founder of the IUA (Innovation Utilities Alliance), whose
aim is to share experiences, knowledge and initiatives between utilities, and develop consortium
projects. IUA has 5 different Task Force, and one of them is Electric Vehicles.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Member and co-founder of the de-facto EV standardization group, which is formed by the big
utilities in Europe (Endesa, Enel, EDF, RWE, E-on, etc.) and the main OEMs. This group has done
recommendations dealing with the plug and the communications between the car and the charging
station, which have been moved to the standardisation committees as IEC and ISO. Endesa has
already installed several recharging stations, including its headquarters parking area.
Smart City Project: Demonstration national project to create the first smart city in the south of
Europe applying all the knowledge and outcomes resulting from Denise. It includes EVs,V2G capabilities,
design and installation of bidirectional Smart Charging Stations, and integration in the Smart City Grid.
Grid For Vehicle: FP7 project with the objective to develop an analytical method for the planning
of necessary technological developments in the electricity grid infrastructure and the definition of
related ICT and policy requirements in order to support, cope with and clearly understand the
effects of a mass introduction of EV and PHEV until 2020.
MOVELE: EVs demonstration project launched by the national Government. One of its main goals
is to promote actions among the local administrations involved to generate a network of charge
spots in public roads and car parks as a stepping stone to the deployment of 2,000 electric vehicles
over a maximum period of two years. ENDESA works hand by hand with the Councils defining the
requirements and the specifications of these recharging points.
EPRE: Internal project that defines the characteristics of a Endesa Recharging Point. It includes
slow, smart, and fast charge. One activity is focused in convert, design, and install a solution that
allows converting Public Telephone Boxes on the street to charging stations.
ELVIRE: FP7 project. The main goal is to develop tools, solutions and services to support energy
efficiency within e-mobility.
VERDE: National Cenit Project with SEAT, Spanish car manufacturer, and the two big utilities from
Spain, Endesa and Iberdrola. The main goals are to deal with an efficient use of energy transport,
design control and safety strategies to recharge EVs, and do research about batteries intelligent
infrastructures, electric motors, and connect it with the Smart Electrical Grids.
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EXIDE Technologies
Address:

Contact:

R&D Laboratory; Avda. Conde de Romanones, 30
E-19200 Azuqueca de Henares (Spain)
Tel.: +34 949 263 316
Webpage: www.exide.com

Jesús Valenciano
Manager R&D Laboratory
e-mail: jesus.valenciano@eu.exide.com

Organisation profile:
The company is mainly involved in the development and manufacture of lead-batteries for
transportation and industrial business. The R&D department is developing improved batteries for
the new micro- and mild-hybrid applications.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Various projects in which our company is involved are related to the improvement of lead-acid
batteries (flooded and VRLA) for micro (stop/start) - mild-hybrid applications. Promising results
have been obtained up to date in terms of extending cycling life according to Power Assist
profile (>220,000 cycles at 2.5% DoD) on 6 V modules manufactured with advanced lead-acid
technologies.
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FAGOR EDERLAN Group
Address:

Contact:

Torrebaso pasealekua 7
E-20540 Eskoriatza (Guipuzcoa - Spain)
Tel.: +34 943 719 100
Webpage: www.fagorederlan.es

Manu Echeberria
Marketing Manager
e-mail: m.echeberria@fagorederlan.es

Organisation profile:
FAGOR EDERLAN Group is an automotive group and part of the Mondragon Group, leaded by
Fagor Ederlan S. Coop., with two business units: Chassis and Powertrain, based on the knowledge
of Brake-Suspension Engine-Transmission function in vehicle. Fagor Ederlan offers global solution in
all its products lines, closely working with their customer from design and development activities
and wide added value options.
We understand the requirements from OEMs related to global production in automotive projects,
so we operate from our all manufacturing plants in Spain, Slovakia and Brazil and our production
alliances developed with our partners.
With more than 40 years in automotive marketplace Fagor Ederlan has the reference of main OEMs
and Tier 1 as Renault, Ford, GM, BMW, PSA, Honda, Jaguar, Land Rover, VW, Mercedes, Fiat, Suzuki,
Contiteves, Bosch, TRW.
Our main highlights define our consolidated level at marketplace: 15 manufacturing plants in Spain
,Slovakia, Brazil and production alliances at Korea, China; 1 technology center Edertek; 3.448
professionals; 668 Mio Euro sales 2008; 28.8 Mio Euro investment 2008 (231 Mio Euro in whole
strategic plan 2004-2008)
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Fagor Ederlan group understands the technological advances as a key factor for new activities and
business challenges. With Edertek Technology Center, Fagor Ederlan group supports its customers
with collaborative product design, offering different solutions in terms of weight reduction, product
and process improvements and quality. Main activities are focused on:
Development and research on light materials (aluminium, magnesium, plastic) to replace
current iron products.
Development of engine blocks in different materials like aluminium and CGI with the weight
reduction as the main objective.This goal is also worked through new technological advances
such as reduction of the wall thickness.
Improvement in production through flexible processes to obtain the maximum energy
efficiency.
Development of aluminium structural parts to substitute current steel parts
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FAURECIA Interior System SALC España
Address:

Contact:

Autovia A-3 Madrid-Valencia km 344,5.
E-46930 Quart de Poblet (Valencia - Spain)
Tel.: +34 961 960 077
Webpage: www.faurecia.com

Joaquín Martín Pérez
TVM manager
e-mail: joaquin.martin@faurecia.com

Organisation profile:
FAURECIA Interior System SALC España S.L. is part of the FAURECIA Group, a multinational
company of the automotive sector which develops interior trims for light vehicles.
Because the ergonomics, comfort and style of its interior influence the decision to purchase a vehicle,
Faurecia designs and produces instrument panels, central consoles and door panels that meet both
the expectations of final customers and the requirements of automakers. We are able to offer the
most advanced solutions in terms of passenger safety, interior fittings or weight reduction.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Our main research activities are related to:
Safety: increase safety level of our products and process.
Weight reduction: lightweight concepts.
Recycled materials and environmental process: develop environmentally-friendly materials,
increase use of renewable resource, rather than plastics.
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FICOSA International
Address:

Contact:

Poligono Can Magarola
E-08100 Mollet del Vallés (Barcelona – Spain)
Tel.: +34 935 610 101
Webpage: www.ficosa.com

Jaume Prat Terradas
Advanced Technology Director
e-mail: jprat@ficosa.com

Organisation profile:
Research, Development, Production & Commercialization of systems and components for vehicles.
Eight Business units: Rear-view systems; Command & Control systems; Under hood systems; Door
& Seat systems; Advanced communications; Commercial vehicle; Security & Locks Systems (JV) and
ADAS SENS
2008 Sales: 897 Mio Euro; 2008 Team: 7000 people worldwide. R&D investment represents 4% of
our total Group’s sales. Intellectual Property of Ficosa Group: 500 active patents.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Battery Packaging and Management Systems: Battery pack, Cells (chemistry partner),
Sensors, Relays, Cooling system, BMS: charge/discharge configuration, electrical safety in case
of accident, high temperature, fire, …
In Vehicle Telematic Unit: V2X communications (vehicle/infrastructure/grid) as a key topic
to deploy electrification through the terrain, new RF architecture locating antennae and
receptors in the same device, antennae with adaptable bandwidth and multiband systems,
specific immune and real time V2G SW
iVTU (onboard communication module): reliable information exchange, smart controls and
information sharing
Shift by wire, configured to any drivetrain, reduced packaging and weight
Artemis (EU) & CENIT (national) programs in competition
Weight reduction projects on current business products (Shifters, Mirrors, …)
New materials applications in Magnesium and Plastics with Natural Fibers reinforcements
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GESTAMP Automoción Group
Address:

Contact:

Polígono Industrial Lebario S/N
E-48220 Abadiño (Bizkaia – Spain)
Tel.: +34 944 507 010
Webpage: www.gestamp.com

Pedro María Vega
R&D Manager
e-mail: pvega@gestamp.com

Organisation profile:
“Gestamp Automoción” is an international group dedicated to the development and manufacturing
of metal components and structural systems for the automotive industry. Today, “Gestamp
Automoción” has locations in 18 countries (Europe, America and Asia) with 55 production centres
and 15 R&D Centres, which together total over 13,100 employees.
In 2008 “Gestamp Automoción” sales were 2.4 billion Euros, to global automotive manufacturers,
such as Volkswagen, Renault-Nissan, Peugeot-Citroen, Mercedes, GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
Gestamp Automoción’s rapid growth is sustained by the quality work of its employees who are
dedicated to providing clients with products and technologies aimed at the reduction of weight and
GHG emissions, while at the same time providing improvements in passenger safety.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
The Strategic Plan 2012 of GESTAMP Automoción is aligned with the following competitiveness
lines: Reinforcement of R&D resources; Product Weight reduction; Recyclability; Safety, Security and
Comfort improvements; High Added Value product orientation
The company has long experience in Large Collaborative Projects with global OEMs at National
(CENIT Program) and European scale (ECSC and Framework Programme).
Main Green Cars activities:
Products: Full chassis subframes - Mobile parts (doors…) - Axles
Lightening Materials: UHSS Steels – Aluminium - Magnesium
Advanced Technologies: Patchwork – Hydroforming – Hot Stamping – Roll forming –
Laser Welding
European Projects (Framework Programme, ECSC, Eureka): New materials (UHSS
Steel, Aluminium, Magnesium) for Low Weight Vehicles; New technologies (Hydroforming,
Remote Laser Welding, Local Heat Treatments) to reduce the weight of components
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GUILERA
Address:

Contact:

Ramón Llull, 8
E-08750 Molins de Rei (Barcelona - Spain)
Tel.: +34 936 681 794
Webpage: www.guilera.com

Jordi Beltri Barri
Sales Manager
e-mail:sales@guilera.com

Organisation profile:
Our vision is to be a full service electronics company, specializing in customized solutions for
customers, involving product design, prototyping, testing and manufacturing to our target
segments.
Our mission is to develop and produce high-quality, cost-effective systems that deliver a real high
value solution to our customers.
We working, day by day, to improve our slogan: “Electronic Smart Solutions”.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Power sources, electronic components, control units, converters (24V/12V), electronic relays, DC/
AC inverters.

HELIOS Engineering
Address:

Contact:

Pico Mulhacen, 32
E-28500 Arganda del Rey (Madrid – Spain)
Tel.: 34 918729216
Webpage: www.helioseng.com

Javier García Domingo
Institutional Relations Director
e-mail: Javier.garcia@hispano-net.com

Organisation profile:
Helios Engineering is a small company fully dedicated to R&D in Power Electronics, mainly for
advanced vehicles (electric, hybrid, Fuel-cell).
Our staff has up to 9 years of experience in projects with some of the main world-wide carmakers
with a wide knowledge in suitable technologies and solutions and international regulations.

Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Some of our activities have been:
4 kW DC/DC Converter for Fuel-Cell Vehicle
2.5 kW Bidirectional DC/DC Converter for Hybrid Vehicle
4 kW Li-ion Battery Charger for Electrical vehicle
200W DC/AC Inverter for vehicle accessory
12 kW machine driver for SSG in a hybrid vehicle
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HISPANO CARROCERA
Address:

Contact:

Pol. Ind. Empresarium, Ctra. Castellón km 230,5
E-50720 La Cartuja Baja (Zaragoza – Spain)
Tel.: +34 976 720 500
Webpage: www.hispano-net.com

Javier García Domingo
Institutional Relations Director
e-mail: Javier.garcia@hispano-net.com

Organisation profile:
With headquarters in Zaragoza, Spain, Hispano is one of the largest manufacturers of bus and coach
bodies in Europe and North Africa. With production facilities in Spain and Morocco, we design,
develop, produce and commercialize passenger transport solutions in collaboration with the most
important chassis manufacturers. The solid alliances achieved with them are the central formula
to guarantee the maximum value possible for our customers, the Transport Operators and hence,
their passengers.
Our broad product portfolio includes urban and suburban buses, intercity and touring coaches, and
a comprehensive range of bodywork services. Hispano’s vehicles are moving people in more than
60 countries all over the world. Inspired by the changing nature and diversity of every individual
market’s needs, Hispano pioneers two distinct routes: solutions that provide superior economic
results for transport companies and OEMs as well as open and long-term relationships supported
by a personal basis operation at all levels of the company.
Hispano Zaragoza facilities cover more than 112,000 sqm. (40.000 sqm. built-up), and have
a production capacity of more than 2,000 units a year. Both the office and assembly buildings
are amongst the most modern in Europe. Hispano Casablanca has moved its activities to a new
10.000 spm plant located in the outskirts of the economic capital of Morocco. The most complete
equipment will place this plant as one of the most competitive facility in North Africa. This reflects
the expansion project and the continuous improvement of the company.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
ACE EV MODEL: Electric Mini pick up. Conversion into the electric version at Hispano´s
manufacturing plants of the diesel version from TATA Motors. Political and social environment is
placing increasing pressure on vehicle manufacturers to lower their emissions. Consumer pressure
to shop green is also at an all time high. The ACE EV electric vehicle is an effort from TATA motors
and Hispano to accomplish the most demanding requirements for environmental care, offering an
extremely functional vehicle aimed to different kinds of businesses. The ACE is a small vehicle that
opens up big opportunities. Ideal for short, narrow roads as well as long highway hauls, for small
bulky loads and large heavy ones, the ACE is an innovative 4-wheeler model which assures zero
emissions, zero noise pollution, low maintenance and easy to recharge. Big on technology, small in
size.
GUILLIVER MODEL electric version: Distribution in the Spanish market and aftersales service
in Spain.The production of this model is produced in Italy by the company Tecnobus, and nowadays,
you can find more than 450 units worldwide as part as the urban transport sector. This model has
sold in Spain around 40 units and is also present in Italy, UK, Portugal, France, Canada and Norway.
Also in European cities such as Rome, Naples, Bordeaux and also Liverpool.
Other projects: Hybrid Urban Bus and a Hydrogen version of the mini pick up ACE.
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IBERDROLA Distribution
Address:
Avda. San Adrian 48
E-48003 Bilbao (Spain)
Tel.: +34 944 151 411
Webpage: www.iberdrola.es

Contact:
Jesús García Martín
Business manager
e-mail: jgarcia.martin@iberdrola.es
Jose M. Corera
Head of Control Systems and EV Coordinator for
Distribution
e-mail:j.corera@iberdrola.es

Organisation profile:
Iberdrola Distribution is a DSO covering approximately 40% of the Distribution Networks in Spain.
It is wholly owned by Iberdrola S.A., who is Spain’s number one energy group, one of the five largest
electricity companies in the world and a world leader in wind power. It employs 33,000 people in
more than 40 countries. Some of the major companies owned are Scottish Power (UK) and Energy
East (USA).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects:
The first activity of Iberdrola in the EV field took place in the 90’s with the development of a BEV
named ZEUS, together with charging systems. The world decline of EV activity at the time made
Iberdrola freeze those initiatives. Iberdrola is now strongly interested in EV, considering them a new
paradigm in transportation that will bring significant benefits to society.
Iberdrola is preparing for the massive advent of EVs, for what it has initiated activities such as
Participation in standardization groups (Berlin de facto group, IEC, EPRI in USA)
Member of the Eurelectric EV task force
Member of the EU FP 7 Merge project and other R&D initiatives
A number of pilot projects for EV testing, mostly in the territories where it holds
Distribution
The main interest of Iberdrola Distribution is the integration of EV in the current networks, by
applying SmartGrids concepts to the control of the charge of EVs, in order to maximize the number
of EVs to be hosted in their networks (minimizing the costs incurred by EV), and also to help the
penetration of renewable energy, mostly wind energy.
Iberdrola is a member of the Advisory Committee of the EU SmartGrids initiative, and carries out
big projects in the area such as the FP6 and FP7 projects FENIX, ADDRESS and OPENMETER,
oriented to management of distributed generation and demand-side management.
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INGE-INNOVA
Address:

Contact:

Albert Einstein, 44 E6 Oficina 306
Parque Tecnológico de Álava
E-01510 Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain)
Tel.: +34 945 064 692
Webpage: www.ingeinnova.com

Pedro María Olaeta
Managing Director
e-mail: pmolaeta@ingeinnova.com

Organisation profile:
One of Europe’s leading engineering firms, INGEINNOVA works principally in and for cutting edge
sectors like the automotive industry and renewable energy sources. The firm specializes in the
design and development of production processes, lay-out, work stations and line start-ups. Clients
include the leading players linked to these industries (car and vehicle makers, providers, institutions,
etc.).
INGEINNOVA has three lines of services. Strategic: Design and development of production systems
and processes; and Implantation, monitoring and/or control. Tactical: Process Planning; and Layout design and development; Operational: OFF-LINE station design and development; and Line
installation and start-up
INGEINNOVA´s specific activities in Automotive industry: Pre-industrialization reports. Draft
projects / Preparation of measure control books and specifications / Design of production
processes / Planning report on demand-related production / Design and development of the means
of production / Implementation and turnkey delivery
INGEINNOVA’s policy of going where its clients go enables it to work in various markets: Europe,
Latin America and Asia (China, India). Main clients are car makers like: Daimler (Vitoria),Volkswagen
Corporation (Shanghai, Barcelona), PSA Group (Vigo), Renault (Valladolid), Iveco (Valladolid).
Plus first and second tier providers: Michelin (Lasarte), CIE Automotive (GALFOR, NORMA,
PLASTY-CHEQUIA), GESTAMP (Automocion I, Potsdam), SINTEX (Engineering),ThyssenKrupp
(Bilstein, Sofedit).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
INGEINNOVA combines product and production development with on-site construction in a
value-added process. The company adapts its developments permanently to the restrictions and
requirements of production. INGEINNOVA also offers all the services parallel to development
found throughout the value-added chain, from planning and design to the “digital factory”, from
control and steering technologies and robotics to technical documentation and safety services.
Also, INGEINNOVA is developing these new capabilities related to Green Cars Technology:
Control methods and strategies related to different architectures
Advanced electric vehicle concepts
Business models
Smart & flexible manufacturing for cost efficiency, performance and robustness (automation,
decentralised controls)
Modelling and virtual engineering
Flexible production processes for customised products and small series
Efficiency and energy use in manufacturing processes
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INGETEAM ENERGY
Address:

Contact:

C/ Ciudad de la innovación 13
E-31621 Sarriguren (Navarra – Spain)
Tel.:+34 948 288 000
Webpage: www.ingeteam.com

Jon Asin
Assistant Manager
e-mail: jon.asin@ingeteam.com

Organisation profile:
Ingeteam Energy is the company dedicated to the supply and development of equipment for the
Renewable Energies sector inside the group Ingeteam, more specifically focused on the wind,
photovoltaic, thermo-solar, hydropower, biomass and biofuels fields. Its main activity is the design
and manufacturing of power converters, electric generators and control equipment, including the
supply of integral solutions for electric generation plants of renewable nature.
Ingeteam Energy head office is based in Sarriguren Technology Park, in Navarre, a leading region
in the use of clean energies. The company is integrated also by several foreign offices in Mexico
(Ingeteam Monterrey), Italia (Ingeteam Srl.), USA (Ingeteam Inc.), China (Ingeteam Shanghai),
Germany (Ingeteam GmbH) and Brasil (Ingeteam Ltda).
The workforce of the Ingeteam group comprises more than 3500 professionals, 9% of which are
dedicated to R&D, a key asset to Ingeteam. In the case of the Renewable Energies division, 37% of
personnel is engaged in R&D activities.
The sales revenues of the whole group reached 715 Mio Euro in 2008 (444 Mio Euro coming from
the renewable energies division), a significant increase of 38% compared with the sales revenues
achieved in 2007, continuing the steady growth of the last years.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Ingeteam Energy is positioning itself as a charging infrastructure provider for electric vehicles. Its
products comprehends both “slow” charging stations, based on a.c. 220/380 Volts (1 phase or 3
phase) but also “fast” charging stations (d.c. systems up to 100 kW) for all kind of electric vehicles
(passenger cars, trucks, buses…)
The technology available in the group Ingeteam, specifically the power and control electronics, can
also be adapted to specific applications for the use of clean energies and the save of fossil fuels in
heavy duty vehicles.
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IRIZAR S. Coop.
Address:

Contact:

Zumarraga bidea 8,
E-20216 Ormaiztegi Gipuzkoa (Spain)
Tel.:+34 943 809 100
Webpage: www.irizar.com

Gorka Herranz Landa
President
e-mail:gherranz@irizar.com

Organisation profile:
Largest Spanish bus and coach body builder and among the 4 biggest in Europe
Production plants in: Spain (HQ), China, Brazil, Mexico, Marocco, India and Southafrica
Hispacold: Climate system company belonging to IRIZAR GROUP
Masats: Pneumatic and electrical door and wheelchair lift company belonging to IRIZAR
Group
2008 data: 485 Mio Euro turnover, 4.250 units produced, 3.200 people working
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Developing completely integrated buses and coaches with own designed powertrain using
the most innovative technologies
Next step: Monocoque city buses with hybrid technologies. Developing project

KYB Steering Spain
Address:

Contact:

Poligono Ipertegui 2, Nave 12,
E-31160 Orkoien (Navarra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 948 321 005

Cristóbal Sáez de Jáuregui
Production General Manager
e-mail: C.SaezDeJauregui@kyb.es

Organisation profile:
KYB Steering Spain S.A. is a Company of KYB Corporation, which is located in Japan. KYB is a
major supplier of Steering System for vehicle in the world, and 5 plants, including Spanish Plant, are
producing steering system for car manufacturers. 1.8 million pumps/year are produced in Spain.
Currently, KYB group has products of Power Steering Pump, Power Steering Gear and Electric
Power Steering System, and KYB Steering Spain S.A. is supplying power steering pumps for VW,
Porsche, Bentley, Porsche, AUDI, SEAT, Daimler, Saab, OPEL, GM and Ford.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
EPS (Electric Power Steering)
Advantage of EPS: Suitable Steering System for Electric Vehicle, Low Energy Consumption
Current Production: Pinion Type EPS for Electric Vehicle (Mitsubishi i-MiEV) and Pinion Type EPS for
Passenger Vehicle, for Lower Energy Consumption
Current Projects:
Pinion Type EPS for Electric Vehicle with Steer-by-Wire System: Active Steering System
Belt Drive Type EPS with Higher Performance: Lower Energy Consumption with Larger
Vehicle and Active Steering Control with ITS and Automatic Parking System
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LEAR Corporation
Address:

Contact:

C/Fusters, 54; PO Box 23
E-43800 Valls (Tarragona – Spain)
Tel.: +34 977 617 100
Webpage: www.lear.com

Jordi Mestre
EEDS Advanced Engineering Manager
e-mail: jmestre@lear.com

Organisation profile:
Lear Corporation is one of the world’s leading suppliers of automotive seating systems, electrical
distribution systems and electronic products. The Company’s world-class products are designed,
engineered and manufactured by a diverse team of 80,000 employees at 210 facilities in 36 countries.
Lear’s headquarters are in Southfield, Michigan, and Lear is traded on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol [LEA].
The Electrical and Electronic Division (EED), employs more than 29,000 people with 29
facilities located in 17 countries worldwide. In Europe as full-service Tier 1 supplier has complete
design, engineering, testing and manufacturing capabilities.The division is certified with the following
Quality Standards: QS 9000, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and TS 16949.
The Spanish Technological Centre located in Valls (Tarragona, Spain), takes responsibilities in
advanced engineering and research and new product development, especially in the new Power
Electronics Components for EV/HEV (Green Car activities).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Power Electronics: DC/DC Converters, DC/AC Inverters, Battery chargers, Voltage Quality
modules, Battery Electronics & Battery monitoring, Electrical Vehicle Supply equipments
Control Systems: Energy Management Systems, Gateways and Body control systems, Vehicle
communications and also communications with the smart grid.
Power Distribution: Power high Voltages Junction boxes with fuses, relays and disconnect systems,
Power Wire Harnesses, High power Terminals and Connectors
Electrical & Electronic Distribution Systems (EEDS) Low Voltage Systems: Passive and smart
Junction Boxes, body electronics with communications, Wire harnesses, Terminal and Connectors,
Wireless Systems, Lighting Electronics, Infotainment Systems
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MONDRAGON Automoción
Address:

Contact: Mikel Uribe-Altuna

Avda Uribarri, 19
E-20500 Mondragón (Gipuzkoa) Spain
Tel.: +34 943 719 190
Webpage: www.mondragoncorporation.com/ing/

Technology and Innovation Manager
e-mail: mikel@mondragonautomocion.com

estructura/automocion.html

Organisation profile:
Mondragon Automocion is a group of companies supplying the world’s main automotive
manufacturers and Tier 1 companies. We collaborate with clients at the design and development,
manufacturing and supply stages in these two main activities:
Modules and Components: Development of products ranging from components to automotive
modules using iron and aluminium casting and plastic injection technologies. Companies: FAGOR
Ederlan Group, Mapsa, Ecenarro, MAIER Group, Cikautxo, FPK, Batz Sistemas.
Machinery and Tools: Design, production and start-up of automation solutions such as stamping,
tool and die manufacturing systems including Turnkey projects. Companies: Matrici, Batz Troquelería,
MB Sistemas, Aurrenak, Loramendi and Fagor Arrasate.
We have financial backing from Mondragon (MCC) to undertake new investment projects and
activities to support our customers. MCC is a business group made of 264 companies and entities
organised in three sectorial areas: Financial, Industrial and Distribution, together with the Research
and Training sectors. Together we have been able to transform ourselves into the leading Industrial
Area in the Basque Country and 7th in the ranking in Spain, with sales of 13,266 Mio Euros in its
Industrial and Distribution activities, 12,332 Mio Euros of administered assets in its Financial activity
and a total workforce of 92,773 in 2008 (www.mcc.es/ing/index.asp).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Mondragón Automoción is developing one relevant plurianual project in the electric car area,
developing strategies for the electric car and for their new electrical components.
Mondragón Automoción successfully transforms technological advances into new products and
processes. It owns 3 Technology Centres with the know-how to identify the clients’ requirements
and the capacity to offer solutions. All our staff has continuous education keeping them abreast of
any new emerging technologies.
EDERTEK Chassis/Powertrain Technology Centre specialised in engineering and research
and industrial testing and prototyping using different technologies (IMA).
MTC Technology Centre specialised in plastic technologies for the automotive sector, and
developing decorative finishes associated with these technologies.
KONIKER Technology Centre specialised in Forming and Assembly technologies.
Mondragón Automoción collaborates with clients at the design and development stages, producing
and supplying a full range of components, modules, machinery and tools. It has a growing world
presence and its main level of activities is innovation and development.
Internal cooperation between the companies’ engineering departments and our own
technology centres: Edertek, MTC and Koniker.
External cooperation between our own technology centres and other technology centres,
universities, clients and suppliers.
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NAGARES
Address:

Contact:

Ctra. Madrid-Valencia km. 196
E-16200 Motilla del Palancar (Cuenca – Spain)
Tel.: + 34 969 180 021
Webpage: www.nagares.com

Juan Diego Navalon
Sales & marketing manager
e-mail: jd.navalon@nagares.com

Organisation profile:
Medium size company with 40 years of experience within the automotive market. We have our
own R&D center with 25 engineers, researching for electronic solutions to be applied in the power
management electronics. We are able to research, design and validate all the products (SW – CAN,
LIN, PWM, FM, etc…), HW, mechatronics and connections elements for standard or tailored
products demanded by our customers. Additionally, we can manufacture it all as we have SMT
lines, clean room for thick film hybrid circuit production, metal stamping, plastic injection and over
moulding and final assembling lines. All that is made under a only-250-employees-company, so we
can be very flexible and fast in any development phase.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
High voltage PTC electrical heater regulator (for HVAC systems).
On board battery chargers for pure electric car plus plug-in hybrid cars.
Battery management electronic and electro mechanical systems.
Fuel cell voltage monitoring electronic systems for Hydrogen cars.
Today we are specialized in power electronics within the current car technology. We are investing
lots of resources to increase our capabilities to become also specialist in power electronics within
the new car generation: green cars using high voltage.
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NEW INFRARED Technologies
Address:

Contact:

NIT – Vidrieros, 30 – Prado del Espino
E-28660 Boadilla del Monte (Madrid – Spain)
Tel.: +34 916 324 363
Webpage: www.niteurope.com

Mª Teresa Montojo
COO
e-mail: mtmontojo@niteurope.com

Organisation profile:
NIT is a 100% private capital. NIT was founded in September of 2005 with the aim of manufacturing
and commercializing IR detectors with a high degree of innovation. On July of 2008, NIT was
granted the licenses to commercially exploit the manufacture of VPD PbSe IR detectors.The owner
of the patents is the Spanish Ministry of Defense.
The objective of NIT is to bring to the market IR detectors whit high performance features and low
cost. The technological process to manufacture our detectors is unique and allows manufacturing
2D PbSe FPA sensors.
Added value of our products is based on:
Real FPA detectors: 2D arrays capable of acquiring and showing images in MWIR.
Uncooled detectors: Low-end systems oriented.
Manufacturing process compatible with the manufacturing processes of CMOS semiconductor
devices: Monolithic devices with ROIC integrated.
IR photodetector devices: Very high speed of response, unparalleled in applications which
require ultrafast detection.
Low cost packaging technology: No need for vacuum packaging.
Compatible with on-wafer fabrication of optically spectral selection filters: capable of spectral
discrimination
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
NIT portfolio includes individual or linear arrays (1 metal technology), and FPA (multiple metal
technology), with the following options available:
With or without read out integrated circuit electronics (ROIC)
With or without optical filter (spectral discrimination)
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PIHER – NACESA
Address:

Contact:

Poligono Industrial Municipal;Vial T2, 22
E-31500 Tudela (Navarra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 948 820 450
Webpage: www.piher.net

Antonio Beasain Aranda
Marcom
e-mail: antonio.beasain@meggitt.com

Organisation profile:
Piher is a specialist manufacturer of high precision sensors and controls for use in industrial
applications and Land Vehicle motion control and Appliance markets. Our products are typically
employed for Powertrain control, Pedal position sensing, Height & suspension feedback, HVAC
(Climate Control), AFL (Adaptive Front Lighting), Infotainment and Seat Memory & Heating in the
Automotive industry and for Human Interface applications in the Consumer Electronics, Major
Appliances, Power Tools and Industrial/Instrumentation markets.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Non-Contacting long life angle/position sensor
Absolute Rotary Position Sensor
Turn counter
Throttle/EGR Valve and Gear Position Sensor
Height & suspension Sensor
Non-Contacting Potentiometer
Float-Level Sensor
Motor-shaft Position Sensor
)7"$NPOJUPSJOHDPOUSPMr-JHIUJOH
Switch panels
Transmission
Electronic pedals position sensors
Power windows, roof
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SAFT Baterías
Address:

Contact:

Avd. Fuente Nueva 12 N-15
E- 28700 S. Sebastián de los Reyes (Madrid-Spain)
Tel.: +34 916 593 480
Webpage: www.safbatteries.com

Javier Sánchez
RBS/SBG Sales Manager
e-mail: javier.sanchez@saftbatteries.com

Organisation profile:
SAFT Baterias SL, as subsidiary of the multinational SAFT, has as main activity the design, manufacturing
and distribution of energy storage systems for different industrial sectors, including the automotive
sector.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Nowadays, SAFT is involved in several projects on hybrid vehicles, both with internal combustion
engines and with fuel cells. It is worth to mention a hybrid vehicle for garbage collection (15 tons,
with FCC) and a hybrid fuel cell wheel chair (Besel).

SAINT GOBAIN Cristalería
Address:

Contact:

Paseo de la Castellana, 77
E-28046 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: +34 913 972 058
Webpage:www.saint.gobain-sekurit.com

Ana Isabel Pastor Massoni
Responsible I+D+i SGSE
e-mail: ana.pastor@saint-gobain.com

Organisation profile:
Laminated and tempered Glass (windshields, backlights, rear quarter window, doors, roofs, etc).
Modular Glazing solutions on glass (preassembly of components, extrusion, injection plastic
“encapsulation”, soldering solutions….)
Logistic integration (JIT).
Full service supplier to car manufacturers.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
To increase the value added of the products orientating them towards “clean transport”,
so that the vehicles which they join are more sustainable and need a minor energetic
consumption simultaneously that reduce their emission of CO2 and other gases.
Some examples the Thermal, acoustic and modular portfolio: THERMOCONTROL®
Absorbing,THERMOCONTROL®Venus,THERMOCONTROL® Reflecting, dBCONTROL®,
TENNAFIT® , TPE Extrusion directly on glass
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SEAT
Address:

Contact:

Autovía A-2 Km. 585
E-08760 Martorell (Spain)
Webpage: www.seat.com

Mr. Santi Castella;
Resp. for Hybrid and E-cars
e-mail: santi.castella@seat.es
Mr Carlos Romani
Resp. for Institutional Relations
e-mail: carlos.romani@seat.es

Organisation profile:
SEAT is a Spanish OEM that is integrated in the Volkswagen Group. Our core business is to develop,
produce and sell cars in our markets, mainly in West Europe. Other markets are East Europe, Latin
America, and some Mediterranean countries in Africa.
The products of our brand are design-oriented, sporty and lively and we are proud to have the
youngest costumers in our branch. Our product range goes from small cars (A-class) like the SEAT
Ibiza to large MPV’s like the SEAT Alhambra. The most popular models are the SEAT Ibiza and the
SEAT Leon (B-class) that are reference for design an sportiness in these classes.
Since many years we’re very sensitive and oriented to clean cars. Additionally to the most efficient
Diesel engines in the market, we added a new product line to our portfolio which is called “ecomotive”
and which products perform the lowest CO2 emissions within their classes. An example already
on sale is the SEAT Ibiza ecomotive with an emission of 97g CO2/km and a consumption of 3.8 l /
100km.
SEAT as a referent brand in Spain leads the change of the Spanish automotive branch to the clean
cars technologies.This concerns not only the suppliers but also other fields like Engineering Services,
Insurances, Recycling, after market technical services, and many others.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
SEAT is involved in some research projects concerning Plug-in Hybrid cars and Electrical cars. The
main project is the so called “Twin Drive” project which is developed together with the Volkswagen
Group. It’s about the needed technologies to develop a Plug-in Hybrid car in the future. Additionally
SEAT has also developed a prototype of a pure e-car to find out the Synergies between the both
concepts (PHEV and EV).
Another ambitious project is the project “VERDE” developed in collaboration with companies like
battery suppliers, e-machine suppliers, electronics and power electronics suppliers, but also energy
and infrastructure companies. The main objective of this project is to find and research the issues
needed to make Spain a friendly country for clean cars and a reliable production country for such
cars.
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TELEFÓNICA Investigación y Desarrollo
Address:

Contact:

C/ Emilio Vargas 6,
E-28050 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: +34 913 374 005
Webpage: www.tid.es/netvehicles

Carolina Pinart Gilberga
Divisional Head, Networked Vehicles
e-mail: cpg@tid.es
Francisco J. Jiménez Bonilla
Project Manager, Networked Vehicles
e-mail: fjb@tid.es

Organisation profile:
Telefónica Investigación y Desarrollo (TID) is the company of the Telefónica Group devoted
to research, development and innovation. Established in 1988, nowadays it is the most important
private company in Spain in terms of resources and staff devoted to R&D activities. Moreover, it is
one of the major R&D players among European telcos in terms of participation in European-funded
R&D projects.
Created in 2007 from in-house experience in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), the Networked
Vehicles Division is TID’s R&D group devoted to designing and developing value-added services for
connected vehicles. Our activities are grouped into Services, Communications and Demonstration.
The Networked Vehicles Division has participated or is participating in over 10 public-funded
projects in the European (FP6, FP7 and EUREKA) and Spanish arenas (PROFIT, CENIT and PSE) as
well as industrial contracts with companies of the Telefónica Group. Moreover, we lead the Vehicular
Networks (VENS) group of the Spanish eMOV technology platform (mobile communications) and
are participating in several Spanish for a in the ITS field: the SERtec technology platform (automotive
components), ITS España Association and eSafety Español. Finally, we have a number of publications
in conferences and magazines, invited speeches and public demonstrations in ITS events.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Telefónica I+D has four main researching lines in Green Cars’ world (Green Telematics):
Communications supported EcoDriving: Data Fusion of traffic information with ADAs
information (with NavTeq, M. Marelli). M2M systems for Pay As You Drive/Pollute solutions.
On board EcoIndicator (CVIS Project).
Communications support forTraffic Efficiency: variable signalling (on board, COOPERS
Project), Traffic & Parking information, optimal speed information.
Cooperative Systems (V2X): vehicles, roadside units and telecommunication networks,
cooperate for obtain and broadcast traffic information, in order to improve the safety and
efficiency on the road
Telematic support for electrical vehicles recharging: in contact with electric
companies, automotive industry platforms, and public-points telco operators, for developing
an on board fast point-of-charge geolocation, and a overall managing system.
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RTD Performers
AICIA
Address:

Contact:

AICIA. Transportation Engineering. Faculty of
Engineering. University of Seville
Camino de los Descubrimientos
E-41092 Sevilla (Spain)
Tel.: +34 954 487 315

Francisco G. Benitez
Professor of Transportation Engineering
e-mail: benitez@esi.us.es

Organisation profile:
The Association for Research and Industrial Cooperation of Andalusia (AICIA) is a non-profit
Research Center created in 1980. It is a member of the European Association of Research and
Technology Organizations, FEDIT; founding member of the Andalusian Network of Technological
Areas and of the Foundation for Aerospace Development of Andalusia. In 2006, AICIA was
recognized as Center of Innovation and Technology (CIT) on both national and regional scale, and
obtained the Management System Credential for R&D&Innovation according to the UNE 166002
EX standard.
In 2008 AICIA participated in 31 international projects and 110 engineering works, as well as
carrying out numerous tests, analysis, studies and consultancies, courses and workshops. Amongst
the international projects, various corresponding to the V,VI and VII Framework Program and others
to the European Space Agency, stand out, basically in the areas of Information Technologies, Energy
and Environment, Transport and Aeronautical Engineering.
AICIA is divided into several work Units. One of them is the Unit of Transportation Engineering
which is integrated in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Seville.The activities of the Group are
diversified in several fronts: educational, basic investigation, investigation in R&D project and support
to companies.The major Research and Development Lines in which the Unit is working encompass
i) Design and Simulation of Vehicles and Components (dynamics of industrial vehicles and variable
continuous gearboxes); ii) ITS – Extraction of information from the CAN bus in conjunction with
GNSS technologies iii) Transport and Traffic Modelling (traffic flow models, mobility models, OriginDestination matrices and Discrete choice models). The Unit is formed by 12 proficient engineers
who are poised to excel in the field. They participate in several international projects and have
published numerous papers in international journals
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Research activities:
Modelling, design, prototyping and testing of continuous variable transmissions (CVT).
Design of driveline architecture for hybrid propulsion systems.
Designing of power-split driveline transmission systems.
Exploitation of CAN bus data
Main results:
2 International Patents registered in EU, USA-Canada.
Projects with several Car-manufacturing companies.
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AIMEN
Address:

Contact:

Relva 27 A, Torneiros
E-36410 Porriño (Pontevedra - Spain)
Tel.: +34 986 344 000
Webpage: www.aimen.es

Mr. Heiko Unzalu
International Projects
e-mail: hunzalu@aimen.es

Organisation profile:
AIMEN is a research centre specialized in materials, joining technologies and processing of materials
by laser. Its mission is to contribute to the development and strengthening the competitive capacities
of the companies. Promotion and management of R&D&I activities, technology services of high
added value and training actions are part of AIMEN’s activity. The centre is located in Galicia, the
Northwest of Spain. Currently, AIMEN has 235 employees out of which 15 hold a PhD, 20 are
enrolled in PhD studies, and around 100 hold a Master degree. As a Technology Centre with a
constant working relationship with SMEs, AIMEN is in a privileged position to detect technology
shortcomings of the Spanish industry. This is specially the case in materials and joining technology,
where AIMEN has more than 40 years of experience in providing services to the industry.
In order to fill the gap of the detected deficiencies, AIMEN has developed a work programme
focused on the following knowledge areas:
Joining Technology
Materials Processing through Laser technologies
Development of New Materials
Characterisation Techniques
Within each of these areas of expertise, various working fields are currently being developed
by means of R&D&i projects and technology services. Their objective is to acquire and transfer
the scientific-technological know-how, necessary to improve the competitiveness of our industrial
sphere and promote regional development and employment growth.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
AIMEN is working on the development of new manufacturing paths that enable new concepts of
high resistance/light weight panels and profiles for the automotive sectors. These products will be
based on full biomass composite materials, ultrahigh strength steels or aluminium metallic matrix
composites. The desirable characteristics are moderate production cost, recyclability, sustainable
production and biodegradability. Areas of particular interest are the processing of the materials
(fillers treatments and mixing process), joining and even biodegradability of products.
Another research field is based on the development on engineered surfaces, e.g. laser modified.
The objective is to provide a functional service: wear resistance, low friction, while improving their
resistance to corrosion and low machinability requirements (near net shape). Functionally graded
surfaces or materials are sought to contribute to weight reduction and low friction of moving
parts.
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AIMPLAS,Technological Institute of Plastics
Address:

Contact:

Gustave Eiffel, 4 - Valencia Parc Tecnologic
E-46980 Paterna (Valencia – Spain)
Tel.:+34 961 366 040
Webpage: www.aimplas.es

Rosalía Guerra Tornero
Head of Automotive
e-mail: rguerra@aimplas.es

Organisation profile:
AIMPLAS, Technological Institute of Plastics, is a Centre of Innovation and Technology (CIT),
recognised by the Ministry of Science and Innovation, located in Paterna,Valencia (Spain).Its mission
is to increase the competitiveness of businesses within the plastics sector by means of Research,
Development and Innovation, in transformation processes as well as in products and integral
technological services.
Integral Research, Development and Innovation projects. Research Lines:
Development and improvement of polymer materials
Biodegradable materials and materials from renewable resources: biodegradables,
biopolymers, sustainable composites with fibres and natural charges.
Research in nanocomposites to improve plastic materials properties as: electrical and thermal
properties, fire resistivity, superficial appearance, tribology.
Development of thermoplastic mould composites with continuous fibres. Thermoplastic
infusion, continuous extrusion and over-extrusion of mats.
Plastic waste processing and optimisation. Increasing the valorisation of the product and
ecodesign.
Multi-layer structures with improved properties. Co-extrusion, Co-injection, Sheets.
Advanced curing systems for composites.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Main projects in the automotive sector and their objectives are:
PEGASUS: 1. To develop a new Integrated Design and Engineering Environment (IDEE) based
on KBE (Knowledge Based Engineering) for SMEs supplying the automotive sector. 2. To develop
reliable and processable highly advanced materials. 3. To develop plastic processing adapted to new
materials as well as the process integration 4. To develop a new supply chain concept
EXTRUCO2: 1.To develop a pre-competitive industrial process to produce solid, natural fibre filled
thermoplastic sheet. 2. To produce a pre-competitive solid, natural fibre filled thermoplastic sheet.
3. To reduced environmental impact of the process developed and the sheet materials produced. 4.
Reduced production costs. 5. Increase SME competitiveness.
CODE: Development of a new curing technology for polyester resins; acceleration of the
curing, shortening of the curing time; increase of degree of cross-linking, reduction of waste and
environmental pollution; lower viscosity of the resin is possible leading to higher fibre content.
Social benefits are less VOC (volatile organic components) emission and drastically decreasing of
the content of hazardous peroxides.
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ASCAMM Foundation – Technology Centre
Address:

Contact:

Av. Universitat Autònoma 23
E-08290 Cerdanyola del V. (Barcelona – Spain)
Tel.: +34 935 944 700
Webpage: www.ascamm.com

Ms. Mar Folgueral
European Project Manager
e-mail: mfolgueral@ascamm.com

Organisation profile:
ASCAMM Technology Centre is a leading multi-sector research, technical assistance and knowledge
transfer organisation specialised in design, materials and manufacturing technologies.
Areas of Technological Specialization:
Integral development of Innovative products / materials: polymers, ferrous metals, light alloys / Advanced
process & manufacturing Technologies / knowledge engineering: ICT for Industrial + R&D application.
Activities & Services: Contract and collaborative R&D, Innovation management, Training and
consulting, Feasibility studies, Integral product/process design and development,Technical assistance
in product industrialization, Process monitoring and automation, Testing.
Main TECHNOLOGIES of our Advanced Manufacturing and Process Labs:
Plastic Injection Moulding (Lab with 10 presses from 15T to 2700T) / Double barrel polymer
extruder for micro and nanocompounding (enhanced properties: mechanical, thermal, electric,
biomaterials,…) / Composite materials and processes / Thermoforming / Blow moulding
/ Materials test lab for plastics and metals / Rapid Prototyping, Tooling & Manufacturing (laser
sintering, incremental metal forming,…) / Microtechnologies: laser micromilling, microinjection
moulding / Light alloy pressure die casting / Sheet metal forming / Mechatronics, process sensoring,
monitoring and automation, robotics / Artificial intelligence applications / Embedded systems / …+
software for all major design, simulation and manufacturing applications.
Main Services in National & European Project Management:
Executive and financial project management / Proposal writing / Partnership / Mediation with the
Administration / Training on EU funding programs / Results protection, exploitation & dissemination
/ Strategic plans for R&D internationalization. ASCAMM is currently engaged in some 60 R&D
projects, either as the leader or as a technical partner, 13 of these projects are EU funded, out of
which 3 of them are led by ASCAMM.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
ASCAMM’s CAPABILITIES aligned with the “GREEN CARS INITIATIVE”:
Weight reduction, lightweight vehicle construction: light alloys; metal-plastic substitution; advanced, highperformance composites; function integration in vehicle components; optimised vehicle architectures /
Improving Battery efficiency and management: Materials and design solutions for improved heat dissipation,
thermal conductivity and crashworthiness in battery housings. Nanoadditivated materials for battery
elements to improve their charge capacity, energetic availability etc. / Design and manufacturing solutions
for the industrialization of new components and systems – especially mechanical ones – derived from new
generation green vehicles / Smart Grids and vehicle charging systems: Artificial Intelligence algorithms:
electric system monitoring, energy and route optimization, car2grid integration for battery charging
optimization and energy trading, car2car integration for collaborative efficiency and energy trading /
Logistics & transport system optimization: controller hardware platform selection and operating system
configuration, communications set-up, controller implementation.
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CENIT (Center for Innovation in Transport)
Address:

Contact:
nd

Jordi Girona 29 2 A
E-08034 Barcelona (Spain)
Tel.:+34 934 137 667
Webpage: www.cenit.es

Yuji Yoshimura
International Project coordinator
e-mail: yuji.yoshimura@upc.edu

Organisation profile:
CENIT (Center for Innovation in Transport) is a center for research, development and innovation
created in 2001 aiming at becoming the reference center in R&D&I on transport in Catalonia, and
also at becoming a reference center at an international level. CENIT was the first research center
on transport to be created in Spain and its team is made up of 25 researchers and 5 staff persons
(2008; 1/3 were women) and it keeps continuously growing).
Since its creation in 2001 CENIT has developed an intense research activity. CENIT has obtained
92 research contracts. 26 courses and specific seminars related to research on transportation have
been organized. CENIT has published 233 publications: 17 books, 28 articles in journals (15 SCI) and
184 congress papers and has recently joined ECTRI - European Conference of Transport Research
Institutes.
Excellence and knowledge and, therefore, R&D&I must form the basis upon which to construct
the transport system that society demands. That is why CENIT keeps exchange relationships and
collaborations with the best North American and European universities. CENIT strongly believes in
R&D&I to grow and to achieve a more efficient, equitable, sustainable and safe transport system.
Our research lines and activities cover the operation analysis, pricing, appraisal, demand’s behaviour,
network design and route optimization, location and layout, etc: mobility and urban transport;
railway; traffic management; logistics and terminals; ports and maritime transport; airports and air
transport; safety, security and reliability; ITS; demand; financing; transport system management; PPP,
concessions and regulation; territory and city-planning; environment and energy.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
CENIT carries and has carried out many R&D&I projects related to sustainability:
GESTA – Road network management by means of a toll system to maximize the social
benefit for a sustainable mobility (2008-2009)
Cenit- OASIS – Safe, intelligent and sustainable highway operations (2008-2010)
Cenit - ECOTRANS – Ecological technologies for urban transportation
Improvement of the bus network service and promotion of inter-modality
MOBITRANS – Information technologies for the user to enhance sustainable urban mobility
(2009-2010)
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CENTRO ZARAGOZA
(Instituto de Investigación sobre Reparación de Vehículos)
Address:

Contact:

Ctra. N-232, km 273
E-50690 Pedrola (Zaragoza – Spain)
Tel.: + 34 976 549 690
Webpage: www.centro-zaragoza.com

Juan Luis de Miguel Miranda
Deputy Manager
e-mail: jl.demiguel@centro-zaragoza.com

Organisation profile:
CENTRO ZARAGOZA was founded as a public limited company in 1987 thanks to 14 Insurance
Companies that worked on the automobile Branch. Currently, there are 24 Insurance Companies
associated to CENTRO ZARAGOZA and represent approximately 85% of the automobile insurance
premiums in Spain and more than 30% in Portugal. CENTRO ZARAGOZA is placed in Pedrola,
which is 34 km far from Zaragoza and it has 40.772 sqm and 16.000 sqm of building area.
CENTRO ZARAGOZA researches, tests and studies the features, methods and systems for repairing
vehicles as well as the performance of the vehicles and the Road Safety. It has also been involved
for a long time in the analysis and assessment of vehicle maintenance and repair accessibility. This
experience can be extrapolated to new electric cars and integrated since the design phase.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
CENTRO ZARAGOZA has taken part, and is now involved, in different projects related to Road
Safety. Among them the most related to green cars are:
SAFETY TECHNOPRO: a Specific Support Action, funded by the European Commission Information
Society and Media, whose main goal was the definition and development of a Training System
addressed to professional bodies of the automotive sector, conceived as the most efficient way to
achieve maximum acceptance and awareness on new safety technologies for road transport by the
end users (www.safety-technopro.info)
SMART RRS: This project is developing a new smart road restraint system -rrs- that will reduce
the number of deaths and injuries caused in road traffic accidents by integrating primary and
tertiary sensors systems in a new rrs system; providing greater protection to all road users, alerting
motorists and emergency services of danger so as to prevent accidents happening, and alerting
them of accidents as they happen to maximise response time to the exact location of the incident
(http://smartrrs.unizar.es)
PEATÓN (PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION): Main goal of this project, funded by the Spanish Ministry
of Industry -MICYT-, was to assess the effectiveness of different safety systems related to the
pedestrian protection, any of them already existing and any close to be in the market in a near
future.
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CIDAUT Foundation
Address:

Contact:

Parque Tecnológico, parc. 209
E-47151 Boecillo (Valladolid – Spain)
Tel.: +34 983 548 035
Webpage: www.cidaut.es

Mª Teresa Fernández Peña
e-mail: maifer@cidaut.es

Organisation profile:
CIDAUT Foundation (Centre for Research and Development in Transport and Energy) is a nonprofit making organisation intended to foster the competitiveness and the industrial development
of the companies involved in the fields of Transport and Energy. The key element in order to reach
this goal is the wide range of technical skills, knowledge, equipments, and human resources available
in the Centre, which permit the tackling of complete R&D projects that include the whole value
chain of a product from its conception and design to pre-industrialization, passing through material
research, behaviour simulation, processing, design of prototypes and, finally, its validation.
Although in its inception the Centre concerned itself mainly with automobile-related issues, today
the research, development and innovation programs take up approximately 85% of the Centre’s
total activities and are focused on the following technological areas: Transport Safety, ProductProcess-Materials and Energy & Environment.
Research staff: 315 people (70% industrial engineers and bachelor’s degree). R&TD facilities: 23.305 m2
in 7 buildings. More than 200 Industrial clients. RTD associations: EARPA, North American institution
TRB, ESIS, SPE, ASTM, ASM, AFS, SAE, SEM, ASA, IIAV, ISN. European Technology Platforms: EUMAT,
ERTRAC, BIOFRAC, HFP and JTI on Fuel Cells and Hydrogen.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Vehicle Design & Integration:Vehicle ecodesign (low cost/low weight) considering Vehicle Dynamics,
NVH & Safety requirements (including preventive safety). HMI and comfort. ADAS. New advanced
materials for structures (green materials). New joining technologies. Light alloys materials & technologies.
New manufacturing processes. New development methodologies (virtual testing & manufacturing). Energy
management & control of vehicle systems. Prototyping. Industrialization. Recycling. Homologation support.
Vehicle – Infrastructure Interaction: Vehicle-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-infrastructure (V2I)
communication systems. Sensoring for interaction & communication. Traffic monitoring. Adaptive
systems to advise optimal routes. Real time information for planning intelligent routes. Systems for
logistics distribution in urban areas. Systems for connection to networks
Energy: Internal combustion engines. Calculation and simulation tools for fluids, thermal, noise,
vibration, etc. aspects related with power components, in combination with specific experimental
tests. Renewable energies production and utilisation (Biomass, Biofuels and non conventional
fuels, Photovoltaics, Wind), Hydrogen (production from renewable fuels and electricity). Energy
management and residues valorisation. Electronics: Design of electronic systems.
Field Operational Tests (FOTS).Vehicles prototypes prepared as systems evaluators. Predictive
maintenance and on-line (real time) monitorisation of vehicle on-board systems
R&D projects related to Green Cars: E-LIGHT (Advanced Structural Light Weight Integral Chassis for
Electric/Hybrid Urban Vehicles), PV2VEHICLE (photovoltaic solar panel implementations TO save energy
in commercial/passenger VEHICLE), NCV 2105 (Networked Clean Vehicle Project), PREVER (PRototype
of Electric VEhicle based on Renewable energies) and VICLU (Technology watch project about intelligent
networked clean and urban vehicles)
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CIDETEC Foundation
Address:

Contact:

P. Tecnológico S. Sebastián, Paseo Miramón 196
E-20009 Donostia-San Sebastián (Spain)
Tel.: +34 943 309 022
Webpage: www.cidetec.es

Dr. Javier Goñi
Commercial & Marketing Director
e-mail: jgoni@cidetec.es

Organisation profile:
CIDETEC, Centre for Electrochemical Technologies, was created in 1997 as a non-profit Foundation
whose mission is to serve the industry to enhance its competitiveness through the implementation
of innovative procedures and products. CIDETEC had an annual turnover of 6,5M€ in 2008 and at
the present time employs a highly qualified staff of 103 people.
CIDETEC addresses all electrochemical technologies mainly from an applied research point of view.
Its experience and “know-how” covers three main areas of activity: Energy (Batteries, Fuel Cells
and other electrochemical storage systems), Surface Finishing (Coatings and Processes) and New
Materials (Nanotechnologies, Biomaterials, Sensors and Photonics).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Products and Materials:
Lithium-ion battery development for the EV: new active materials, electrode formulation
and optimization, prototype assembly and testing, new concepts for solid polymer
electrolytes.
Ultracapacitors development: new active materials, electrode formulation and optimization,
prototype assembly and testing.
Power management: hybridisation of batteries and ultracapacitors, regenerative braking.
Electrochromic materials based devices.
New materials for Innovative solar cells.
Environmentally friendly (Cr and Cd free) corrosion protection coatings for metals and
alloys: ZnNi, NiW, nanostructured metallic coatings,…
Metallization and anodizing processes of Al, Mg and Ti for weight reduction.
Multifunctional coatings: metal matrix composites (MMCs), functional graded materials
(FGMs), electrophoretically deposited ceramic coatings,...
Relevant projects:
E3CAR: Nanoelectronics for an Energy Efficient Electrical Car (2009-2011, ENIAC JU Project,
coordinated by Infineon Technologies AG)
ILLIBAT: Ionic Liquid based Lithium Batteries (2006-2008, FP6 STREP Project, coordinated
by Technical University of Graz)
ORION: Organic-Inorganic Hybrids based on Ionic Liquids for lithium batteries (2009-2013,
FP7 LARGE Project, coordinated by CIDETEC)
INNOSHADE: Innovative Switchable Shading Appliances based on Nanomaterials and
Hybrid Electrochromic Device Configurations (2008-2012, FP7 LARGE Project, coordinated
by Fraunhofer ISC)
Nanotechnologies for development of new formulations of reduced viscosity rubber for
injection of pieces for automotive industry (2007-2008, Industrial Project, coordinated by
Trelleborg Navex, S.A.U.)
MAGNO: Magnesium New Technological Opportunities (2008-2011, National CENIT
Project, coordinated by Grupo Antolín)
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CITEAN
Address:

Contact:

Calle Tajonar, 20
E-31006 Pamplona (Navarra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 948 292 900
Webpage: www.citean.com

Luis Álvarez de Eulate
Managing Director
e-mail: lalvarez@citean.com

Organisation profile:
The Automotive Technological Centre of Navarra (CITEAN) is a technological centre specialised in
applied research aimed at the automotive sector from vehicles to heavy trucks and special vehicles
(agricultural machinery, public works) and railways.
The technological offer of CITEAN is divided in the following areas: Experimental Mechanics,
Computational Mechanics and Manufacturing processes.
Developments is focused on the following lines of activity: Mechanical and Environmental tests;
Noise,Vibrations and Harshness; Structural design and analysis; Kinematics and Dynamics
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Products:
Inasmuch as the “green car” represents a paradigm of the vehicle concept, it will imply a new approach
regarding the validation of that vehicle. Specifically, a “green car” can mean a new mass distribution of the
vehicle and therefore CITEAN can support the vehicle manufacturer companies in:
Validation and verification of experimental tests in test rigs (static and dynamic
characterizations, fatigue, vibrations and noise)
Signal Analysis that shape the different load cases
Calculation and Simulation (finite elements and kinematic and dynamic).
Projects:
DOMOCELL: Household system to recharge Electric Vehicle Batteries
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CMT (Motores Térmicos. U. Politécnica de Valencia)
Address:

Contact:

Camino de Vera s/n
E-46022 Valencia (Spain)
Tel.: +34 963 877 650
Webpage: www.cmt.upv.es

Francisco Payri González
Director
e-mail: fpayri@mot.upv.es

Organisation profile:
CMT - Motores Térmicos of the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, with 30 years experience of
advanced research in the automotive sector, is an internationally well-known Research Institute that
collaborates closely with the international automotive industry.
Its main research activities are centred on the theoretical-experimental study of all the thermofluid dynamic processes in reciprocating internal combustion engines, with the aim of responding to
specific demands of the automotive industry. Main concerns are nowadays dictated by environmental
issues such as the reduction of specific fuel consumption, pollutants and noise as well as by the need
to improve engine efficiency and reliability. Current work is carried out to assist development of
modern automotive engines with advance technology such as flexible injection systems, advances
turbocharging and supercharging, variable valve actuation, integral electronic control and vehicle
thermal management.
In any case, research work performed combines experimental measurement with state-of-the-art
equipment in dedicated facilities and advanced simulation and modelling tasks with own-developed
or commercial codes. In addition, CMT also does research work for the maintenance of reciprocating
internal combustion engines aimed at developing non-intrusive diagnosis techniques for predictive
maintenance, such as performance measurements, analysis of lubricants and engine vibration, and at
implementing integral maintenance systems for transport fleets.
CMT - Motores Térmicos, with around 100 members including professors, researchers, laboratory
technicians and research assistants, has carried out in the last 5 years more than 50 RTD projects
with public funding and around 150 projects with private funding form 25 companies from the
automotive sector. It has participated in more than 20 EC funded projects since FP3, in four of
them as the coordinator, and is a recognised Marie Curie Training Site. It is also a member of EARPA
(European Automotive Research Partners Association), with active participation is several of its
Tasks Force groups.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Currently CMT participates in three FP7 EC projects:
POWERtrain of FUture Light-duty vehicles (POWERFUL) 2009-2013
Clean European Rail – Diesel (CleanER-D) 2009-2013
Technologies for Synthesis, Recycling and Combustion of Metallic Nanoclusters as Future
Transportation Fuels (COMETNANO) 2009-2012
Participation in the Green Car Initiative is foreseen on topics related to optimisation of thermal
engine development and integration as range extenders for advanced plug-in hybrids and electric
vehicles, as well as on heavy duty vehicles based on internal combustion engines. Fields of expertise
in these topics include engine combustion process optimisation, advanced fuel injection and
turbocharging for engine downsizing and downspeeding, subsystems and integral engine control,
and heat storage and recovery.
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CRIA (Network Centre for Automotive Engineering of the
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia)
Address:

Contact:

Camino de Vera s/n, Ed. 6G 3ª Plant
E-46022 Valencia (Spain)
Tel.: +34 963 877 007
Webpage: www.upv.es

Maria Valero Herrero
Knowledge Transfer Manager
e-mail: mvalero@cria.upv.es

Organisation profile:
The RDT Network in Automotive Engineering (CRIA) of the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia
(UPV) is a centre formed by seven Applied Research Groups with background in the automotive
sector: Centro de Investigación de Ingeniería y Gestión de Producción (CIGIP), Centro de
Investigación de Tecnología de Vehículos (CITV), Departamento de Ingeniería Electrónica (DIEO),
Instituto Universitario de Automática e Informática Industrial (ai2), Instituto de Biomecánica de
Valencia (IBV), Instituto de Tecnología de Materiales (ITM) y Grupo de Investigación en Reingeniería,
Organización, trabajo en Grupo y Logística Empresarial (ROGLE).
The goals of the Network are: 1. Design and technological transfer in automobile sector; 2.
Dissemination of scientific and technological knowledge; 3. Training of professionals; 4. Offer
technological services and 5. Empowering research in automotive sector.
The activities developed in the Network are: Product development,Technological assessment,Testing
and certification, Training and information and Scientific research, development and technological
innovation.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Design and evaluation of service conditions of mechanical components
Noise and vibrations analysis
Vehicle dynamics and robotics
Logistics and production systems design
Design and Implementation of optimization models / Study of work
Operations and processes design and improvement, planning and control
Power electronics systems
Traffic regulation and control systems
Polymers recycling / Plastic waste recovery
New materials design
Diagnosis in-service materials, equipments and structures failures
Functionality, ergonomics and usability / Emotional evaluation
Study of the ergonomics conditions and design of the workplace
Advanced Robotics / Design and development of real time systems
Applications of computer vision in quality and process control
User friendly inter-phases and application of virtual reality techniques and 3d-graphics
Design and development of solutions for control and automation of processes
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CSIC (Spanish National Research Council)
Address:

Contact:

Serrano 117
E-28006-Madrid (Spain)
Webpage: www.csic.es

Details for each centre are provided within the
text.

Organisation profile:
CSIC (Agencia Estatal Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas) is the largest public
multidisciplinary research organisation in Spain. Its mission is to promote, coordinate, develop,
and disseminate multidisciplinary scientific and technological research in order to contribute to
economic, social, and cultural development. It has considerable experience in both participating and
managing R&D projects. Under the 6th Framework Programme, CSIC signed 403 contracts (37 as
coordinators), and under FP7 more than 110 projects have already been signed.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid - ICMM (www.icmm.csic.es). Energy,
Environment and Sustainable Technologies Department; José Manuel Amarilla (amarilla@icmm.csic.es)
Synthesis of new materials with elevated electronic and/or ionic conductivity to be used
in electrochemical devices for energy generation (fuel cells) and energy storage (batteries
and supercapacitors): Synthesis of nano- and micro-size electrode materials, structural
and morphological characterization (DRX, TEM, RMN, IR) and determination of the
electrochemical properties.
Projects: Electrode materials for Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors / Carbon monolithsbased electrodes / Application to supercapacitors and lithium-ion batteries / Nanomaterials
from LiMn2O4 and their application / LiCrYMn2-YO4 (0<Y=1) nanoparticles for the development
of high power Li-rechargeable batteries.
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Barcelona - ICMAB (www.icmab.es). Rosa Palacín
(rosa.palacin@icmab.es)
Research in both lithium and nickel battery materials following a global approach from
materials preparation to characterization and testing / Development of new materials
with improved performances (e.g. conversion reaction electrode materials such as oxides
or nitrides) / High temperature electrochemistry and investigation of specific aspects of
materials, either electrodes or electrolytes, that are in the commercial or pre-commercial
stage in collaboration with industrial partners.
Member of the ALISTORE-ERI, devoted to battery research (http://www.u-picardie.fr/
alistore/).
Centro Nacional de Microelectrónica - CNM (www.cnm.es). Power Group; José Millán (Jose.
millan@imb-cnm.csic.es)
Design modelling, simulation, fabrication and characterization of Si, SOI and SiC devices:
Si power devices from low voltage high current VDMOS to high voltage devices such as
IGBTs and MCTs (6 kV) / Development of lateral power devices on SOI and SOS using the
experience previously acquired on LDMOS and LIGBT / Development of specific process
steps for SiC and device prototypes (Schottky and PiN diodes, N-MOSFETs, vertical power
MOSFET, vertical high voltage JFETs) / SiC sensors (MEMS, high temperature gas sensors,
Hall effect sensors, biomedical needles) and GaN MOSFETs.
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ENIAC- E3Car project, in tasks related to: SiC technology improvements, SiC rectifiers and
switches design and fabrication; Electro-thermal and reliability characterisation. / National
projects SPACESIC, THERMOS, GaSIC / EU Projects ESCAPEE, FLASIC, ATHIS, MANSIC /
ESA projects CHPCA, HTBEPI.
Instituto de Automática Industrial - IAI (www.iai.csic.es). Domingo Guinea (domingo@iai.
csic.es)
Generation of new knowledge, both basic and applied, in the field of processes and systems
automation and development of advanced strategies for measurement, inspection, control
and operation.
Projects: “Intelligent Control Architecture for the integration of a fuel cell in an energy
autonomous vehicle” (2008-2009) / “Design and construction of a low cost, high efficiency
new PEM fuel cell: Vehicle applications (2005-2008) / “Development of a hybrid architecture
based on a PEM fuel cell for a light vehicle” (CEMUSA (FCC)-IAI-CSIC, 2005-2006).
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CTAG (Centro Tecnológico de Automoción de Galicia)
Address:

Contact:

PG A Granxa, 249-250
E-36400 O Porriño (Pontevedra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 986 900 300
Webpage: www.ctag.com

Ana Paul
Technological Innovation Manager
e-mail: ana.paul@ctag.com / gestion.
innovacion@ctag.com

Organisation profile:
CTAG (Centro Tecnológico de Automoción de Galicia) is a private, non-profit R&D technological
automotive centre devoted to support the automotive industry in its research, development and
innovation needs.
The fields of competence where CTAG concentrates its activities are: Integral Safety / Manufacturing
Processes and New Materials / Environment / Electronics and ITS (Intelligent Transportation
Systems) / HMI, Ergonomics and Comfort / Innovation Management
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Energy storage systems, drive train and vehicle integration: Safety concepts and systems for
power electronics / Electronic management of in-wheel motor solutions for electric vehicles /
Testing and validation methods and strategies for green cars / EMI / EMC tests for electric and
hybrid vehicles / Electronic control and management of power train and dynamics for electric
vehicles / Methodologies for development and validation of HMI and functional algorithms using
driving simulators / New HMI concepts for green driving / Electronic architecture for electric and
hybrid vehicles
Infrastructure, integration with the transport system: Development of intelligent infrastructure
for electric vehicles / Impact assessment studies based on simulation, test-track testing and Field
Operational Tests (FOTs)
Internal combustion engines, bio-fuels: Development and validation of exhaust gas recirculation
systems / Biodiesel, bio-oils and catalytic converters
Logistics, co-modality and ITS technologies: Electric vehicles fleet management / ITS systems
and C2X solutions for energy efficiency and electric vehicles
Materials and production technologies: Specific structural development associated with green
vehicles / Use of UHS Steels with profiling techniques / Use of Composite carbon fibre with RTM
technology / Bio Polymers and use of natural materials / Nanomaterials and smart materials / LEAN
and flexible production / Modelling and virtual engineering / Quality control process optimization
/ Customization and smart vehicles series
Some related projects:
MOBI_one: Development, test and demonstration of new concepts for sustainable mobility,
in cooperation con CEIIA (Portugal).
Naturplas I & II: New materials based on natural resources for automotive applications
EU Projects (7th FP): EuroFOT, FREILOT, FOTnet, iCars Network
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CTC (Centro Tecnológico de Componentes)
Address:

Contact:

Av. Los Castros s/n Edificio CDTUC- Industriales
E- 39005 Santander (Cantabria - Spain)
Tel.: +34 942 200 904
Webpage: www.ctcomponentes.es

Lorenzo Gutiérrez Malde
Automotive unit coordinator
e-mail: lgutierrez@ctcomponentes.com

Organisation profile:
The Technological Centre of Components (CTC) is a private foundation in the regional public
sector and a member of SODERCAN group, created in the year 2000 to serve the society and the
industrial network. Its main objective is to contribute to the economic and social development of
the region, helping the local companies to evaluate the technical feasibility of their ideas, as well as
to technically execute their research, development and innovation projects as part of the sciencetechnology-industry system.
CTC has its Management System certified according to the “Quality Management System”,
UNE EN-ISO 9001:2000 Standard, and the “Environmental Management System”, UNE EN-ISO
14001:2004 Standard, since the year 2004 and 2005, respectively. The CTC operating model is
based on business units focused on the market, adding value in each developed project, thanks to
the specialization, expertise and efficient management of its professional team. Fields of Activity:
Automotive, Aerospace, Nuclear Energy, Renewable Energy, Advanced Materials
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Advanced materials area research lines are:
Study and development of advanced phase change materials (PCM’s) and its application to
energy efficient systems.
Development of new high performance composite and nanocomposite polymeric materials
with, improved properties and/or functionalized, adding nanostructure materials, fillers and
specific additives.
Automotive unit, example of project: Creation of a centre of excellence in Magnesium casting for
automotive components:
Best injection parameters of different Mg alloys research to find the best possible mechanical
properties and corrosion and wear resistance of the components.
Components design considering the special Mg characteristics reducing their thickness
and injecting only one instead of the several components were needed before with other
materials. In this way an important weight reduction is reached.
The Aerospace Unit focuses its research activity on the design and development of Control
Systems for critical applications, involving integration of electronic control devices, sensors and
actuators (electro-mechanical, hydraulic and others). The Unit is oriented to both, civil and military
communication applications with the aim of product and system improvement. The main products
and services offered are: Stabilized Platforms for a wide variety of purposes such as Satellite
Communication on the Move, Low cost Inertial Navigation Systems,Attitude determination systems
based on GNSS Antenna Arrays (GPS/GALILEO), and New GNSS applications.
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EDERTEK
Address:

Contact:

Polo de Innovación Garaia; Isasi Kalea, 6
E-20500 Mondragon (Gipuzkoa – Spain)
Tel.: +34 943 038 867
Webpage: www.fagorederlan.es

Angel Akizu
General Manager
e-mail: a.akizu@edertek.es

Organisation profile:
Edertek is the technology centre for MONDRAGON AUTOMOTIVE Chassis/Powertrain division.
Its objective is research and development of new products, processes and materials.
It is currently carrying out activity in three areas:
New product development of automotive components in iron and aluminium: We help our
customers with collaborative product design as expert suppliers
Research of new materials and processes: Our research projects cover all the different
stages of the process but are mainly focussed on downsizing of the automotive components,
new alloys and innovative processes
High & low pressure die casting technologies research: Pre-industrialisation area unique in
Europe and equipped with the latest technologies for validating the ideas developed in a
virtual environment.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Strategies and development of Chassis and Powertrain components of the EV
Weight reduction of Chassis and Powertrain components using Al and collapsible cores
Use of Nano-technologies to improve surface characteristics and improve functional
performance of components &tooling
Reduction of Lead Time and Virtual industrialisation projects, with the objectives of getting :
Smart & flexible manufacturing for cost efficiency, performance and robustness,
Modelling and virtual engineering
Flexible production processes for customised products and small series
Efficiency and energy use in manufacturing processes
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IBV (Instituto de Biomecánica de Valencia)
Address:

Contact:

Universitat Politècnica de València – Edifici 9C. Camí
de Vera s/n.
E-46022 València (Spain)
Tel.: +34 963 879 160
Webpage: www.ibv.org

Elisa Signes i Pérez
Innovation manager. Automotive and Mass
Transport.
e-mail: elisa.signes@ibv.upv.es

Organisation profile:
The activities of the Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia (IBV) as University Institute go back to
1976 and it acquired its official complementary status of Non-profit Research Organization in
November 1994 as an initiative of different public and private entities, and, in particular of the UPV
and IMPIVA.
IBV is a technology center that studies the behaviour of the human body and its relationship
with the products, environments and services. The IBV combines knowledge from biomechanics
and ergonomics or engineering emotional and applied them to different areas to improve the
competitiveness of the companies through the well-being of people. Its mission is to support OEM
and TIER in RTD and product development related with user interaction. IBV has knowledge about
user needs and requirements and experience in: Human body behaviour analysis; Analysis of the
interface between user and objects; Technologies and techniques of study in biomechanics.
Research lines: Safety: Human Machine Interfaces (HMI), User monitoring / Comfort: Seating,
Interior spaces and components, People with special needs / Emotional Engineering: Kansei,
Perceived Quality / Workplace: Workplace ergonomics, Adaptation to people with disabilities
Laboratories: Dynamic comfort laboratory; Acoustic comfort laboratory; Virtual ergonomics.
RAMSIS; Instrumental techniques of biomechanical analysis; Thermal comfort laboratory;
Psychophysiology comfort laboratory; Living lab; Driving analysis laboratory.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
IBV is nowadays involved in several RTD projects related with comfort in the automobile interior
and collective transport with several multinational companies. Projects related with Green Cars:
“R&D in urban vehicles of reduced weight and low consumption”. IMIDIN/2008/46. IMPIVA.
Generalitat Valenciana.
“Research in materials and ecological processes in the automotive and mass transport
sector”. ININER/2008/60. Conselleria d’Indústria, Comerç i Innovació. Gen.Valenciana
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IDIADA Automotive Technology
Address:

Contact:

L’Albornar – PO Box 20 Santa Oliva,
E-43710 Tarragona (Spain)
Tel.: +34 977 166 000
Webpage: www.idiada.com

Ignasi Ferrer, Director of Innovation,
e-mail: iferrer@idiada.com
José Manuel Barrios, Manager of Innovation,
e-mail: jmbarrios@idiada.com

Organisation profile:
Applus+ IDIADA is a global partner to the automotive industry worldwide. We support our clients
in their product development activities by providing design, engineering, testing and homologation
services to fit their needs.Applus+ IDIADA headquarters and main technical centre is located 70km
southwest of Barcelona. The company is also present in 15 countries to ensure clients will be given
customized services providing complete solutions for product development projects world-wide.
Our assets are an international team of over 900 skilled and experienced engineers and technical
experts specialized in automotive product development and first class state-of-the-art testing
facilities including a modern comprehensive proving ground & leading-edge laboratories.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Testing & Engineering: Extensive range of engineering and testing services in the fields of passive
and active safety, powertrain, comfort, reliability, electronics and materials and processes. Applus
IDIADA’s expertise in both physical and virtual testing means maximum efficiency in cost and time.
Its engineering solutions are driven by the ongoing pursuit of excellence and research in the best
technology.
Proving ground: The most comprehensive independent in Europe. Highest level of customer
support combined with first-class test tracks and fully-equipped confidential workshops.
Homologation: Applus+ IDIADA issues official certificates according to EC Directives and ECE
Regulations within Europe, and is recognised internationally as an authorised technical service and
consultant in regulations. Its fields of competence in the homologation sector include passenger
cars & components, commercial vehicles and motorcycles & helmets.
Main Green Cars activities
Highly energy-efficient ICT components and solutions
Integrated electric auxiliaries and on-board systems
Smart storage integration
Advanced electric vehicle concepts
Development of standards, comprehensive safety assessment of vehicles and infrastructure,
technology validation
We are looking for partners for testing and engineering projects, research and development projects,
homologation services and proving ground services.
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INSIA (University Institute for Automobile Research)
Address:

Contact:

Campus Sur de la UPM; Ctra. de Valencia, km 7
E-28031 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: +34 913 365 300
Webpage: www.insia.upm.es

Ph.D José María López Martínez
Vicedirector
e-mail: josemaria.lopez@upm.es

Organisation profile:
INSIA, the University Institute of Automobile Research is a centre belonging to Technical University
of Madrid (UPM), part of the School of Industrial Engineers, and is integrated into the UPM’s
scientific and technological park. Located at the Campus Sur, it has 3,000 sqm of laboratory buildings
with testing facilities and 1,700 sqm for R&D&i, teaching and administration. The centre has very
highly qualified research workers, some academic and others under contract, with more than 20
years’ experience in R&D&i activities related to the traffic accidents and vehicles safety, automobile
industry, transportation sector and more recently to the transportation environmental impact.
The Institute has carried out relevant studies into accidentology, transport, passive safety in buses,
coaches and industrial vehicles, biomechanics, intelligent systems and vehicle engineering. It is also
authorised as the Official Laboratory for obtaining official approval according to several Regulations
and Directives (buses and coaches, stability, tyres, seats, restraint systems) and Important Reforms.
One of our many objectives is to position ourselves as one of the point of reference R&D&i
centres in the automobile industry sector, which carries out activities of:
Research, development and innovation particularly orientated towards the safety and
environmental impact of vehicles.
To provide service and co-operate with business and public organisations in matters of the
Institute’s specialisation.
To provide specialised post-graduate training.
To be a communications and documentation channel within the sector.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
“Designing a light fuel cell-propelled hybrid vehicle”: Project financed by the Ministerio de Educación
y Ciencia. National R&D&i Plan.
“Design, modelling, production, characterisation and integration of a light electric hybrid vehicle
in two cylinder capacity versions: thermal engine and fuel cell”: Business project, financed by
CEMUSA
“Environmental evaluation of solid refuse collection vehicles”. Business project, financed by FCC
and with INSIA & FCC as participant bodies.
“Development of a methodology to analyse energy consumption and pollutant emissions produced
by urban public passenger transport – Applied to the city of Madrid”: Project funded by the
Ministerio de Medio Ambiente – National R&D&i Plan
Book: José María López Martínez “El medio ambiente y el automóvil. El reto del vehículo automóvil
frente a la reducción global del CO2”, CIE-DOSSAT; Madrid, 2007; ISBN: 978-84-96437-70-8
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INTA (Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial)
Address:
Carretera Ajalvir km 4
E-28850 Madrid (Spain)
Tel.: + 34 915 201 892
Webpage: www.inta.es

Contact:
Ricardo Chicharro
e-mail: chicharro@inta.es

Organisation profile:
INTA is the Public Research Organization specialized in aerospace and vehicle research and technology
development. Among its main functions it is worth mentioning: the acquisition, maintenance and
continuous improvement of all those technologies that can be applied to the aerospace and surface
transport field; Performing all types of tests to check, approve and certify materials, components
equipment items, subsystems and systems that have an aerospace application; To provide technical
assessment and services to official bodies and agencies, and also to industrial or technological
companies; To act as a technological centre for the Ministries of Industry, Science and Defence.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Transport Safety Technology and Vehicle Certification-Experimentation Centre: Tests, studies
and certification of motors and vehicles performance with respect to atmospheric pollution, power and
fuel consumption. Also Passive and active safety. European Type Certification. Spanish Type Certification.
Certification exemptions. Individual certification. Significant reforms. Track tests. We also take part in
Spanish, European and international legislation development forums. In recent years INTA has specialized
in developing Intelligent Systems (ITS) designed to enhance passengers and pedestrians’ safety. New
technologies to avoid accidents, either through systems that act on the vehicle itself or can be used to
reproduce, analyse and correct, a priori, future sources of road hazards. First-class facilities designed chiefly
for this purpose. Its test tracks and simulators afford comprehensive solutions for enhancing road safety
by contributing to the development, analysis and virtual and real testing of new devices. Biofuels testing and
synthesis from vegetal oil.
Hydrogen and Fuel CellTechnology: Characterization, testing and integration of ‘’PEM-type fuel-cells’’ in power
systems and plants. Hydrogen production system, based on reforming of gasoil, ethanol, or with electrolyzers.
Hydrogen storage systems, at high pressure or in metal hydrides. Experience in testing of phosphoric acid and
alkaline fuel cells. Institutional representation on national and international committees (International Energy
Agency). Development of hydrogen technology regulations and standards and their applications.
Products: Tests compliant with official standards. Pollution emission tests (CO, HC and NOx) on spark
ignition or compression ignition engines, light and heavy vehicles, and on motorcycles and similar vehicles.
Solid particle emission and fume opacity tests on compression ignition motors and vehicles. Comparative
tests of devices and additives developed to improve pollution emissions in engines and vehicles. Tests to
determine liquid fuel consumption and CO2 emissions in passenger cars and light commercial vehicles.Tests
to determine the characteristic curves in spark ignition or compression ignition engines, and in motorcycles
and similar vehicles.Tests and inspections for Type Certifications of automobiles and trailers. Products in ITS
as TCD (Technological Co-Driver) and SAI (smart overtaking system). Design of ‘’a la carte’’ certification
programs, according to the characteristics of the product to be certified, the manufacturers’ needs, etc.The
INTA cutting-edge test facilities are marketed in two different ways: as European certification of vehicles
and also to give driving courses, hold events, etc; in a safe and secure environment, designed to reduce the
number of car accidents by providing top-class coaching and training courses.
Projects: More than 50 Spanish and international customers: Ford, Isku Motor Ltd., Iveco, MontesaHonda, Nissan, Santana, SEAT, Suzuki Spain,Volvo Car Corp.,Yamaha Spain, etc.
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ITCL (Instituto Tecnológico de Castilla y León)
Address:

Contact:

C/ López Bravo, 70; Pol. Ind.Villalonquéjar
E-09001 Burgos (Spain)
Tel.: +34 947 298 471
Webpage: www.itcl.es

José Mª Vela Castresana
Director
e-mail: jmvela@itcl.es

Organisation profile:
The Castilla-Leon Institute of Technology (www.itcl.es) is a private non-profit foundation, whose
objective is to contribute to the economic and social development of the region. Its aim is to
support, promoting and facilitate the use of technology as a competitive tool for the business and
public sector. ITCL has the engagement to integration in the science-technology-business system
in the regional society. ITCL is a reference centre with respect to technology and R&D, including
mobility and transport activities, development issues at the regional and national level.
ITCL is Founding Member of INTENEC, an R&D consortium of the Technological Centres of Castilla
y León which is in the Technological Centres network of the Castilla y León Government and
member of the Spanish Federation of Technological Innovation Entities (FEDIT). Moreover, ITCL is
Collective Member of the Spanish Association for Quality (AEC) and the Spanish Standardisation
Association (AENOR), Member of the Quality Management Club, Spanish Association of NonDestructive Testing (AEND) and Cluster Association of Business Management Knowledge.
ITCL develops and supports to achieve a better dissemination and exploitation of R&D results in
order to facilitate the transfer of knowledge to enterprises, especially SMEs in Castilla y León. ITCL
has been involved in various European projects, such as Craft Pestisens, Craft Age, Craft Genosense,
Innoman (European Innovation Manager), INTERREG III-A (PTI) and finally the next project Civitas
II in Caravel Project and Hidrosolar (Life Project) joint to the city of Burgos.
Also, ITCL is involved in some Regional and National Projects to promote the mobility and transport
in the Spanish cities, in concrete in the development of charging infrastructures and new services of
mobility with electric vehicles (car sharing and electric bikes, principally).
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
ITCL is interested in developing projects in the initiative Green Cars, principally, in the research and
demonstration of public infrastructure for smart grid and charging equipment and his integration
with the electricity users.
Another principal activity of the ITCL in this area is the monitoring, controlling and integration
in the electronic of the vehicle with the transport system to favour the intermodality and the
cooperation in different systems, infrastructures and communications.
Moreover, ITCL is interested in the demonstration projects in urban areas, vehicles and infrastructure
to integrate and manage new services and market opportunities for electric vehicles.
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ITE (Energy Technological Institute)
Address:
Av. Juan de la Cierva, 24
E-46980 Paterna (Valencia – Spain)
Tel.: +34 961 366 670
Webpage: www.ite.es

Contact:
Sixto Santonja-Hernández
Project Manager
e-mail: sixto.santonja@ite.es

Organisation profile:
The Energy Technological Institute, ITE, is a Center for Technological Investigation, orients its
services, products and technological projects to companies and public organisms at national and
international level. These projects belong to different sectors like energy, electrical, electronic and
the communications. The aim of the institution is the promotion of the scientific research and
the technological development in the areas related before. We are working in several projects
involves in: Smart Grids, Renewable Energies, New Carbon Materials for Energy Storage, Power
Electronics, Automatic Control, Modelling and Simulation, Advanced Control Techniques, Artificial
Intelligent Control (Neuronal Networks, Fuzzy, Data Mining, etc.), Electric Vehicle, New Distribution
Networks, etc.
Laboratories: Electrical Safety, Calibration, Quality of Supply, Electromagnetic Compatibility, High
Voltage, Legal Metrology, Electromagnetic Fields Measurement, Electronic Circuits Prototyping,
Environment and Quality. Pilot Renewable Energies Plant with solar PV, thermal solar, wind and fuel
cell systems integration.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Project EPV: New System of Efficient Urban Transport Power based on the use of Electrical
Vehicles integrated in the Grid and driven by Renewable Energies.
Methodology for optimal location of the charge stations and the vehicle charge process.
Regional project with Iberdrola and AVEN (Valencian Regional Energy Agency) as advisory
organization.
Project IMPIVA 2009. Design and evaluation of hybrid systems for stationary and transport
applications: developments in Batteries – Supercapacitor and Batteries – Fuel Cells
Project IMPIVA 2008: Improvement of dynamic behaviour of electrical storage based on
supercapacitors
Project MCIN 2009-2011: New concepts in energy storage for medium and large systems.
Under approval process.
Project MCIN 2005-2008. Smart Grids. Design of new control strategies in distributed
generation systems.
Design of automation and communication architectures for optimal integration between
internal and external operation vehicle devices.
Advanced modeling, simulation and control for vehicle behaviours and the interaction of this
with its surroundings, model grid and the Distributed Energy Resources. (Using DYMOLA
and the Smart Electric Drives Library, Matlab, Power Factory, developments M.A.S.) .
Power Electronics and Battery Management Systems (control and charge).
Nanostructured materials synthesis, modification and characterization for energy storage and
synthesis of nanostructures carbon of controlled porosity and high electric conductivity
Carbon nanofoam preparation for catalysis and energy applications.
Carbon nanofibers for energy storage in batteries and supercapacitors
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Lurederra (Foundation for Technical and Social Development)
Address:
Área Industrial Perguita, C/A, Nº1
E-31210 Los Arcos (Navarra – Spain)
Tel.: +34 948 640 318
Webpage: www.lurederra.es

Contact:
Claudio Fernandez
Director Manager
e-mail: claudio.fernandez@lurederra.es

Organisation profile:
Lurederra Foundation for Technical and Social Development is a non-profit, private Technological Centre
created in June 1999 by the association of several public authorities, financial organisations, R&TD
organisations and companies in diverse productive fields, including environment, construction, power
generation, consultancy, foodstuff production and others, totalling more than 20 independent entities.The
organisation is a Spanish CIT (Centre of Innovation and Technology) recognised by the Spanish Ministry of
Science with the number 98. It is located at with two different sites, one in Zudaire (Navarre) and at Los
Arcos (Navarra), where the majority of the laboratories and pilot-size machinery are currently located.
The main R&TD fields are: Materials technology: nanotechnology, production, modification and use of
nanoparticles, advanced materials including sensorised intelligent materials, organic-inorganic interface
design, sophisticated polymers and polymer constructs in the pharmaceutical industry, and advanced
chemistry. / Innovation in production processes: factory operation and production layout, manufacturing
technologies, machinery development, material technologies and management of industrial resources. /
Environment and energy technologies: applications of the new advanced materials, use of biomass for
energy production, development of optimised technologies for the valorisation of different kind of wastes,
development of catalysts for environmental processes, etc.
Projects: COOP-CT2004-018003 - project coordinator: Nanoparticle modification and their integration
in industrial products; COOP-CT-2006-032766: design of advanced lines for material recovery; NMPCT-2005-516998: modification and use of nanoparticles.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Advanced materials: Wide experience in the development of advanced materials such as nanoparticles
(simple, complex or doped oxides, production capacity up to 1kg/h; nanocomposites or advanced polymers
for different applications, such as: Nanoparticles for the development of new propulsion systems: LiMn2O4,
Li4Ti5O12,LiFe5O8 for lithium ion batteries,montmorillonite particles for hydrogen storage orYSZ nanoparticles
for hydrogen fuel cells. / Development of advanced glasses with hydrophobic properties. / Nanomaterials
and nanocomposites for the development of vehicle pieces with improved mechanical and flame-retarding
properties. / Nanoparticles for the development of advanced catalysts for exhaust pipes, to decrease
contaminant gases from the combustion. / Development of vehicle sensors using advanced conductive-gums. /
Development of shock-absorbers using magneto-rheological or electro-rheological fluids.
Coordination of the European project “Large scale production of tailored nanooxides by advanced, highoutput, high-versatility flame spray pryrolysis” in which different kind of catalysts, which can be used in the
combustion line, are synthesised.
European project “Development of an innovative, cost-effective technology to produce halogen-free, highperformance flame retarded polyolefins”
National project “Development of nano-structured materials and coatings for the construction sector”,
where nanoparticles are synthesised and dispersed to apply them to glass in order to achieve hydrophobic
properties.
Environment: Synthesis of biofuels using vegetables, fats; etc: national projects to develop bio-diesel using
animal fats and bio-butanol using ligno-cellulose.
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REDITA (Automotive Technology Network)
Address:
Colón, 66
E-46004 Valencia (Spain)
Tel.: +34 961 961 118
Webpage: www.redita.es

Contact:
Cristina Del Campo
Network General Manager
e-mail: cdelcampo@redita.es

Organisation profile:
REDITA is a Technology Network Centre, integrated by 8 Technology Institutes. Our mission is to
support the automotive supplier’s technological development and innovation, acting as a coordinator
between the portfolio of R&D&I and technological services of the Technology Institutes members
of REDITA and the specific needs from the automotive suppliers.
Laboratories: Electrical Safety, Calibration, Quality of Supply, Electromagnetic Compatibility, High
Voltage, Legal Metrology, Electromagnetic Fields, Electronic Circuits Prototyping. Pilot Renewable
Energies Plant with solar PV, thermal solar, wind and fuel cell systems integration
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Product: part and components design, research in materials (weight reduction: UHSS,Al, Mg, composites;
use of recyclable and bio-materials: biopolymers, natural fillers; nanotechnologies to modify/improve
current material properties: antiscratch, self cleaning, etc), rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing,
life cycle analysis, HMIs and product emotional valuation. Power electronics and battery management
systems. Nanostructured materials for energy storage. Carbon nanofoam for catalysis and energy
applications. Carbon nanofibers for energy storage in batteries and supercapacitors.
Process: production management, process automation and improvement, virtual engineering,
increased reality systems, flexible production processes for customised products and small series,
new joining, assembly and surface protecting technologies to ease dismantling and recycling
processes, efficiency and energy use in manufacturing processes.
Communications: safety and robustness of communications, advanced V2G interface,
communications V2V and V2C, intermodality/interoperability, co-operative systems, connected car
to improve safety and efficiency, car in traffic control systems, communications, deployment of
public infrastructure in parking areas.
Logistics: traceability and identification systems, supply chain management, routs and loads
optimization, warehouse and handling solutions, packaging solutions and transport condition
simulation, co-modality, ITS technologies, efficiency and energy use in logistics.
Ergonomics: smart controls to manage requirements in driving performance and comfort.
Environment: environment correction, electric product life cycle analysis, energy efficiency.
REDITA main projects related with Green Cars include:
Regional Project EPV: New System of Efficient Urban Transport Power based on the use of
Electrical Vehicles integrated in the Grid and driven by Renewable Energies. Methodology for
optimal location of the charge stations and the vehicle charge process.
Regional Project: Design and evaluation of hybrid systems for stationary and transport
applications: developments in Batteries – Supercapacitor and Batteries-Fuel Cells.
Regional Project: Improvement of dynamic behaviour of electrical storage based on
supercapacitors.
National Project 2009-11: New concepts in energy storage for medium and large systems.
National Project 2005-08: Smart Grids. Design of new control strategies in distributed
generation systems.
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TECNALIA
Address:

Contact:

Mikeletegui Paselekua, Parque Tecnologico
E-20009 San Sebastian (Spain)
Tel.: +34 943 003 700
Webpage: www.tecnalia.com

Iñaki Inzunza
Automotive Director
e-mail: i.inzunza@tecnalia.info

Organisation profile:
We are a private and independent, internationally known Technology Corporation created within
the Basque technology environment. We include the following Technology Centres: Azti, Cidemco,
European Software Institute (ESI), Fatronik, Inasmet, Labein, Neiker and Robotiker.
The TECNALIA Automotive Unit is becoming increasingly recognised as technological agent in the
automotive sector and as a technological partner in a select number of its segments, thanks to its
work aimed at satisfying the main requirements of the sector.
TECNALIA has fully integrated capacity from the energy generation to storage, as vehicle condition
specs and development and also including new transportation modes and commonality and holds a
strong position in relevant international organisations, to support strategy.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Research & Development activities, related to:
Product electronics.
Advanced manufacturing systems (robotics, automatization, welding,..).
Nanotechnology.
Integrated systems.
Communications.
Infrastructure.
Charging systems.
Recycling.
New Product development.
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TECNOEBRO Association
Address:

Contact:

C/ María de Luna, 3,
E-50018 Zaragoza (Spain)
Tel.: 34 976 762 761
Webpage: www.tecnoebro.es

Serafín Olcoz
General manager
e-mail: olcoz@tecnoebro.es

Organisation profile:
TecnoEbro is a non-profit association founded to contribute to the social, economic and institutional
development of Aragon, offering technological solutions and specific training to improve the
competitiveness of the companies and, therefore, of the society. Its goal is to provide any company
with the combined technology and training offer coming from all its members in order to solve
company needs of innovation and continuous improvement.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Energy storage systems
Hydrogen technologies: Production, separation and storage by non-conventional methods.
Optimal design of the storage system depending on the application
Drive train
Development of hydrocarbon traps for cold start.
Optimization of biofuel processing and characterization of biofuels.
Development of advanced catalysts for fuel cells. Electrocatalysts for polymeric and direct
methanol fuel cells based on novel carbon supports with the objective of diminishing the
amount of Pt while keeping or increasing the activity.
Vehicle integration
Lightweight and multimaterial structures. Light-weight plastic parts for interior trims
Design and development parts in plastic materials.
Simulation of plastics converting technologies
Plastics processing by injection moulding, extrusion-blow-moulding
Microcellular foaming
Development of multifunctional materials: modelling, design and manufacture of polymer
matrix materials reinforced with nanoparticles
Nanosensors, in nanomaterials, coatings, in catalysts, in pollutants filters, gas sensors, gas filters, in
alternative batteries for “green cars”, in recycling materials, nanoelectronics and devices.
Competitive contactless position sensor based on magnetoresistive nanocontacts
Systems for active and passive safety. Accident analysis, simulation, investigation.
Biomechanical crash simulation and testing (computer modelling, impact testing).
Driving simulation (several driving simulators for human factors analysis).
Security and mobility (advanced control systems, security systems, human-machine interface,
electricity and electronics, mobility and infrastructures)
Advanced/smart control and energy management systems based on models of new vehicles
(vehicle dynamics and power architecture)
Safety and robustness: Functional safety (electromagnetic compatibility, vibrations resistance
and product functioning in aggressive environments)
Design and integration of high dynamic and/or precision test stations including design of
algorithms and control software and development of advanced electronic systems for
monitoring, automation and communications
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Virtual factory: design and analysis of processes based on the application of advanced
simulation technologies
Infrastructure integration: Vehicle to Grid (V2G):
Deployment of charging infrastructure: technologies of inductive charge of the batteries,
Energy generation / distribution: technologies for integrating the car in the electrical grid
considering it as an individual energy generation, consumption and storage system.
Electric car integrated with transport system
Safety and intelligent vehicles.
Control policies development in order to optimize the energy management.
Life Cycle Assessment, Life Cycle Cost and Life Cycle Management
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TEKNIKER Foundation
Address:

Contact:

Otaola, 20
E-20600 Eibar (Gipuzkoa) Spain
Tel.: +34 943 206 744
Webpage: www.tekniker.es

Idoia Echave
Green Car coordinator
e.mail: iechave@tekniker.es

Organisation profile:
TEKNIKER is a non-profit making research organisation that works a wide field of technologies
related to manufacturing. At the end of 2008, TEKNIKER had 230 experienced researchers plus 25
trainees 21 of them hold PhDs’ degrees in various specialist fields.
Technologically speaking, it is possible to group the different activities into four main blocks:
Precision engineering and mechatronics: Design and manufacture of mechatronic products.
Advanced calculation and simulation. Design and adjustment of controllers.
Surface engineering: Lubrication, maintenance and reliability. Thin layer deposition (PVD)
processes. Surface development and characterization. Surface microengineering and
nanoengineering.
Production and automation engineering: Production organisation and management. Smart
systems: System integration, control and optimization, Artificial vision.
Manufacturing technologies: Micro-manufacturing and ultra-precision technologies. Non
conventional processes: ultrasounds and lasers. High-speed cutting.
Likewise, TEKNIKER has decided to specialise in eight major lines of technological research:
Identification and control systems / Precision engineering / Electromagnetism and power
accelerators / Surfaces / Maintenance and reliability / Smart systems / Advanced production
technologies / Micro and nanotechnologies.
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
Projects:
Electronics for Intelligent transport.
Intelligent perceptive systems for intelligent transport
Structural monitoring (sensor networks and power harvesting)
New concepts for lightweight high-performance materials for body, structure and suspension
in the new generation of cars. -KONAUTO
Knowledge-based Radical Innovation Surfacing for Tribology and Advanced Lubrication.KRISTAL
High performance manufacturing for automotive sector- ECOCORNER
Advanced energy storage systems for transport and energy management SA2VE
Products:
Intelligent knots for context awareness
Localization system based on sensor networks.
Electronics for engine control
Secure Car electric window
High autonomy Wireless data logger
Control platform for magnetic levitation
V2X of sensors networks
Production engineering Information system for a new assembly plant for a new car model.
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UNIVERSITY OF ZARAGOZA
Address:

Contact:

Pedro Cerbuna, 12
E-50009 Zaragoza (Spain)
Tel.: +34 976 762 548
Webpage: www.unizar.es

Silvia Vicente
Technology Promoter
e-mail: silviav@unizar.es

Organisation profile:
Founded in 1542, University of Zaragoza, is the main centre of technological innovation in the Ebro
Valley. At present, there are more than 3000 researchers. Energy and automotive sector are the
main research areas of our university. It is worth emphasizing the interdisciplinary nature of the
research groups that allows them to overcome this research area from a global point of view.
Main facilities: Advanced calculation hard and soft, 600 kg sled for crash testing, Anthropomorphic
parts launcher, Driving simulators, Circuit for endurance tests, Labs for operational tests, …
Main Green Cars activities: Products and Projects
R&D Areas:
Safety and intelligent vehicles
Automotive research
Energy and Environment
Hydrogen technologies
Nanotechnology
R&D Groups:
VEHIVIAL: Design, calculation and optimization of vehicles based on numerical and experimental
techniques to be able to evaluate stress, deformations and accelerations. Road safety. New vehicle
concepts. Energy saving. Crash and fatigue testing. Application of new materials in vehicles. Study
of the noise and vibration sources, transmission form and the effect on people and vehicles.
TIIP: Design and manufacture of plastic and mechanics components. Fast Prototyping: pieces
and moulds. Moulds and Test Design.
GTC: Oral Man-Machine interaction. Mobile communications, optical communications, oral
interfaces and ICT applications in the vehicle industry
GITEL:Transport and logistics operations. Design of intermodal transport awareness vehicles.
Design of non polluting propulsion vehicles.
Nanoscience Institute: Materials and Magnetoresistive Systems. Nanocomposites.
R&D Projects:
Development of prototype of electrical vehicle. 2008-2011
Multipurpose Tool-vehicle teleoperated with integral traction and propulsion system based
on hydrogen fuel cells. 2008-2011.
Cabin Communication System. 2000 – 2007
Oral interface for domotic control. 2007-2008.
Design of power systems benefits
Note: The main objective of this directory is to disseminate at a European level the contact details and relevant information
of the activities of enterprises and RTD performers with expertise in eco and electric mobility. This directory has been
prepared by the Unit of International Innovation of SERNAUTO compiling information sent by the organizations, which
were contacted through the Association, the Spanish Technology Platform SERtec, CDTI and TecnoEbro mailing lists. It is not
exhaustive and the new contributions and any omission or error will be corrected in an update or second edition.
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International trends and
architectures in Ecoelectro Road Vehicles

Introduction
As previously stated, it is considered that the
“Electrification” is a key element as it will
enable the use of renewable energies in the
future transport systems, leading to a carbon
free transportation. It is also important to
emphasize that the electrified mobility of the
future should be addressed from a system level
approach: A new paradigm that affects not only
vehicle, but infrastructure, and a series of new
business models very different to the existing
ones.
From a market perspective, it is clear that the
electric vehicle will enter mass production in
Europe in the following years. Through the
preparation of this document, there were more
than 50 electrified vehicle launches foreseen
during the next couple of years.
The Electrification of the drive train system
offers a step change technology based on its
outstanding well-to-wheel energy efficiency. In
addition to the necessary consequent further
development of “conventional powertrains”,
this offer new chances to solve these challenges.
Micro - and mild hybrid concepts offers an
affordable entry into this technology, full hybrids
and especially plug-in concepts up to full electric
vehicles (EV) reveal the possibility to exploit
the borders of consumption potential.
That there was no breakthrough till now
despite the advantages of EV’s, has a simple
reason: there are no suitable energy storage

[Courtesy of CMT]
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systems available. Mainly based on this circumstance, the EV is currently facing several weaknesses
amongst which are: limited driving range, high cost of storage systems, loading time of the battery
and overall limited efficiency in electricity provision. For parts of these issues, solutions may be
found at the level of the subsystems for energy storage (battery, super capacitors), electric power
train and energy management. System cross-linkage is necessary for total drive train concept, total
drive train management.
Also the intelligent integration of electrified drive train into the existing power grid as decentralised
and flexible energy storage offers fully new possibilities in the view of a global management of
electric energy offer.
1. Automotive market trends
Trends in automotive market needs and technological solutions have suffered an important evolution.
These aspects, widely explained in the PwC and SERNAUTO chapters, are defined mainly due to
the commitment to attend different requirements in terms of:
Compliance with legal requirements.
Legal requirements, mainly those related to safety, security and environmental impact, are
suffering important evolutions, in order to avid the crash injuries as well as the environmental
C02 emissions and end of life product impact.
Attractive design, styling & image.
First visual impact, is one of the most important buying decision factor, for the car user.
Car makers strongly take care of this key aspect, and further developments are focused on
volume and shape optimisation, driver requirements, aerodynamics, colour and harmony.
Environmental awareness, ecology & recycling.
Probably this is the driver that has shown a major empowerment in the last 4 to 5 years.
The new C02 levels, and the impact on a Climate change, have dramatically activated a
number of approaches, in terms of technology development (mainly in the power systems
performance), as well as ecology & recycling (end of life cycle development).
Reliability, conservation of value.
A key performance factor, with a very important market impact in the car maker position in
the market, is the lack of reliability faults I the vehicle. A major introduction of new materials,
as well as the progressive increase of electronics, requires a much higher accuracy o the
systems, and validation programmes.
Safety.
Active & passive safety are constantly progressing, mainly due to the implementation of ICT
(Information & Communication Technologies), which will assist the driver, providing a higher
degree of knowledge on the driving condition, and the HMI (Human Machine Interface).
Comfort.
Noise and vibration performance, as well as all considerations related to ergonomics for the
user, are suffering important evolutions such as the use of multi-adaptable position systems,
displays, infotainment, new materials and finishing.
Customers & markets.
In a global market, the different economies require a particular vehicle approach. Under
a global product and technology strategy, car makers a particular portfolio of solutions,
considering key aspects such as population, legislation, ecology requirements, traffic
management,…
Cost efficiency, user value and cost.
As well as global, the automotive market is highly competitive, with an average 20% of extra
production capacity. The different vehicle segments have developed a precise cost and value
strategy, mainly in terms of materials, labour and logistics costs. New economies, such as the
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B.R.I.C. countries (Brasil, Rusia, India & China), are becoming relevant international areas for
both market growth and production sites implementation.
Individualization, mobility and driving fun.
Everybody, as an end user, has a specific need for individuality and differentiation. All car
segments play attention to this requirements, in order to response to key factors such as
sportive performance, elegance, liberty, ecologic sense, ..
Bearing these considerations in mind, and mainly due to the relevant evolution suffered in the
different power systems concepts, the vehicle architecture is also showing significant progress.
2.Vehicle Architectures
For the road transport system, vehicles running on Biofuels blends already exist, and for the
future modified and new powertrain concepts are under development like those for high
degree of Biofuels, electric hybrid vehicles, hydrogen and fuel cells ones. There is still research
and development to be done to explore the best solution for given conditions and locations
and affordability. The over-all aspects addressed in Well-to-Wheel and LCA studies must be
considered in selecting the future energy sources, the feasible fuels and vehicle types.
The components of the electrified vehicles will offer new possibilities in vehicle lay outs. The
disposition of elements will allow new vehicle concepts for improved accessibility, increased
efficiency, driving dynamics and better infrastructure integration. It has to be highlighted that
the current vehicle configuration is dominated by the existence of a large internal combustion
engine usually at the front of the vehicle. Also it is important to define new standards specific
for the electric vehicle, taking into account the existence of large energy storage systems as
well as high voltage elements.
A wide variety of different product architectures, are actually under development or production
stages. Nobody knows which will be the final “winner” vehicle architecture strategy, as most of
the options are totally open, and will combine each other in a more integrated manner.
However, is it worth to remark, how different but parallel strategies will live together, as the
technology and market trends keep on progressing in a remarkable way.
Bearing this in mind, the most relevant aspects related to the different vehicle architectures,
according to the powertrain evolution, are the following ones:
- ICE (Internal Combustion Engine):
It will continue as the principal power source on the vehicle, besides the progressive implementation
of the electric machines.
Key challenges related to the ICE, are:
Dowsizing, of components and the whole system.
Lightning of materials.
Performance improvements, by the use of new materials and surface treatments.
Lower C02 emissions, according to a highly developed system performance. Fuel-efficient
and eco-friendly engines.
Progressive implementation of Hybridization, by gradual electric source integration:
Micro Hybrid.
Mild Hybrid.
Full Hybrid, parallel.
Full Hybrid, serial.
- Hybrid:
Combine systems as ICE (Internal Combustion Engine), and electric Machines, have different
degrees of development, although ICE remains as the main power supply source. Although
the combination of both systems, provides better performance and adaptability to the driver
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condition, it also adds a higher complexity to the system, mainly in terms of power and
control electronics.
There are different degrees of Hybridization, by gradual electric source integration, such as:
Micro Hybrid.
Mild Hybrid.
Full Hybrid, parallel.
Full Hybrid, serial.
E-motor / Battery:
Electric Machine as a primary power source, although combined with an additional ICE motor, due
to difficulties for a complete long distance driving autonomy.
Key power supply is based on Batteries. Although product and technologies development related to
batteries has been strongly in the last decade, there are still a number of challenges, to fully confirm
such as the charging and de-charging performance, autonomy and PLC (Product Life Cycle).
Battery location in the vehicle is also an open point, as different car makers are considering different
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locations, in order to accommodate the batteries, by guaranteeing security, charging access, vehicle
balance, and space frame use.
E-motor / fuel Cell:
Similar electric Machine as the option based on batteries, but the main energy supply is based on
a hydrogen tank.
Hydrogen development has being also a key research field during the last decade, not only in terms
of vehicle application, but also in terms of energy storage and infrastructure supply chain.
E-motor/Wheel hub motor:
This system, based on a fully integrated Electric machine, with power control and battery, inside the
wheel frame, provides a totally different approach towards the vehicle architecture.This system can
be applied in all the wheels, or only on two of them, preferably on the front ones.
The E-motor Wheel hub, provides a much higher degree of freedom in the vehicle, in terms of space
frame and accommodation of occupants, as well as other systems.
Driving performance, mainly in term of vibration, suspension and torque performance, are key
aspects to take into account.
3. World initiatives on electrification of road transport
Due to the great challenges that electrification has laid on automotive industry , there are a number
of international on going initiatives such as the following ones:
USA:
One million PHEV on road until 2015
Energy Storage, Power electronics, Electric propulsion: detailed targets for passenger cars
until 2020 depending on the application
Programs for FY 09, DoE:
Recovery Act-Transportation Electrification; RTD of PHEVs, EVs, or FCVs, PC and commercial,
not 2-wheelers. Min 100 demo vehicles per project; $378 Mio
Recovery Act - Electric Drive Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative production capacity increase; $2000 Mio
Clean Cities: expand the use of alternative fueled vehicles and advanced technology vehicles.
+ required infrastructure, operation and maintenance: $ 300 Mio
Japan:
Central government policy
Buying incentive:
“Basis of incentive” is difference between EV/PHEV and baseline vehicle price
Government will support half of the “basis of incentive”, e.g. For Mitsuibishi i-MiEV, JPY
1,390,000
Dependent on local government
Tokyo and Yokohama support half of central gov. support but conditions apply, e.g. for
Mitsubishi I-MiEV, JPY 695,000
Weight tax
Zero weight tax for EVs/PHEVs
R&D Funding
r'PS':/&%0JTTVQQPSUJOH/FYU(FOFSBUJPO)JHI1FSGPSNBODF#BUUFSZEFWFMPQNFOU
with a budget of £15.5m (£1 = 160 Yen)
Parking
50% parking fee discount in Tokyo and Kanagawa for EVs/PHEVs
Toll Road fee refund
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Maximum refund of JPY 5,000 per month, only for wirelesspaying
system (ETC) users
Only in limited pr efectures like Kanagawa.
China:
Vision: China aims at being the leader on electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles
Targets:
20% reduction in energy consumption per unit of GDP and an estimated 45% increase in
GDP, each by 2010.
China wants to raise its annual production capacity to 500,000 hybrid or all-electric cars and
buses by the end of 2011, from 2,100 in 2008.
15% EV and PHEV to be expected in 2020
Public use of EV and PHEV is heavily subsidized, EUR 6,800 for battery electric vehicles
EV infrastructure in 2020 to cover certain cities.
Programs (MOST):
Automotive Industry Readjustment and Revitalization Plan (RMB10 Bn), National Hi-tech
Prog. 863 “Fuel Efficient and New Fuel Vehicle Project” (RMB 1.1 Bn), National Basic Research
Prog.(RMB 1.3 Bn), National Key Laboratories Prog. “Laboratory.
4. Road transport electrication Research priorities
Following the strategic recommendations of different stakeholders,it is remarkable that the knowledge
developed in Spain in terms of energy conversion, renewable energies and vehicle component design
and manufacturing can offer new solutions which will combine advanced technology and reduced
costs. In particular, the research needs associated with the electrification can be summarized in the
following topics, as referred by ERTRAC Position Paper on electrification:
Storage systems (battery cells and capacitors)
Increase of energy density and capability, increase of safety and lifetime, reduction of costs
are today the biggest roadblocks for mass production of Batteries for EV’s. Today research on
batteries is focused on high power technologies needed for hybrid vehicles. Electric Vehicles and
plug-in systems require research related to high energy battery cells.
Electric motor & Power electronics
The need of a coexistence of a combustion engine as a range extender in the nearer future EV’s
is the great challenge for the electric motor and the power electronics.
Therefore the strong demands of small package volume and low weight derive which are
opposed to the demands of increasing power and torque. Additionally the motors have to
withstand the harsh temperature and mechanical vibration conditions in a car.
The solution must be to raise the efficiency per volume meaning reduction of iron losses and
copper losses and increasing efficiency in cooling. The means to fulfill the demands will be
provided by new materials for electrical sheet, permanent magnets and isolation in combination
with architectural optimization or even new electric motor concepts.
Auxiliaries and vehicle systems
Auxiliary systems such as AC, power steering etc represent an increasing part of the energy
demand in passenger cars but also in other vehicles such as refuse trucks. Electrically driven
auxiliaries needs to be developed. Considerable research is needed to develop highly efficient
devices.
Active control units for electric motors and wheels
Electric motors add particular performance to the vehicle, e.g. regenerative and electric braking,
full torque at all vehicle speeds, and the opportunity to distribute the power between several
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motors if wheel motors are used. To make use of these properties requires active and adaptive
control measures taking into account the driver’s intentions, the state of the road and the state
of charge of the battery, i.e. the full range of functions provided by smart systems technologies.
Integration of ICE Range extenders into the EV
The opportunity of long-haul driving, representing just a minor fraction of the normal drive
cycle in Europe, is considered a key functionality for user acceptance of alternative drive trains.
Given the range restrictions of batteries, advanced electric vehicles will be equipped with an
ICE that recharges the battery if needed. Managing the efficient use of the ICE has to take into
account various parameters including the state of charge of the battery, the driver’s intentions,
the traffic situation etc. Thus it is calling for new ICE concepts, intelligent gear solutions and
smart ICT solutions having access to predicted or real-time traffic situations along the route
and specific road attributes such as slopes, road types, and speed profiles.
Infrastructure integration
The Vehicle to Grid (V2G) concept adds functionality to the basic charging and metering
capabilities of a power plug by allowing uni- and bidirectional routing of energy between the
battery and the (smart) grid. This way, batteries can be considered part of the grid that in peak
times may be available for power regulation. A V2G system has to anticipate and be aware of
the user’s charging needs and the state of the net, and thus would be a smart system providing
both new functionality and new business opportunities at the interface between the car and
the energy supplier. The charging infrastructure development will allow substantial use of EVs,
particularly in urban areas. For vehicles owners without off-street storage, there will reliance
on strong cooperation between local authorities/cities and utility companies.
Summarising, in line with other complementary comments raised in this document, it can be stated
that the intensification of research activities and the extension of the research landscape towards
the electrification of the drive train are the basis for a significant reduction of global and local GHG
emissions and furthermore an important basis for future European competitiveness. The challenges
for the new technologies are technology new territories, not in the main focus of past research
activities. For electrified drive trains specific solutions are required, mostly different to conventional
powertrains. Batteries as one of the basic research are today the biggest roadblock for the EV.
Electric motor and power electronic for mobile systems are also urgently research needed basic
technologies. Energy management, drive train integration and drive train management are research
areas of most importance.
The migration towards electricity is not only a massive change in vehicle technologies and systems.
Furthermore a tighter partnership of stakeholders in all stages of planning, engineering, introducing
and operating these vehicles has to be established. Joint activities are needed to create cooperation
models as well as introduction plans and business models, as this book describes, the most relevant
partners and strategies in a national level.

Sources:
Tecnalia / Eucar & Clepa position paper 2009 /EU Comission Presentation 2009 / Survival of the fittests MBTech May2009
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